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EDITORIAL
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Goodbye CODESA
NOW THAT CODESA has reached its

logical conclusion, it is time
ponder and re-examine the fundamental issues
that constitute the South African Question. It has been one of the
major objectives of this publication to highlight the nature of this
question (see SAPEM, Vol. 4, No. 8) and to analyse and identify with
the historical process whereby it is being resolved. In doing so, we
have identified two contradictory approaches which have
respectively underpinned and inveighed both analyses and politics in
South Africa in particular and Southern Africa in general.
On the one hand, the White dominion approach: to accept a South
for all concerned to

Africa

—

and

a

Southern Africa

—

defined in terms of the colonial

and/or northern hemispherean conception of the sub-region as a kind
of White dominion, to be modified only in form but not in content. So,

mood” that

referred to above. Nelson Mandela and his
their utmost to the CODESA exercise. We are
informed herein that Nelson Mandela had, two years ago, already
predicted the current spectre of organised violence in South Africa,
suggesting that the South African government wished to destabilise,
disorganise and frustrate the process towards Black Majority Rule
through “a Renamo-type of organisation
a force that will kill for
the sake of killing...” (see interview opposite: Nathan Shamuyarira,
Zimbabw e's Minister of Foreign Affairs). No doubt, Mandela and his
colleagues will have hoped to pre-empt such an escalation of violence
and loss of life through the CODESA process; and thereby create the
best conditions possible for nation-building in a new South Africa.

colleagues

it is

now

question. South Africa will have to be conceded its
predominantly Black government but with White power all pervasive
for the foreseeable future. It is a future which is necessarily blurred
in its conception; but its proponents have developed a vocabulary that
is as jdeological in its import as it is also deceptive: a post-apartheid
South Africa; or a non-racialdemocracy — a concept now so familiar
among the liberals in Southern Africa and abroad. But all it means
is that Black Majority Rule (as we know it elsewhere in Africa) will
not be Black Majority Rule. To quote a few lines from a recent
commentary (emanating from London) that illustrates this kind of
thinking:
national

CODESA has been sunk; but it has not been an
exercise for Mandela and his
South African state for what

entirely useless

colleagues. It has helped to expose the
it is; that the Whites are not yet ready

to transfer power.

(There was a popular slogan in the 1970s to
intransigence in the case of Ian Smith and his
colleagues: havasati vaibva! in Shona; in English: they are not yet
ripe!) Accordingly, the seriousness of the Boipatong massacre
notwithstanding (the history of White South Africa has been a series
of massacres of Black people) it does not constitute the fundamental
describe such

cause

of the deadlock betw een the Boers and the African Nationalists.

The South African Question will be resolved, no doubt. But it
requires that all concerned do their part if the process is to be
expedited with the minimum loss of life and destruction. To begin

with, there should be

no

confusion between the White dominion

approach on the one hand and, on the other, the one which seeks to
challenge that conception by identifying with the process whereby the
National Question is being resolved and South Africa and Southern
Africa redefined accordingly. The end of CODESA now constitutes

mood....

PAC, .AZAPO, BCM and all other patriotic forces. But it is important

expected out of CODESA; and
community in general — including a significant
proportion of the OAU membership — enjoined him in a political
fantasy that became so threatening as it became nearly real. Sanctions
were being lifted; diplomatic relations were being re-established with
Pretoria; state visits were being exchanged with de Klerk; sporting
links were being rekindled; and so on, and so forth. Then CODESA
This is the solution that de Klerk

the international

Now, those of

a

sounder basis for

a

Patriotic Front of the ANC and its allies, the

that the Frontline States in

particular and the OAU in general, should
principles that have always guided us in

rededicate themselves to the

confronting apartheid South Africa. These have been outlined
comprehensively in the above-mentioned interview. We hope that the
OAU Summit will reaffirm them and thereby rein those Heads of
State who have been pursuing policies based on either self-interest or
the base demands of trade with South Africa. Unity of purpose
between the South African liberation movement and the OAU will

sunk.
us

who thought that the ANC was blind in its

commitment to CODESA will have to
Nationalist worth the

name

apologise. No African

would fail to understand the fundamental

issues that constitute the South

African Question. And Nelson

Mandela, in particular, has demonstrated an impressive

comprehension of the question; not surprising for a person who has
dedicated so much towards its resolution. But. given the “global
2

gave

the whole
vocabulary of 'transferringpower' is an anachronism. In South
Africa, their argument goes, there are no colonists to haul down
some flag, don pith helmets and sail out to sea as the brass bands
play. The Whites are staying on ... The point is not to transfer
power... This argument has obvious merit, and fits the global
Indeed, the fashion among Whites is to explain that

'

have Just

...

unlike the other White dominions

(eg Australia, Canada, etc) wherein
unlikely that the indigenous inhabitants will ever resolve the

we

the best possible lobby on an international community already
predisposed towards CODESA and its post-apartheid promises.
And if, as is likely, an international monitoring force is established in
South Africa, such unity of purpose might be the only guarantee

ensure
so

against

any

attempt to impose that kind of White dominion that is
African (national)

antithetical to the resolution of the South

Question. ♦
Sapem June. 1992
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THE OAU AND SOUTH AFRICA
SAPEM's
the

next

Nathan

Editor-in-Chief, Ihho Maiidaza, discusses the OAU's position on South Africa — and other possible items on the agenda of
to he held in Dakar, Senegal, at the end of this month — with the Zimbabwe Minister of Foreign Affairs, Dr

OAU Summit

Shamuyarira, Harare .fune 7,1992.
obvious it

was the government that made
CODESAII fail and they will now be stall-

On the OAU Summit
Mandaxa: Hon Minister, we are aware that

ing on the convening of CODESA 111. 1
don’t think it will be held before the end of

preparing for the next OAU Summit. Can we expect anything dramatic from
the forthcoming OAU Summit?
Shamuyarira: Well, it’s going to be a very
important meeting. We are meeting in
Dakar, the capital of Senegal, from the 29th
of June to the 1st of July. It will have on its
agenda a number of important items, but
the first and mo.st important is of cour.se the
developing situation in South Africa. That
is going to be the main item on the agenda.
The summit will receive reports from the
you are

chairman of the Ad hoc Committee

the year.

The second step

South Africa, and the leaders of the liberation

go into the corridors
that will be the point of irreversibility. At that stage it would be very
difficult to reverse the process. And if that
happens, we will then urge the OAU, the
Commonwealth, and other organisations,

on

that

Babangida of
Nigeria, and also from the chairman of the

be

Mugabe
of Zimbabwe. And after receiving those
reports and after statements from the

Harare said that the interim government

would be

leaders of the liberation movements, the

onslaught

on
South Africa.

apartheid and racism in

The second

important item on the agenbuilding of the African Economic
Community which we started by signing
the treaty in Abuja last year. Now, there will
be reports on what progress is being made
and how we can move forward. It’s disappointing, very disappointing, that only
eight states have signed the treaty so far,
and we hope more will be urged to sign and
we can be serious about establishing the
African Economic Community.
The third item will be the peace oftensives, especially in the Horn of Africa and
Liberia. There are many areas of civil strife
in Africa at the moment and it is very important that the OAU plays a peace-keeping or peace-making role in these areas.
Tlio.se are the three important items. They
may not be dramatic, but they are very imda is the

portant.

Sapem June. 1992

an important bench mark in the
But our reaching there now is becoming difficult because of the attitude of
the government, to which I have already
referred. But clearly, we are now looking to

process.

On South Africa

ANC and the PAC, the conference will then
what to do about the South

an

still

placed on South Africa. It will
important bench mark, and the Com-

are

monwealth resolutions themselves in

Frontline States, who is President

on

the restrictions and sanctions

to remove

OAU himself. President

African situation, how to assist the final

movement were to

of power, to us

Southern Africa, from the chainnan of the

deliberate

that is important, is the
If
in

formation of the interim government.
an interim government were formed

Now to turn to South
the
trajectory of events in South Africa and
how do you see the OAU, the Frontline
States and Zimbabwe itself keeping
abreast with the unfolding scenario

Q. Yes, I

agree.

Africa itself. What do you see as

as

the next

government

important step.
point I want to mention is the

The third

escalation of violence. The violence in
South Africa has escalated. It has

therein?
A. Well,

the fomiation of the interim

of the most

significant
developments in South Africa in recent
weeks is that, since the very good results of
one

now

reached

alarming proportions, even after
figures are now about
people dying every day, being shot on

the referendum. The
ten

the referendum of last March, in which

the buses, in the taxis, on the train, at

President de Klerk’s party had 69% of the
vote of the White South Africans, the South

funerals, in their houses

African government

them, which is behind the violence: In

titude towards the other

view, it is either sponsored or certainly

has hardened its atparties, and certainly in the CODESA process. It has hardened its position because it interprets the
March referendum

as a

being given

a blind eye,
African government.

mandate for itself

play a major role, a key role in ordering
and designing the new order in South
Africa and becoming quite imsensitive to
the wishes and pressures of the others,
notably the ANC for instance. The government stalled on CODESA II. It was quite
to

—

everywhere.
attacking

There is this third force that is

our

by the South

Mandela, the president of the ANC, told
about this two years ago,

that he feared
of organisation was
developing in South Africa, a force that will
kill for the sake of killing. And we have
reached that stage now. It’s a very difficult
and dangerous stage when about ten people
us
a

Renamo type

3
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being killed every day. The scale of that
brutality is atrocious and you cannot move
into a transitional process; you cannot hold
elections or take the necessary constitutional steps that have to be taken when the suffering is on such a grand scale.
So those three are the important factors
are

that I would observe

on

the South African

A.

Yes, definitely. We felt there

was

euphoria in Africa about the South African
situation and people were thinking that the
struggle is over when in fact it is just beginning.
On de Klerk’s Visit to

Nigeria

Q. It would appear that there is a serious
contradiction between this policy you

situation.

have outlined

We

members of the OAU, including its current chairman. Would you like to com-

They don't paint a bright picture.
going into a difficult period and
one thing which people in Africa

are

that’s
must

know.

so

well and that of

some

ment, if

possible also, on de Klerk’s visit
Nigeria, and how that might affect the
position of the OAU vis-a-vis South
to

On Zimbabwe and South Africa

Q. In
the

Africa?

is this

essence

should not rush into the

many

hurdles to be

gone over.

Q. But what might be the motives of
Nigeria on backing such a
policy that is clearly at variance with that
of the OAU? We have a report which
states that the visit by de Klerk was so
unpopular in Nigeria that in the end the
government declared it a low-key affair.
For example de Klerk didn't go to Lagos,
confining his visit to Abuja.
A. I’d

prefer

you

ask the Nigerians that
question.
On OAU’s Chair-

South

on

Africa?

manship

A. This is

our

have

We

direct
the

policy.

had

Q. There have been
complaints in some
quarters
about
Zimbabwe’s position

no

with

contact

president of

South Africa
the

or

with

on

governed people;

and

South Africa, not

to mention the fact

have been

we

that the

position of

waiting for the for-

Zimbabwe

mation of

Africa

an

interim

government. In the
context

meet and

everybody. So

end. and

to

simply prancing as part of a compaign for the OAU
chairmanship or
hypocritical, given
Zimbabwe’s long-

see

an

come to

we want
accom-

modative attitude
the

part

government

Pic: AFP

on

of

the

—

to ac-

Is

Babangida ignoring the flagrant crimes of apartheid?
A. I would

so

that

genuine progress can be made.
Q. Am I right to conclude that to that extent, Zimbabwe, through both the President and yourself, have had to reassert
this policy? Am I right to conclude that
this was prompted by what you might
describe as unfounded optimism about
the developments in South Africa and
world about the
tion?

4

standing trade relations with South
Africa. Could you

commodate the liberation forces

therefore the need to

been

either

we want to

violence

see
an

we
the inter-

government

formed,

South

be. The argument is
that Zimbabwe is

work with

want to see

on

has

maligned a lot by the
Western powers that

of an interim

government, we will

im

of South

countries like

Zimbabwe

policy

arms

Africa yet, because there are still many difficult issues to be resolved and there are still

warn

Africa and the

vagaries of the situa-

not

like

to comment on the

policies of other governments. The
Nigerian government announced during de
Klerk’s visit, that they were taking that action in Nigeria’s interest, and as the government of Nigeria, they did not claim that
they were acting on behalf of the OAU. And
certainly, when we met in Arusha after that
visit had taken place, the Nigerians did not
report to the OAU about the visit of de
Klerk. So they regarded it very much as
their initiative, their
what I

can

say

private concern. But
is that our view is; people

please comment?
angling for the chairmanship of the OAU. As a matter of fact, six
months ago, the chairmanship of the OAU
was quite open and we did not bid for it.
You know the meeting was supposed to be
held in Togo, but when fighting broke out
in Togo, the Togolese government felt they
could no longer host the conference. The
secretary-general asked a number of states
whether they could host the next summit
and we said we were sorry we could not do
it because we had just hosted the CHOGM,
A. No, we are not

SapemJune, 1992
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and

felt

we

we

could not host another meet-

ing. That’s why they finally accepted the
offer of Senegal, which has been chairman
only recently. They finally accepted Dakar,
Senegal, because it was the only one that
offered. So we are not angling for the chairmanship of the OAU.
«

On the Middle East
But

policy on South Africa has been
consistent. Just as our policy on the Middle
our

East has also been consistent. We feel that

should work with the

oppressed people
in the particular situation. In South Africa,
we have been working with the ANC and
we

lead
with them on all

the PAC, and we continue to take our
from them, and we consult

these issues and

they are the ones who are
saying: “It’s not yet time to relax the guard,
to put down our guard, because forces
there, meeting in CODESA and in the discussions, are still strong’’.
The

same

in the Middle East; our attitude

has been to follow the lead of the PLO, and
the leaders of INTIFADA; the leaders of the

Palestinian
we

people who are oppressed. And
consult with them and support their

positk)n when it comes to dealing with Israel and in dealing with America and the
other powers. We have been unpopular for
taking this position, but we feel that this is
the role we must play, because we ourselves emerged from the situation of being oppressed people and we must work with the
oppressed people. We do not want a situation where we begin to take policy positions that are contrary to what the oppressed people in particular situations
want.

On
This
me

Support to tbe Oppressed
may come back to what you asked

earlier about the attitudes of certain

governments that have been

entertaining

President de Klerk and South Africans. As

will have known, the liberation movements were very unhappy about those
developments and said so. Both the ANC
and the PAC made it clear to the Nigerians
that they were very unhappy about the step
they had taken. Here, without criticising
anybody, we do not want to take any action
which would be contrary to what the oppressed people themselves feel. We feel
they know the situation better, and we
you

should follow their lead. And this is what
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we

have been

doing

on

both South Africa

question about our longstanding trading relations with South
Africa, which is a historical reality. Our
economy has been closely tied with that of
me a

South Africa; it’s a situation discussed with
the OAU at the very

beginning, and it

was

we should maintain a low
modicum of trade with South Africa as we

agreed that

had had before. And

we

continued to trade

trade mission in South
agreed and approved by
the OAU because we were so historically
tied to the country. This was approved with
respect to the region in general, as long as
in doing that trade you are not violating or
embarking on major violations of

openly. We have
Africa, and it

a

was

economic sanctions, and so forth.
But I should say

finally on that point that
impressed by the efforts that have
been made by President de Klerk and his
cabinet ministers to change the South
African situation. They have taken bold
steps. They have, from the time they
released Mandela, been taking very bold
we are

steps to remove the vestiges of
and to

move

order. And

would like to

apartheid

plane, to a new
support that effort; and we

onto a new

we

see

that effort succeed. But it

be done with

sincerity; it must be done
they call a level playing field. The
main emphasis now in South Africa is to
level the playing field, so that all the players
are equal: we should not have one player on
top of the hill and another in the valley. The
players should be equal, so that the
Nationalist Party, the ANC, the PAC,
AZAPO, all the other parties, can go into
the field without impediments. No detentions, no political prisoners in detention, no
laws inhibiting them to meeting the people,
equal access to the press, equal access to the
people; and then, and only then, can real
democracy emerge. But it’s this levellingof
the playing field that is so important, that is
yet to be fulfilled. And CODESA is not
doing that.
must
on

sider Zimbabwe’s

position to be so
example, the Americans in
particular have been at pains ever since

central? For

and the Middle East.

You asked

♦

what

Zimbabwe and International
Politics

Q. Incidentally, on this subject of
Zimbabwe’s position and the extent to
which many a factor in international
politics are so anxious, why do they con¬

1986 to

see

Zimbabwe

move

closer to

South Africa, to see Zimbabwe have better relations with Israel. And

why is it so
important for them to try and ensure
that Zimbabwe changes its position?
A. Because Zimbabwe is, for better or for

influential with other states
right round the world. Our voice is heard
and is resptected. Our President is highly
respected in the Non-Aligned Movement,
worse, very

the Commonwealth Association, in the
OAU: his voice is listened to with great in-

it’s

terest; and

a persuasive voice. And the
know that and that’s why they
want to get Zimbabwe’s position to be
modified. But the reason why Zimbabwe’s
voice has been persuasive and influential,
although we are a very small country, is that
we have stood on principle, on certain very
basic principles that have guided our
policy: of supporting oppressed people
everywhere. And now that we have been
members of the Security Council of the
United Nations, we have been pursuing this
policy in every important situation. We

big

powers

confronted it in the
fronted it in the

case

of the Gulf,

con-

of

Libya, and we are
confronting it in many areas, including
Yugoslavia. And our policy there is to analyse and support those we think are having
their nose pushed into the ground by the big
powers and that is why we have been clashing with many big powers; but we take our
position on principles.
case

On

Libya

Q. What about Libya?
A. On the question of Libya, when we felt
that there
the

was no

conclusive evidence that

suspects acted on their own. we felt
that the international community had not
two

exhausted all channels of

resolving the
Chapter 7 of the Charter could
be applied. The latter is a very extreme secissue before

tion in the Charter. And

we

also felt that the

here the United States, Britain
and France, were pushing a small power
unfairly, were harassing (that is the word
we used) a small power. We felt strongly
about that and that is why we abstained
from supporting the UN resolution on it.
But we are against terrorism, we are against
big

powers,
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air terrorism and

we

have made this clear

the

Libyans. We have made it clear to the
UN and to everybody. We do not support
any of the activities in which Libya may be
to

involved, which

are

subversive. We do not

Bosnia has three communities: Moslem,

support that.
But

this

particular case, we supported
the principle of fair play for a small Third
World country. We felt, if the practice
developed, where the big powers can call
on the dictator of Panama, Noriega,to come
on

and be tried in the United States, and then

they

can call on the suspects in Libya to
come and be tried in the United States, next

time

they could

Southern Africa

say

the editor of the

[Political and Economic

Monthly] should come and be tried in Kentucky. There would be no end to that. And
we

support the latter. That exacerbated the
feelings of the Serbians and others who are
not Europeans. That was one dangerous
aspect. The other dangerous aspect is to introduce religion into the Yugoslav conflict.

felt that this trend is

a

bad trend, of

taking people to be tried in the United
States. But, however, we made it very clear
to the Libyans that there should be fair trial
transparent trial in Libya or in a third
country. Libya should be prepared to go to
Tunisia, to Egypt or to another country;
before international lawyers, international
judges. We felt the system should be
transparent. People should be tried. But to
pick them up for trial in the US, that we felt
was going too far. So it was that
principle
on which we supported the position of
Libya.
—

On

Yugoslavia

the Orthodox

Catholics, and the Orthodox

Christians.
And
or a

you try to give independence
semblance of independence to a state

raise all these issues. That’s
why they are running into difficulties. Our
feeling was that the UN should go into
Yugoslavia. We urged the SecretaryGeneral, Boutros Ghali, to send troops into
Yugoslavia. These are there now, including
some African troops from Kenya and
Nigeria—we are very happy to see African
troops in Europe maintaining the peace.
The problem is that all these states have
minorities amongst them. In Croatia, you
have a large Serbian minority, in Serbia you
have a large Croatian minority; and vice
versa. And so the population is totally intermixed. And

we

felt that if there is to be

break-up, this break-up should be orderly and with guarantees for minorities in
each state. And also guarantees on the
economy, because the economy of Yugoslavia had been organised on a Yugoslav
a

basis.
are

trying to buy some buses from the

called FAP and FAMOS in
Belgrade. They produce buses of Mercedes
Benz type under licence from Germany.
The engines of those buses are made in
Sarajevo; the frame, the body, is made in
the capital of Macedonia, the wiring is
company

Q. Our readers would also be interested
to know Zimbabwe’s position on Yugoslavia; a very unique case wherein Zimbabwe and China alone were opposed to
the resolution by the UN.
A. On Yugoslavia, first and foremost, we
felt that the EEC powers had precipitated
the disintegration of the Balkans by recognising Slovenia and Croatia too quickly, at
the instigation of Germany which is a border country with them. We supported the
resolution in the UN to stop arms going into
Yugoslavia because Slovenia and Croatia
were being armed by Austria, Hungary and,
some would even say, by Germany through

Belgrade. That’s how the
economy had been organised. The production base is Yugoslavia. You want some

these countries. So

because it

we

did

not

like that and

felt it very dangerous to divide the
Yugoslav population between the
Europeans and the non-Europeans. The
Europeans here are the Slovenians and
we

Croatians; and for the EEC to

6

come

in and

made in Croatia and the buses

are

as-

sembled in

order to that. You don’t

want to come

in and

break all that up. It affects everybody.
this is what we wanted. And we did
want

So
not

the EEC to rush in, but

they have broken
not

it

tribalism, which is what it is. And these

internationalists don’t
that. I

saw an

once

like that, you

We

Q. Now, was it just a coincidence of perception that China also voted the same
way?
A. Yes, it was the same perception, the same
analysis: this was a Third World problem.
This was a problem of tribalism. We called

by rushing in
the Balkans. We did

up
think that the fault
was

was

all with Serbia,

the Slovenians and

Croatians who broke up

first; but it was the
Europeans, the EEC, who supported their
break-up. So it should not be Serbia alone
which should be held responsible for this.
That is why we abstained in the UN vote.

even

want to

accept

advert in the BBC the other

day which was very annoying. They said
they were going to discuss nationalism in
Europe, ethnicity in Asia, and tribalism in
Africa. It’s all tribalism.

Q. In passing, is there any hope that the
Third World position will emerge
around China, as a counterpoise against
the one superpower, the US?
A. Yes, we hope that the Third World position will be reasserted at the Jarkata meet-

ing of the NAM, and I am very pleased to
report that at the last meeting in Bali of the
foreign ministers of the NAM, China applied for observer status which was
granted, and China will be represented at
the Jarkata meeting. I think we should go
back to 1955 to the Bandung Conference,
where Chou-En-Lai played an important
part alongside Nehru and Surkano, in
promoting the anti-colonial, anti-imperial
struggle, and in launching the NAM and
other anti-imperialist struggles. So I hope
that China will begin to play an important
part in Third World matters.
Future

Policy on South Africa

Q. Very interesting. My last question relates really to where we started, ie the
OAU Summit. Is there any hope now for
a consistent African policy on South
Africa, given the contradictory policy
positions, not only in the OAU, hut in the
Frontline States itself?
A. I think there is

hope for a policy to
the Dakar meeting. It’s very interesting that when Africa meets, either in
a

emerge at

the context of the Frontline States, the Ad
hoc Committee on Southern Africa,
which is

larger, or the OAU itself, there are
differences on South Africa.
common perception. However,
in between meetings, some states go and do
their own thing, and that to some extent
gives an impression of contradictions and
dissonance. But, really, there have been no
differenees at the major meetings and 1
think at Dakar, a common position is going
to emerge. Much of it though will depend
really

no
There is a
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that will be given by the

liberation movements from South Africa,
and much of it will

depend on the two isalready referred to: whether
by then there will be an interim government, and whether by then violence will
have stopped, and whether by then the attitude between the government and the
ANC will have improved. Well, if those
three will have improved, then I can see
Africa taking a position of saying: Let us
sues

that I have

relax. But if tho.se three factors

are

still

there, there really is no basis for relaxation.
Q. What about the apparent contradictory position within the liberation movement itself in South

Africa, to the extent
section of the
liberation movement feel that there is
that

one

feels that

some

need to rely on an unreliable
lobby; that it might be better to
relate to the powers that be in tbe international community, in dealing with the

really

no

African

South African state?
A. No. I think while there has been

some

disappointment in the African liberation
forces in South Africa at the action of
tain African states,

cer-

I think by and large, they

continue to respect the OAU position, they
continue to want to work with the OAU.
The recent

monitoring team that went to

South Africa from the OAU,

first
was

team ever

that went

which

the
into South Africa,

well received and well

was

supported by

Pic: Reuter

Daniel arap

Moi of Kenya, the first African head of state to visit South Africa

the Patriotic Front. We have been

urging

them that at every meeting of the Frontline
States and President Mugabe has been

ta.sked

by his colleagues in the Frontline
parties in

States to mediate between the

the liberation movements.The team has

South Africa, and to ensure that the

produced its report which is very
revealing and very perceptive on the
developments there. But the divisions

strengthened. And we will continue that ef-

now

within the movements in South Africa

are

disappointing. We would like to see the
Patriotic Front working more effectively
than it is
The

at

the moment.

meeting in Durban which estab-

lished the Patriotic Front

was

very sue-

cessful, but since then, there has been this

growing gulf between the ANC and the
PAC. These are the main participants in the
Patriotic Front. And
the ANC has been

CODESA

—

we now

notice that

having meetings within

while the PAC is not in

CODESA. We would like to

Patriotic Front revived and

see

the

strengthened.
TTie people in South Africa must know that
while they are having the sanctions eroded
and having the armed struggle suspended,
their third weapon is unity among.st themselves. They must unite under the aegis of

SapemJune, 1992

because the

reports were that it was al-

most farcical in nature and that first of

all, one of the delegates, I think the chairman or

the

foreign minister of Nigeria,

support the federalist system
of government for South Africa, which
went

on

to

many members of
tion movement. Then there

were

fort.

negative reports. So it

generally

Q. How is Zimbabwe doing that?
A. Zimbabwe is doing that by discussions
with the leaders of the various groups, and
those discussions are taking place now; and
we will, by intensive discussions with the

positive visit?
A. It was a positive visit. That statement by
the Nigerian foreign minister was made
again strictly as a Nigerian statement. I

Patriotic Front

is

revived

and

various groups, indicate to them the importance of unity for their own sake, and for
their stmggle. We think that some progress

being made. But it’s absolutely important
that, at the negotiating table in CODESA or
beyond CODESA, the oppressed people
must be solidly together on one side and
facing de Klerk and his supporters on the
is

annoyed

was

the liberaother
a

have read the full statement. But the report
of the

monitoring team is very good and
perceptive. It told us a lot. It’s telling the
OAU

a

lot about the situation in South

Africa that
were

sent

we

did not know before.

there

to

look

They
specifically at

violence, but they also participated in
CODESA II. So they

talked to

many

were able to see at first
of the real problems in that

people, and they

other side. If that line is broken, then the

hand

Africans will get

situation.

some

less from the table than
they would if they were on the one side by

Q. Is the report available for public con-

themselves.

sumption yet?

Q. So lastly — lam glad to hear that
there is a report emerging out of the visit
by tbe OAU delegation to South Africa

A. No. It will be submitted to the Summit
and the Summit itself may
to make it available.#

decide whether
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CODESA AND THE FRONTLINE STATES: WHAT OF THE
FUTURE?
R.O. Dudley
IN THE

in the country

Mandaza makes

way

April 1992 issue of SAPEM, Ibbo
a very pertinent and timely analysis of the development of the
“Frontline States” and the roles it has

played since its emergence in the midseventies. Throughout the past decade up to
the present time, the Frontline States (FLS)
and its intervention

as a

body in the

neo-

colonial

changes in Southern Africa, has
been very much a part of the political equa-

“negotiation” buzz word
spread like a computer virus throughout the
cut and thrust of debate regarding policy,
programme and perspectives, the reality of
the situation in South Africa has been ignored. The sophists, who abound among
the ruling class, and certain sections of the
liberation

movement

the dictum that

Africa have constructed

of the

monitor the

rapidly changing pace of events. At this
juncture South Africa is the last of the excolonial possessions on the continent yet to
undergo “political democratisation” and
the national liberation of the disfranchised
and at the same time the grip of
imperialism upon the continent and
upon Southern Africa in particular, underlines the seriousness of the struggle to
eliminate the mthless oppression and exploitation to which the 35 million oppressed are subjected.
masses:

world

A New

every

Ever since the

tions which liberation workers in South
to

(ie South Africa) in

possible”.

alike, have elevated

“negotiation is another side

struggle” to a political imperative.
Shorn of its mystique, it means in real terms
that those who now wish to “negotiate”
with the de Klerk-run South Africa (and
thus with its

imperialist

owners

and back-

ers) have abandoned the liberatory struggle
and

prepared to collaborate with
ruling class to achieve what is expressed in equally nebulous terms as “a
new dispensation”.
are now

the

been

for

a

South

Pic:

Afrapix

F. W. de Klerk: “I will not be the last White

president in South Africa”

on

New

FLS. At that summit the FLS “stated its
readiness

that

8

assist the

negotiating

process

Unity Movement

More than five years ago
Movement

to

To be

as never

one

movements to

“negotiate” for peace in the region is a fact
of history. And, as Ibbo Mandaza correctly

tion of the FLS shown in its resolution

March 28, 1992,
in Harare, Zimbabwe may find itself in the
position of being “the odd one out” in the

powers.

the South African economy was under

southern African liberation

appear most propitious for a
initiative by the FLS”, but that the spe-

adopted at its summit

sure,

hand, the break-up of the Eastern
Europe bloc and the USSR, removed at one
stroke the logi stical back-up for the “ armed
struggle”. The Gorbachev message to

cumstances

keeping its distance from the apartheid
state and yet, because of shifts in the posi-

beneficial to the local

ruling class and the imperial

the

Africa”

(CODESA) confronts the FLS, and Zimbabwe in particular, with critical choices.
He suggests that “the current historical cirnew

more

before and international
the South African government to undertake reforms had grown. But
two interconnected events dramatically
changed the position of the exiled liberation forces and their capacity to pursue their
opposition to the South African regime. On

se-

cial role of Zimbabwe in recent years may
well have enhanced its role and position by

would be far

security

enlarged into the “Convention

Democratic

struggling for centuries. We said then that
“the idea that the fundamental rights of the
masses can in the present circumstances be
gained and protected by negotiation of any
kind with the rulers is a disgraceful political hoax”. (NUM “Bulletin”, Vol.3, No.2).
In a message to the Workers’ Summit which
was held on August 26-27, 1989, we
pointed out that negotiations had, in fact,
been initiated by the imperialists to “nip in
the bud the development of the struggle (in
South Africa) on to a higher plateau”. It
was the imperialist view that when the
liberatory movement was in a state of
weakness, a compromise at that stage

pressure upon

quence of events that has led to the much
vaunted “negotiation” process that has
now

masses of South A^ca that for
which the liberation movement has been

great stress. Internal revolt had tested state

Dispensation

Ibbo Mandaza observes that the

oppressed

the New Unity
categorically rejected the idea

“negotiation” could achieve for the

observes, the collaboration between the
USSR and the US added much
such orders. At the

same

weight to

time the im-

plementation of UN Resolution 435 in
Namibia drew the Angolan situation into its
web. The military bases of the liberation
movements were

there

was no

taining

any

driven

so

far north that

realistic

possibility of mainmilitary pressure upon the
SapemJune. 1992
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South African State. Even before these

events,the astute Dr
mand in Lusaka.

Zyl Slabbert had
High ComHis laconic report to Presi-

dent P.W. Botha

on

met

the Umkhonto

Sizwe

his

return was

South African government

that the

need have

no

fear of Umkhonto. Within South Africa,

however, spokespersons for the ANC continned to fire their supporters

with notions

that Umkhonto and the sanctions

cam-

paign, together with militant mass action,
could bring the government to its knees.
The Secret Talks
The idea of “negotiation” suited the
heavy liberal-clerical wing in the broad
freedom movement. It suited equally the
South African Communist Party’s “TwoStage” Theory of the South African
Revolution. So that when the FLS speaks
now of “assisting the negotiation process...
in every way possible”, it could be well to
ascertain with what bedfellows they wish
to associate the oppressed in the country in
their ‘misery’.
Yet far more was going on behind the
scenes

that

was never

revealed to the cadres

any time by the leadership of the African
National Congress, the SA Communist

at

Party and the leadership of COSATU, the
trade union federation, all of whom

party to secret talks between the

were

South

African government,

the Robben Island
prisoners and the leaders in exile.
Under the direction of a Dr Niel Barnard

of the National
cessor

to

Intelligence Services (sue-

the notorious BOSS of Gen

van

der

Bergh) a whole series of talks was arranged with Mr Nelson Mandela, first in the
President’s Tuynhuys, on Robben Island,
and then in mainland Pollsmoor Prison, to
which the

was

were transferred for
The second series of talks

prisoners

convenience.*

conducted between top

secret

officials of the

Afrikaner Broederbond (Brother-

hood), the think-tank among Afrikaner
academics, writers and business tycoons
who direct the

policies of the National
Party and other right wing Afrikaner
nationalist groups, and the exiled leadership. Among the latter, Thabo Mbeki, Aziz
Pahad and Jacob Zuma figured prominentSapem June, 1992

DE KLERK’S VISIT TO NIGERIA

van

we

Joint

communique issued at the end of President de Kierk’s visit to
Nigeria from Aprii 9 to 10, 1992
President F.W. de Klerk

paid a two-day working visit to the Federal Republic
Nigeria from April 9 to 10, 1992 and was hosted by President Ibrahim
Babangida.

of

The two

presidents held wide-ranging discussions on various important
concerning developments on the internal situation in South and
southern Africa, President de Klerk briefed his host on the ongoing
negotiations at CODES A which has as its aim, the establishment of a
democratic, non-racial South Africa free from apartheid.
issues

President Babangida commended the efforts at CODESA and stressed the
importance of ensuring that all parties in South Africa participate in the
negotiations. To this end, President Babangida called on President de Klerk
to create the necessary conditions, bearing in mind the overwhelming
mandate given him in the referendum of March 17, 1992 which closed the
books on apartheid. On his part, President Babangida promised Nigeria’s
assistance in facilitating the participation of all major political groupings in
the negotiation process.
Both

presidents expressed the hope that the next plenary session of
planned for May 15 and 16, 1992, will be quickly followed by
practical arrangements including the establishment of a transitional
government which will pave the way for a new constitutional dispensation in
the foreseeable future. President Babangida emphasised the importance of
a transitional government coming into being to facilitate the normalisation of
relations between South Africa and Nigeria.
CODESA

He also

expressed strong concern on the issue of violence and killings in
townships in South Africa. To this end, he requested President de Klerk
to consider further measures to curb the violence in the townships. He
stressed that it was the responsibility of all leaders to work together to ensure
the safety of life and property of all South Africans.
the

President de Klerk informed President

Babangida that additional measures
being considered to curb and reduce the violence. President de Klerk
stated that the level of the violence was not acceptable and was affecting
negotiations detrimentally.

were

Presidents

Babangida and de Klerk discussed the general political and
They agreed that violence was not an
acceptable solution to political problems in Africa and called for closer
cooperation between and among the states of the continent in order to find
peaceful solutions to current conflicts.

economic situation in Africa.

As far

economic matters

concerned, the two presidents reviewed
the serious problems which confront the continent and agreed that close
as

regional cooperation

was

were

essential for economic growth and progress.
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ly. Nelson Mandela
talks. He offered

was

to

informed of these

weld the talks if the

government would release him so that the
ANC-SACP Alliance would not spteak with
voices.

Upon the deals that were struck
during these secret talks, the de Klerk
government proceeded to unban on
February 1, 1990, the organisations that
would be drawn into “negotiations” and to
release in groups, political prisoners who
might go among the masses as heroic
figures to draw the ecstatic following into
the schemes that had been agreed upon.
two

Thereafter, Mr Mandela

transferred

was

to

special house within the grounds of the
Victor Verster pri.son. Here he received
freely .selected cadres to whom the cona

fidential agreements were communicated.
When the new actors upon the South

African

scene

had done their work, the state

and the local international media combined
to

was to

follow. As Dr Neil Barnard remarks,

the Groote Schuur

step

meeting

was a

logical

thereafter.^
Clients of

From that
powers

point onwards the imperial
provided the ANC with massive

funds. The ANC executive

was

introduced

who mattered in the North
American. EEC and Japanese hierarchies.
everyone

The ANC-SACP-COSATU Alliance had

become the clients of world

imperialism
and cea.sed to be a liberation organisation,
a fact to which Dr Mandaza
obliquely alludes in his analysis. Imperialism invested
$300 million in this operation. Thus, when
President Robert Mugabe called for a
Patriotic Front of all South African liberation movements, it did not

mean

the

same

thing to those pre.sent on that occasion. The
Pan-Africanist Congress which had previously raised the call, took it at face value,
as

did AZAPO and WOSA (Workers’ Or-

ganisation for Socialist Action). The New
Unity Movement prepared considered
position statements on this issue. These
were shared
openly with the PAC, but the
ANC saw the PF in a different light. When
it did meet the PAC, it was on condition that

10

excluded, but

Party and the

man

backers: “I will not be the last White

president in South Africa.” Afrikaner

tricameral groups and homelands chiefs,
traditional and otherwise, should be in-

tional

eluded. It is

nationalist

of history

that AZAPO
was rejected when it raised
principled objections to the inclusion of mling class parties and the rag-bag of collaborators.
When the Multi-Party Conference
(MPC) was called by de Klerk to pre-empt
the formation of an opposition front, the
ANC was under imperative obligations to
be a part of it. Mr Cyril Ramapho.sa stated
quite plainly that the ANC saw the PF as a
means of having the
strongest presence at
the MPC. It had no compunction in conning
the PAC into attending. It provided a rude
awakening for the PAC when it became
clear that the PAC was being used as mere
ballast in the joint venture of the Congress
a matter

Alliance and the South African government.

The

MPC

was

transformed into

CODESA with the

gilt-edged expertise of
Dr Zac de Beer and the Anglo-American
machine. There was no way in which the
ANC and SACP leadership which returned
South Africa under controlled indem-

to

Imperialism

were

that the Democratic

make Mr Mandela’s emergence

from jail
on February 11, 1991 a
gala occasion, to
create the appropriate atmosphere for what

to

WOSA and the NUM

nities (licences) or that part of the leadership which had been released, could turn
their backs upon CODESA. They had, in

fact, to make

common

with pro-

cause

government collaborators against whom
the revolt of the past three decades had been
directed, which revolt precipitated the great

political crisis within the ranks of the ruling
Recently all manner of pressures had
been used upon the PAC to return to
class.

CODESA, for there the ANC sits alone in
the

most

servile company

of yes-men, paid
policemen, chiefs and crowds of volatile
petit-bourgeois intellectuals working out
the future of the new ruling class and
desperately trying to find a place for themselves among the governing class.
The
The

Kissinger Option

Kissinger Option seeks

tive, ambitious middle class
cial aims of the incumbent

to

a

capital. It now seeks to join Black
groupings in a front with which
a Kissinger deal may be struck. In the ANC,
the PAC and AZAPO the racist government
sees such a front. And it is
using Mr

Mandela’s general dealer’s

political approach to draw the right-wing Afrikaner
into the arrangements. Inkhatha and the
“Zulu Nation”

are

de Klerk’s counterveil-

ing forces in such a line-up, a line-up which
is completed by the ubiquitous merchant
forces within CODESA, plus the new
recruits: “Coloured” nationalists in the National

Party, and four brand

new

“White”

nationalists in the ANC.
If there is

a single individual who
may
major responsibility for the witches’
brew it is Dr van Zyl Slabbert, and his team
of political hounds, who have picked up the
scent of all these groups over a
long period
of “negotiations” which took him and his
team to all parts of the world. This is the

claim

multi-nationalism of the creed which
IDASA (the Institute for a Democratic Al-

tentative in South Africa) saw as a workable reply to the gathering southern African
revolution.
The Front Line States, thus, can do
one
a

only

thing by “giving all assistance” to such

negotiation

process

and such

a

negotiat-

ing convention — to destroy the true liberation movement and create a ruling class
adorned by those to whom the FLS gave
help in the past but who will turn upon “uncooperative neighbours” with the same viciousness which southern African peoples
had to endure for several decades. Zimbabwe

already feels the whiplash of the
rifling of its resources. Its intlation ills are a symptom of this economic
aggression. Zambia has been crushed and
World Bank’s

Kenneth Kaunda has been lionised back
here in South Africa for his

collabora-

share the

nationalism has locked hands with interna-

so-

ruling class. The

history of all neo-colonial po.st-war initiatives in Africa has shown how "yesterday's
liberators become today’s collaborators”
(Fanon). As Mr de Klerk assured his Ger¬

appeals that
negotiation should be allowed to go ahead
unhindered. And now Nigeria, also under
grave
enter

ing

economic pressures and about to
the FLS will be cajoled into becom-

of the anti-democratic, scanintrigues that pass for peaceful
negotiations in CODESA.
an agent

dalous

S.APE.mJune, 1992
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The

myth of CODESA must be exploded. If the FLS seek to place any
reliance upon the ANC-SACP-COSATU
alliance as a means of assisting the oppressed and exploited, there is a dire need
to

know the road that led to CODESA, and

who

led and who led

along that road.
analysis, the FLS
can only compound the situation for the
workers, landless peasantry and the milwas

In the absence of such

an

lions of rural poor in this country, whose
the New Unity Movement has

inalways regarded to be of paramount importance. It will objectively help to install in
power a new combination of oppressors
and exploiters. As Mr Cyril Ramaphosa
promised a National Conference of
Chartered Accountants in Cape Town:
terests

“The Black trade union movement

...

is

shifting its emphasis from the call to resistance to a

call for reconstruction”. And

in the United States, Mr Thabo

Mbeki
assured the IMFAVorld Bank that the ANC

over

saw

no

problems in

a

free enterprise

economy

in South Africa. The Freedom
clearly.'

Charter had been left at home

The

Continuing Priorities in Our
Struggle

The

Unity Movement has described
a hoax, as a pantomime, as the
graveyard of integrity in the political struggle. It is all of these.
The building of national unity powerful
enough to challenge the mling class at all
significant levels where democracy must
take root is in its infancy. It has, in fact been
shattered by the double-dealing of one-time
liberation organisations; for even the
younger cadres of bodies within CODESA
detect

a

specifically intended to deny democracy to
oppressed, are made the chief rump in
a forum supposed to create democracy. And
the

the need to build ONE NATION of

equals
slough off past
racist categories and racist institutions and
racial baggage they carry everywhere, is
being dissolved in the mythology of the
protection of “minority interests”.
to

CODESA as

“sell-out”.

enable South Africans to

The South African liberation movement

is going

through one of the most critical and
periods of betrayal of its cause.
The future of all South Africa’s neighbours
and that of Southern Africa depends heavily upon the success of the democratic
most

sordid

revolution in South Africa. It is with that

revolution that

The

sophistry that now does duty for
political debate has enabled the National
Party to claim that its constitutional
proposals make provision for a “Constituent Assembly cum Interim Authority”
a unique hybrid. Collaboration and collaborators have been made acceptable in
“liberation circles”. Dummy councils

♦

need

help. Not in
promoting the funeral of our freedom struggle in the CODESA graveyard. ♦
we

Notes
1. See. eg,

“The Star" April 2. 1992.
Report" fVol. 9, No. 40,

2. See ahso “Southern Africa

—

October 4, 1991).
3.

Cape Times. May 6. 1992. ♦

R.O.

Dudley is the president of the New
Unity Movement
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Letters should have the full

name

general readership of SAPEM.

and address of the writer but pseu-

donyms will be used if required. Length of letters should be about
three hundred words. Letters should be sent to: The Editor,

P.O. Box MP
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DE KLERK IN ABUJA: NEW HERO OR NEW MORALITY?
Vuyisa Qunta
THE GENERAL
the eyes

perception of Nigeria, in
of liberation forces in Southern

Africa, is that of

an

sacres

and assassinations in the modem his-

tory of Azania, our sisters and brothers

ultimate guarantor of

made

the interests of the colonised and

gesture Azanians should treasure

a

exploited
Africans. After all in population, wealth,
military terms and diplomacy, Nigeria has
assumed the role of a big brother to Black
people in trouble. From the days of Murtala
Muhammed, when Nigeria asserted her
role in African Affairs, people in the region
came to expect that when the crunch came,

could be accorded any

she would be there to fall back

any

till the end of time.

Reversion to Colonial Relations
In the past, many governments
have made

to

recolonise

Margaret Thatcher,

elected Prime Minister, and started

showing signs of wanting to embrace the
Smith-Muzorewa regime, Nigeria flexed
economic muscle and drew the

some

British
wristed

smartly into line. Clearly, the limpapproach to diplomacy of the days

of Yakubu Gowon

Crime
The

were

gone.

Against the Oppressed

signal for the present change of

direction should have been the pronouncement

by General Ike Nwachukwu earlier

this year

when he said that his country’s
foreign policy would be “a weapon for
economic

development”. Even when the
honourable military foreign minister made
this

position clear, the tradition of almost
decades tended

keep the flame of
hope alive. All illusions have now been

two

to

firmly laid to rest.

Recently an African diplomat wondered
what had suddenly changed the problem related to Azania from “a crime

against

humanity” to a domestic issue. Basically
things have led to this pass; firstly, the
current process of the cooption of part of
two

12

service,

or

protocols and considerations when mak-

Angola. During

hulii-haas
Pic: AFP

was

not

welcome, rendered
given a hearing. Perhaps the
impending reversion to colonial relations
has encouraged some to waive all these

on.

crisis”, when friend and

comforter of the racists,

or

fighters were recognised by the
Organisation of African Unity before they

Nigeria led the resistance in Africa, to at-

the “Rhodesian

in Africa

issue of whether

freedom

tempts by the South African settlercolonialists

an

A

wolf in a sheep’s skin: South Africa’s
Foreign Minister, Pik Botha, dressed in a
Nigerian outfit

knocking. The Black

comes

Consciousness Movement of Azania:

BMC(A) makes
in the

ter

comment

the

The

a

strong point on this mat-

May 1992 issue of its

news

and

pamphlet, Letsetse.
between the sullen dance

leadership of the Black liberation
movement, and secondly, the willingness

troupe making a passive statement against

of the former allies of the liberation strug-

de Klerk’s presence

gle to ignore

fusive welcome rendered

the most flagrant crimes
against the oppressed in Azania in exchange for access to the products of South
Africa’s

even

industry built

on

Black chattel

slavery. This is the context of the embrace
of de Klerk

by General Ibrahim Babangida

and his government.
No

appeal by the oppressed in Azania
capable of drawing any sympathetic
response from those who still influence
seems

events

in favour of liberation. It

was

both

in Nigeria, and the efby their presi-

dent,

points to the divergent interests bethe two parties — continued
solidarity from the people and self-interest
on the
part of the government. But surely,
even self-interest sometimes is
tempered
by decorum and appearance. There was a
complete lack of both when the Nigerian
president placed de Klerk on par with Steve
Biko. the pre-eminent martyr of the
tween

Azanian contemporary

One

instructive and

encouraging to note that
when the red carpet was laid for de Klerk
in Abuja, the cultural troupe which was
transported to the airport to welcome de
Klerk refused to perform the dances of our
African forebears for this particular visitor.
Whether by intuition, or from the
knowledge that de Klerk was presiding
over the most wicked campaign of mas¬

contra.st

struggle.

might well ask what now drives
relationship with the regime in

Africa’s

Pretoria. All
all

signs point to a situation where
oppressed and their fuis being thrown overboard in pursuit of

concern

ture

for the

goods. Certainly the
by the OAU Commissioners to occupied Azania in the middle of May 1992
access to consumer

visit

was an

eye-opener.

SapemJune. 1992
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Essentially these gentlemen were there
observe CODESA. They all understand
perfectly that CODESA is the instrument

DE KLERK’S VISIT TO NIGERIA

to

with which de Klerk is to castrate the libera-

tion

movement.

cern.

It

was not

The first

But that

what

thing that

presence was

was

not

their

they had gone to raise.

was

raised during their

the trade in prostitution at the

Carlton Hotel around the weekend of
17. The other
volume of
at

con-

phenomenal rise

was

May

in the

shopping done in Johannesburg

the time. One

Africa is

elegant dresser from West
reported to have spent sixty

thousand rand (R60 000).
The bottom line is that,
context

States and her satellites

of the world, many
way

particularly in the
of the United

of the emergence

forward only

as

the .sole masters

policy-makers

on

the

see

their knees. Any stuthough,

dent of world affairs should realise

that neither can America

run

the world

private fiefdom for a long time,
Klerk

as a

nor can

de

bully and cow the Azanian people for

Communique issued by the Nigerian High Commission in Harare
Nigeria

President de Klerk has been pressing for an

opportunity to visit Nigeria in
Babangida, who is the current chairman of
in the ongoing negotiations and the reform process in

order to brief President Ibrahim
the OAU, on progress
South Africa.
Even before the

Whites-only referendum in South Africa, President
Babangida had himself invited the presidents of the ANC and PAC to come
and brief him in Abuja on the reform process.
He was, in this context, also

considering extending a similar invitation to both
the NP leader, Mr de Klerk, and the IFP leader, Chief Gatsha Buthelezi.
Only the PAC leader, Clarence Makwetu, was able to visit Nigeria for the
purpose before the March 17 Whites-only referendum in South Africa.
Cde Makwetu,

returning to South Africa on the eve of the PAC National
Congress, had also requested Nigeria’s good offices in arranging talks
between the South African government and the PAC. In consideration of the
ovenA/helming referendum victory for the continuation of the reform process.
President Babangida has conceded to the pressing request of de Klerk, and
would recieve the South African President towards the end of the week, April
9-10, 1992.

Azania.*

between officials of the South African government

similar

on

President de Kierk’s visit to

period — with or without the
cooption of African leaders, in or outside
a

♦

President

Babangida would also provide Nigeria’s good offices for a meeting
and the PAC;

It is the view of the

Nigerian government that the reform process in South
nearing an irreversible stage, and it is therefore considered that such
a working visit by President de Klerk, and the phased relaxation of sanctions
agreed at the Harare CHOGM, are ways and means of encouraging all
parties engaged in the reform process in South Africa to reach the desired
goal of "irreversibility".
Africa is

IT PAYS

TOAD-

VERTISE
IN

The purpose of the visit is to enable de Klerk to consult with the president
on the developments in South Africa, with particular reference to the ongoing
efforts towards the establishment of

non-racial government
citizens of South Africa will be able to realise their full potential.
a

in which ail

The

opportunity is expected to be used to stress the need for de Klerk to
intensify efforts at ending urban violence and to open political and economic
opportunities for Black, White, Coloured and Indian South Africans and to
establish an interim government urgently.
The visit

notwithstanding, Nigeria still looks forward to establishing soonest,
diplomatic relations with a recognised (multi-racial) government in
South Africa. Rapid and substantial progress in CODESA, with particular
regard to the establishment of a more representative interim government, is
still considered indispensable for the full normalisation of relations between

cordial

SAPEM

Nigeria and South Africa.
Sapem June. 1992
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SOUTH AFRICA: THE CRISIS IN EDUCATION
Alie Fataar
THE POLITICAL situation may appear
to be chaotic to many, both inside and out-

education system

side South Africa, but nowhere is this

a

so

I

more

were

fortunate to attend

a

a

full democratic

society and an
in conformity with such

own

—

Sixteen Different Education

conference of the

—

Departments

Teachers’

League of South Africa (TLSA)
in Cape Town which, because of the state
of emergency in South Africa of the past
decade and

more,

could not hold its normal

annual conferences and

meetings since the

late 1960s. In the late 1950s and the

1960s, most of the leaders and

early

some mem-

bers of the TLSA were under five-year ban-

ning orders, which tended to paralyse the
organisation by driving it underground. In
complete .solidarity with the Cape African
Teachers’ As.sociation (CATA), the TLSA
had formed

a

Federal Council in the

Cape

which, since 1952, had vigorously opposed
the introduction of the infamous Bantuised,
Colouredised and Indianised

schooling for
oppressed majority.
leading members and offi-

the children of the

Hundreds of the

cials of the CATA

were

dismissed from

their

teaching posts and the officials
banned for long periods and harassed from
pillar to post.
The Federal Council’s policy of non-collaboration and the implementation of
boycotts against persons and organisations
trying to work the debased education, was
followed by the parents through their
Parent-Teachers’ organisation throughout
the country. The TLSA and the CATA were
acknowledged as the foremost organisations

opposing Eiselen-Verwoerd-de vos
schooling “for barbarism” as it had
characterised. As the Joint Secretary

The

revived

TLSA

conference

)

programme this year had the theme:
“Education in a non-racist, non-sexist,
democratic South Africa” and covered

—

—

such topics as “The immediate tasks of the
Teacher in the present situation”, “The role
of the Teacher
in the

society”. There was also a
comprehensive presidential address which
dealt with the period through which education had had to struggle during the times of
emergencies and detentions, boycotts and
the disorganisation of most Black schools.
The TLSA issued a pamphlet “The Crisis
in Education” in which

some

—

in education

—

the

state

teachers
WHICH IS

many

—

—

“White” teachers

18 pupils each;
inferior “Black”,

or

“Coloured” teachers

an

100 per

•

•

—

•

school.
•

DEPARTMENTS, each with its

too

average of up to 40 pupils
each and in some cases as many as

—

16 DIFFERENT

under-

average

“Indian”
have

are

THERE ARE

on

separate,

The TLSA

—

are

Apartheid is VERY MUCH ALIVE
have

of the follow-

elucidated:
pamphlet highlights other
staggering statistics:
Every year 700 000 “Black”
children drop out, more than half
before Std 3 (5th primary year).
At present over two million schoolage children have never been to

are

and too few posts
UNTRUE!

—

ing facts

ex-

qualified or unqualified.
Disruptions (boycotts by pupils on
flimsy grounds) have been frequent
at many schools.
Many newly-qualified teachers are
unable to find teaching posts.
Some colleges for teacher training
have been closed down

a

democratic

70% of “Black” teachers

claims there

organisations at present and

future”, “The Teacher in

syllabuses, textbooks,

aminations and certificates.

system.

than in the field of education. Last month

was

for

teacher.
majority of the 36% of “Black”
pupils who pass Std 10 swell the
ranks of the unemployed:
41 of every 1 000 “Whites” entered
university or technicons
26 of every 1 000 “Indians” entered
university or technicons
8 of every 1 000 “Coloureds” entered
university or technicons
4,5 of every 1 000 “Blacks” entered
university or technicons
The

Subsidy Per Child

Malan

“White”

R3 600 p.a.

been

“Indian”

3/4 of “Whitte”
1 /4 of “White”

of the Federal Council, and General-

“Coloured”

R 2700 p.a.
R2 100 p.a.

Secretary of the TLSA for over a dozen
years, I was very much involved in those
early years of strenuous opposition to the
Eiselen-Verwoerd-de vos Malan plans of
“turning the clock back” for all non-White
education during the period 1950-1960.

“Black”

R

The demands of the teachers and the

in the TLSA and afUnity Movement since 1945,

parents organi.sed
filiated

14

to

the

Total School

Percentage of Total Expenditure
“White”

3/5 of “White"

900 p.a.

32%

“Indian"

2%*

6%

“Coloured”

15%

9%*

“Black”

47%

78%*

'These

figures do not represent children at school, as is the
compulsory school attendance.

Population

10%

case

with "White"

children who, alone, have

Sapem June, 1992
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Community Schools Will be
Commercialised

The Government’s

in

a

proposals are set out
Discussion Document, “Education

Renewal

Strategy”. It represents

an at-

tempt to make recommendations to the
constitutional process
al perspective”. This

from an "educationis dressed up as “a
new .system” of education with a single national authority and regional departments
of Education (the old garbage in new bags
10 or 12 only perhaps?), with preserva-

—

tion of class (not colour!) divisions in
education.

Secondary schooling and “quality
depend on the parents’
ability to pay — that is, to pre.serve the
upper and middle classes (99% White with

education” will

1% non-White!).
Free compulsory education to Std 5
(Grade 7); certificate at Std 5, Std 7 and Std
10. Provision is made for

recognising Ianand cultural differences, that is
preserving the old fomis of apartheid in
education which completely favour the
guage

retention of White exclusiveness and

privileges.

Pic:

This

“proposal” has already come into
operation this year, since April 1. Thus far
over 80% (in some provinces/regions over
90%) of “White” schools have become

“community schools”

Model C schools
where the parents can decide to exclude or
include some non-White pupils and
prescribe the fees payable. The state pays
for the teachers in these “Independent
or

Schools” which will be “in business”
the basis of the

on

high fees to be paid by

parents and strong financial support from
the
the

private sector. With the high fees and
business sponsors, the schools ad-

ministration will erect additional

modation,

accom-

provide equipment and even pay
for subvention of teachers’ salaries. By this
means the large majority of “White”
schools will remain either completely
“White” or 95% plus. The solution for
keeping apartheid intact in schools is to
commercialise them or privatise them
before any political changes come about in
South Africa arising from CODESA.
Sapem June, 1992

The

Afrapix

quality of education will depend on the parents’ ability to pay
«

“School

Management Councils” would
granted responsibility on a
"differentiated” basis for the appointment

be

of teachers, admissions, acquiring
textbooks and requisites and organise their
schools into

"regional, development or
value-centred “organisational groupings”,
which is, of course, the recipe of
“minorities”

to

maintain their .separate ex-

elusiveness. ”The

plan, says government,
opportunity to provide affordable
education of a high standard according to
the wishes of a particular community..."
{The Star, February 26. 1992.
offers the

“CODESA Undermines the African

asserts

"threatened to shatter the
Patriotic Front similar
came

wean

to

that CODESA

hope... [of]

Africa and eksewhere fail
CODESA is
a

not a

to see

is that

Lancaster but is in effect

Smith-Muzorewa .settlement attempt ap-

plied by imperialism to South Africa. This
very choice of “community schools” for
“minorities” of the 1979 Smith-Muzorewa

interregnum, is an indication of the route de
Klerk wishes to go in his “post-apartheid”
South Africa. But Mandaza quite correctly
sums up the situation when he comes to the
conclusion that so many in South Africa
have already reached the point whereby the
PAC has insisted

on

the OAU and Frontline

States’

Strategy”
Ibbo Mandaza

What the Frontliners and others in Southern

a

that which be-

almost a precondition for Zimbabindependence, (SAPEM. Vol 5 No.7).

principals, and “thereby trying to
expose its ANC counterpart as a reformist
organisation, intent on an unholy alliance
with the South African State. Indeed the
ANC’s
in

own

conduct,

ever

since CODESA

particular, tended to fuel this impres-

sion.”
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The

impression is confirmed by two
of an ANC spokesperson

recent utterances

and

a

CODESA “collaborationist

»»

cuddled Afrikaner nationalism for
most a

century, now had to rope

over

al-

in African
aspir-

nationalism (ANC, Bantustan chiefs,

tricameralist:

1) The Nats Minister of Education and

Training (for “Black” education) in
presenting

perialism which had earlier courted and

an

amendment bill

on

what is

ing businessmen and quisling intellectuals)
together by a third nationalism
the multi-nationalism as herded by

both welded
—

“African education”, said that admission

IDASA and headed

of non-Black students to Black schools

Party under Zac de Beer. This amalgam
then equals CODESA. Yes, the “Black”
elites are already having their sons and

would be decided

of state-aided

or

by the governing bodies
private schools. The

so-

called leader in the tricameral kitchen
“House of
sented in

Delegates” (who are reprethe CODESA together with the

whole bunch of other tricameral/bantus-

daughters accommodated in these “community schools” at R1 500 per month!
was

hidden under

his support to this legislation, but
wondered why an apartheid measure
needed to be amended before the system of

ish

things. Nor has he thought of condemn-

ing the system whereby “White” schools
have been virtually privatised to keep them
“White”. This amendment bill is merely

some

sensational

news

policeman who had been
prison after having been
found guilty of murdering a number of innocent people and having served only nine
months of his 27-year sentence. It was the
a

“Everyone had the right to his own culture,

Composite New Ruling Class

R.W. Johnson of The Star newspaper has
this to say

about CODESA, which further

validates Mandaza’s observation: “The
referendum

saw

the formation of

a

quite

unprecedented alliance between Mandela,
de Klerk and
called for

a

Harry Oppenheimer(who) all

“Yes” vote, as indeed did the

SACP’s Joe Slovo'...

(it)

saw an

embryonic

ruling bloc... (and) may be best
remembered... for the Disraeli-like way in

The Teachers’

ruling

groups

smoothly in-

corporated their erstwhile enemies to the
Left into

a

this is the elites
who

are

ruling class ...
representing those forces

composite

new

in clear command of the CODESA

process”, (The Star, 25 March 1992).
Another way of putting this is that im¬
16

League of South Africa

South Africans:
—

There must be schools, teachers and

no reference to
“Whites”/“Blacks”/“Coloureds”/

pupils with
•

—

“Indians”. All

race

education

go.

must

segregation in

There must be sufficient schools for
all to

enjoy free compulsory educa-

tion.
There would thus be

an enormous

shortage of teachers. None now
teaching would lose their jobs. All
those now unemployed would be
needed

and

thousands

more

teachers would have to be trained.
—

There would be vocational, technical and

—

these rights”, he added.
carried in The Herald of
May 4, 1992. It could be related to what
suppress

This report was

teacher-training of the
highest quality.
Adequate education would have to
be provided for those not in school
at present, for those who left school
without having gained an adequate
education and for adults who

are

il-

literate and wish to educate themsel-

Mandela said when he visited Zimbabwe in

ves.

1990; that the Whites would have
their

own

culture and their

communities of their

own

own

a

right to

—

schools in

but not

paid for

programme.

It is of interest to note that IMF and

World Bank conditionalities for loans to

South Africa include: reduction of govern-

struggle for a single, non-racial
of education is part of

democratic system

restraint etc. In the field of education,
IMF and WB loans, large-scale investment

democratic South Africa.

wage

expenditure

on

continuous

poor.

The

health, education,
housing etc; the privatisation ofeducation',
ment

a

of democratising and
upgrading education as part of a
wider plan to create democracy in
which all citizens would participate,
to expand the economy and thus
provide improved living standards
forall,especially the urban and rural

by the state. Which is just what de Klerk has
said on numerous occasions, and now being

implemented under the ERS

There would be

process

new

which the old

System

conference reiterated the demands for all

language and religion and no one had a

right to

imperialism.

A Non-racial Education

self-determination, but it needed to be

schools” 99%
A

economic and financial

implication other “National” groups):
“The ANC has accepted the principle of

“Volkstaat” conference in Pretoria.

segregated!

they coincide with or subserve the interests
of the bankers that operate on behalf of

determination” for the “Whites” (and by

Strategy plans to keep “community

0

imperialism, not in

prime interests of the poor. Their interests will be served only to the extent that

of the ANC’s acceptance of “self-

side of the Education Renewal

reverse

in

the

—

report

negotiated”. National Executive member
Mac Maharaj told an Afrikaner

the

the interests of world

Kwazulu

about

released from

apartheid had to go. (The Star, 8 April
1992). And he sits with the ANC on
CODESA, where he never utters outland-

financial institutions, will be investment

2) The ANC spokesperson’s utterance

tan^omelands collaborators) A. Rajbansi,
gave

by the Democratic

by governments, private banks and other

the

struggle for

a

single, non-racial
♦
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DEBATES AND VIEWPOINTS
THE RISE AND FALL OF SOVIET POWER
Dani Wadada Nabudere
THE COLLAPSE of Soviet power which
was believed to be the exercise of the die-

capitalism and socialism and to struggle
for the realisation of a new world free of

tatorship of the proletariat over the hourgeoisie has indeed been an epochal event as
its rise was equally a momentous event in
world history. Whatever the detractors of
Soviet power might say today, and
whatever people might say about the role

class domination and

of Lenin and Stalin in these historical
events, there can be no doubt that

sheviks (the party
under Lenin) who

the Bol-

of the working class
overthrew the Czarist
a series of politi-

feudal order) did unleash
cal

developments which have moved
humanity to a new phase of evolution and
revolution.
Just

feudalism had

disappear, so
capitalism and socialism have to disappear,
to enable society to create new relations
as

to

oppression.

Having said this, for us the most significant historical importance of Soviet
power was the historical role it played in
highlighting the exploitative nature of
capitalism; the raising to new dimensions
of the political culture of the working class
and the p)easantry; the strengthening of the
colonial peoples in their struggle against
colonialism and imjterialism; and the creation of the preconditions for its peaceful
demise, for it will go down in history that
socialism gave way to new social forces in
a relatively peaceful way, although the historical event is indeed a revolutionary one.

and institutions which will enhance human

freedom

to new

heights. The demise of

moribund socialism in the USSR and
Eastern

Europe has indeed heralded the
collapse of its opposite: moribund
capitalism. Moribund socialism had, like
moribund capitalism, become a status quo
system of exploitation and oppression of
the workers and peoples.
Keen observers who have followed the
events

since the 1980s have noted that the

weakening of the Soviet Union and its final
collapse has over-exposed the United
States as the sole remaining superpower. Its
ideological cover has been blown open —
no longer able to hide behind the crude anticommunism of the past. Furthermore, its
capacity to generalise its relations of
production based on “free markets”, its
leitmotif for intervention against socialism,
can no longer be realised because of its monopolistic and protectionist reality.
Thus what we are dealing with in examining the collapse of Soviet power is a
prelude to analysing the beginnings of the
collapse of bourgeois power, and it is in this
direction that

our

research efforts and

political action should be directed: to
strengthen the poor in their struggle
against the two moribund systems:
18

that in the cities where modem

industry had
appeared, it was highly centralised and concentrated relative to the other capitalist
countries.
This aspect

enabled the Bolsheviks to
highly concentrated working
class into a viable political force in the form
of cells and Soviets. The clarity of the
ideological leadership under Lenin enabled
the Bolsheviks to become the leading
revolutionary movement not only in Russia, but very soon throughout the world, as
mobilise this

events

of

First

the

World

War

demonstrated.
For this

reason

stands out

Lenin, like Mao Zedong,

the foremost

revolutionary
organised
a revolutionary party that actually seized
political power and awakened and
strengthened the exploited and oppressed
classes throughout the world. What happened to this revolution still remains to be
analysed in a new way if we are to draw correct conclusions from this historical epoch.
Emotional political reactions based on
and
short-term
expectations
“achievements” of those seeking change
will not serve this purpose. A deeper understanding of the processes of this historical
movement has to be thoroughly underas

theoretician of all time who also

taken.
Pic: Tass

Lenin, the foremost revolutionary
theoretician of all time

There have been great

whether it
Bosheviks

was

have

a

debates about

“mistake” for the

revolution in a
capitalistically
ripe. These debates were in fact adequately
answered by Lenin himself when he dismissed them as being economi.stic. For
to

staged

a

country that was not yet
The Rise of Soviet Power
As

already noted, the rise of Soviet
about with the growth of the
political organisation of the working class
against the feudal Czarist regime. There

power came

was no

doubt that relative

of Western

to

the countries

Europe, Russia was a backward
capitalist country. Despite its backwardness in this respect. Lenin demonstrated in
one of his earliest books: The Development
of Capitalism in Russia that capitalism had
taken root in the Russian countryside and

Lenin,

as

for Marx, the socialist revolution

essentially a political revolution. Its
success lay in the transfer of power to “the
proletariat organi.sed as the ruling class”,
was

but in alliance with the peasantry.
This latter

point was important politically for, unlike the Paris Commune which ignored this aspect and collapsed within
weeks, Lenin evolved a new political
strategy which linked Soviet power to the
SapemJune, 1992
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struggles of the peasantry in the colonial
and semi-colonial countries first in Asia,

enemy; the defeat of capitalist exploitation
and the realisation of higher human

and

freedom of all

through Asia the alliance eventually

reached Latin America and Africa. Hence
the movement became

an

international

one.

In their initial

strategic thinking, the Bolsheviks thought it would have been possible to move to a higher level of .socialism
if the German revolution had succeeded. As
we

peoples against monopolistic power based on class rule whether
under capitalism or socialism. This is why
for us the collapse of moribund socialism
was essential for the unleashing of new
revolutionary enthusiasm to bring about
higher freedom for all.

know, the Spartacusist uprising in Ger-

under the leadership of Rosa Luxenibourg fai led. After the failure of this revolution, Lenin advanced the concept of pernianent revolittion as meaning that hence-

The Economic

many

forth the Soviet Revolution would become

part of the uprisings of the

anti-imperialist
.struggles of the peasantry in the colonial
countries. This move in fact strengthened
the Bolsheviks them.selves.
Stalin later developed

this concept under
meaning that

Having said the above, we have then to
examine the many transitional problems
that were inherent in this strategy of Marx
and Lenin. These traditional
came

link which could be combated with the sup-

port of the Bolsheviks. China, under this
idea, was seen as the “soft belly”, of im-

perialism which the Bolsheviks saw as offering the best chances of success at the
time. This is the first significant development of Lenin’s political strategy Which has
produced good results and is likely to outlive the collapse of socialism in the USSR
because strategically, the revolutionary
potential in these former colonies and semicolonies remains strong.
Thus for Marx and Lenin, socialism was

transitional

problems be-

manifest in the evolution of the

socialist economy and state, and
that the contradictions of this

it is here
phase of

struggle became transparent.

the idea of the “weaker link":

capitalism in the colonial world was a weak

Programme and its

Contradictions

For
in

a

start, socialism started in a

country

which

capitalism was not fully
developed. This aspect, however, did not
diminish political and international significance of the

event.

There is

no

would eventually have a real
evolution of the transitional

impact on the
phase. It is in
this light that the "weaknesses" of the
Soviet economy ought to be analy.sed and
understood.
In his

pamphlet Tax In Kind. Lenin argued for the creation of state-capitalism in
this period as a way of bringing about largescale production. This approach it.self was
based

tion to be consolidated for its

conditions which existed in Russia

own

sake, but

organised as an instiument in the revolutionary struggle throughout the world for
the overthrow of capitalism and imperialism. The economic programme hecame a necessity for the purpose of accomplishing this ultimate objective and no
more.

As part of its struggle, the working class
in this conception stood for the abolition of

private property and the state. This constituted the basic programme, and therefore
viewed from this standpoint, the revolution
that the Bolsheviks began has not failed. On
the contrary, it has been transfomied into
new forms of struggle against the same

SapemJune, 1992

on

the realisation that socialism

could not be embarked
time. In fact in

advised, then “our revolution would perish

irrevocably (and deservedly)”.
Lenin saw the next step arising from the
institution of state-capitalism as leading to
socialism. Later in 1921, Lenin even went
further when he called for another

“strategic retreat”. He advocated for a
“New Economic Policy” — NEP. This
policy called for a reversion to capitalism
to a great extent, in order to motivate the
peasants and small-scale producers to
produce more. He also called on foreign
capitalists to open concessions in the USSR
and for the state to leas^ state enterprises to
private capitalists.
This

was

done when the economic situa-

tion in the country

had deteriorated and the.
working class had become “declas.sed” as
a result of the collap.se of industry in the immediate post-revolutionary period. For
Lenin, it

was more

desirable for the work-

ing class to revert to capitalism “while
keeping a proper reign on those gentlemen,
the capitalists” than to allow them to organise'and overthrow the working class.
With their power, the working class
could direct capitalism along state channels
and create a capitalism that would be subordinate to the state (of the proletariat) and
serve

that

state.

The alternative

was

to

allow the

phase in the struggle of the
working class. It was not a mode of produc-

a

doubt,

however, that this economic backwardness

♦

on

headlong in the
at

the

advising this approach,

Lenin based his views

capitalists to succeed in organising first under their own dictatorship: “The
question must be put soberly”, he had
warned.
In short, under these

given conditions,
working class had no option but to
engage in a number of manoeuvres on the
economic side, so long as they maintained
their dictatorship over the bourgeoisie, and
the

the role state-

use

capitalism had played in the development
of capitalism in Germany.

gle

on

He advised that in order

to

combat the

anarchy of small-scale producers which
were dominating the field, the new state
should “spare no effort in copying the state
capitalism of the Germans" and in doing so
“not to shrink in adopting dictatorial
methods to hasten the copying of western
culture by ‘Barbarian Russia’ ”. He added:
“the proletariat should not hesitate to use
barbarous methods in fighting barbarism”.
If the proletariat failed to do this, he further

that situation

to

broaden the class strug-

on the national and international arena.
For him any other path was pure illusion
and his disagreements with Trotsky and his

followers

were over

For him there

this strategy.

“pure” conditions
waged.
The working class had to seize every opportunity to advance their cause against the
bourgeois and imperialism. The following
summation by Lenin of this strategy and
conception ought to be quoted in extenso:
Whoever expects a 'pure' social!ist)
were no

under which revolution could be

revolution will never live

to .see

it. To

19

conceive that socialist revolution is
conceivable without revolts

by small
nations in the colonies and in Europe,
without revolutionary outbursts by a
section of the petty bourgeoisie with
all its prejudices, without a movement of the politically conscious
proletarian and semi-proletarian
masses against oppression hy the
landowners, the church, the

monar-

chy, against national oppression etc,
to imagine all this is to repudiate
sociali.'st revolution.

This constitutes the

revolutionary sigimagined

nificance of real rather than

socialisrn.
As
the

we

know, when Lenin died this

was

policy inherited by Stalin and other Bol-

sheviks. What has

to be

borne in mind all

the time is that these

contradictory
economic policies were being pursued in a
situation where the domestic reactionary
forces and the international bourgeoisie
were active in opposing Soviet
power. A
civil war was raging with the feudal and external interventionist forces very active on
the ground.
The policies which Stalin adopted were
conditioned by this overriding strategic
conception of the Bolsheviks as well as the
demands of the ongoing class struggle. This
was

the

ca.se

with the collectivisation

cam-

paign which in part was directed against the
rich peasant class — the kulaks — and the
ensuing war preparations which were being
undertaken in Germany. The campaign was
linked directly to the need to industrialise
the country and to embark on socialist planning after the successful implementation of
the NEP. Very soon it was linked to the need
to

i
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defend the USSR in the

impending war.
Today Stalin is castigated by the hourgeoisie in their ideological struggle for
having committed “crimes” during this
campaign and during the “purges”. Indeed
there was great suffering and millions died
of famine following the campaigns. But
hi,storical events can never be Judged solely by looking at the actions of leading individuals. No doubt they play a significant
part and wield great influence over events.
But the issues involved here

individuals because this
ary process

under

way.

went

was a

beyond

revolution-

To achieve this

victory, iron discipline
required and many western leaders acknowledged that although Soviet industrialisation was achieved at great cost, it
was major victory for the USSR. But this
achievement and victory was possible not
only at great human cost — twenty two million people in the USSR were killed — but
also at a great economic cost.
The bourgeoisie in their one-sidedness
emphasi.se the death of millions during the
collectivisation campaign but are ambivalent about the twenty million Soviet
was

workers and .soldiers who died in the
defend both the USSR and the

war to

against
they underrate the participation of the colonial peoples in that
victory.
Fascism, just

west

as

The

bourgeoisie are not in a position to
judge the working class in this matter in any
In the economic revolutions that

ca.se.

brought about capitalism, crimes
than those attributed

to

“Stalin”

worse

were com-

mitted

“justifiably” by their predecessors.
During the capitalist agricultural collectivisation revolution which lasted

over one

hundred years, millions were dispossessed,
thrown into the wild, turned into beggars
and then eliminated

as

“rogues and

these lands while thousands of the former

and die of malnutrition and

owners starve

disease.
Their lands

the real

used as game parks while
and their livestock starve on

are

owners

neighbouring dry lands. In South Africa
these crimes are continuing to be committed to the present day, and where is the
voice of the international bourgeoisie in
support of the oppres.sed? Freedom for the
Azanians is still an uphill class struggle and
will be won only through bitter class strug¬
gle.
In all the former colonial world, millions
of children, women and men continue todie

of malnutrition, disease and wars becau.se
of the “collectivi.sation

campaigns” of the
bourgeoisie whose effects continue to the
present day. So let us put away all talk about
“crimes” and recognise the one important
force of history: class struggle alone could
have vanquished these oppressors and exploiters of the Soviet people, and the Bolsheviks and the Soviet working cla.ss were
entitled

to use

all the instruments of the

class

struggle known to history.
why, for the “vagabonds” of the
colonial world, the Soviet victory added
strength to their struggles for colonial
freedom and national liberation. The right
That is

vagabonds”.
Thomas More in his book

Utopia,
reign of Henry VIII of
England alone, 72 000 of these peasants
who had been turned into “great and petty
thieves were put to death”. The unemployed were given to capitalists to use
and if they did not carry out their tasks they
were legally regarded as slaves and could
be put to death by their masters. Marx
records that in the

remarks:

Thus were the agricultural folk first
forcibly expropriated fi'om the soil,
driven from their homes, turned into
vagabonds, and then whipped,

branded (with hot irons with letters S
or

“vagabonds” have not even regained their
bourgeoisie who did the dispossession and their successors still occupy
land and the

R) and tortured by grotesquely ter-

roristic laws into

accepting the discipline necessary for the system of
wage labour. '
In their colonial conquests, the modern
bourgeois repeated these crimes against
colonial peoples and today even in a “free”
country like Zimbabwe, the disposed

20

of self-determination which had been
denied

to

defended,

them and which the Bolsheviks

finally conceded by the imfierialist pcfwers. In his Fourteen Point
Speech, President Wilson conceded this
right. The national liberation movement of
the colonial peoples became a reality which
continues up to this date. Bolshevism had
rendered its service to the colonial peoples
and Lenin’s strategic conception had been
was

vindicated.
But the war had devastating impact on
the Soviet economy. Agriculture was dislocated as all industrial production went to
war. Tractors were no longer supplied to the
agricultural cooperatives and state farms.
Industry too was dislocated. Whole factories were physically moved to the Ural
mountains for protection from bombing.

SapemJune. 1992
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When the

war

ended, great efforts were

made to rehabilitate the economy.

Although industrial production was restored,
agriculture remained a thorny problem for
the USSR right up to the time of Stalin’s
death in

1953. Much of the economic

problems in the post-war period, and which
Stalin’s
to

this

successors

faced,

are

to be

traced

period of struggle.

Politics of the “New Era” and the Rise
of Kruschev

countryside where agriculture had been
disrupted and new social relations introduced. As the influence of these

increased and

was

denounced

remains

All these achievements and contradictions of the socialist system soon

began to
produce irreversible trends, both positive
and negative. The unresolved problems
arising out of the war were inherited by

new

forces

that of the

working class
began to decline.
The coming into power of Nikita Kruschev initially as first party .secretary in
1953, and later as head of government in
June, 1956, brought this new line of thinking more in the open. To start with, Stalin
so

as

murderer and his

a

from

removed

were

mausoleum. He embarked

on

the

steps to

bureaucratise the

presidium. Using his
head of the party and governhe filled the entire party secretariat

position
ment,

with his

as

own

henchmen, whom he later

his death, his immediate successor,

promoted to become full members of the
presidium.
Formerly there was only one member of
the presidium from the party secretariat out
of fifteen full members. By 1956, 10 were

Malenkov, however called for

under-secretaries from the party

Stalin’s

succes.sors.

Stalin, in his 1952

pamphlet: The Economic Problems of the
USSR had called for
for

a

a

debate

the need

on

restrengthening of the .sy.stem. After
a

“new

course”.

Although a considered “Stalinist”,
Malenkov began to capitulate to the fear
that the US had developed the atom bomb
which might one day be u.sed against the
USSR. He changed the economic strategy
from emphasis on heavy industry, which
was required to build the material basis of
future production, to the need to increase
consumer goods production.
This

was a

secretariat
expelling what he called the
“anti-party group”. This tendency, towards
bureaucratisation of the party, continued
unabated by all Kruschev successors. The
new trend went a long way towards
weakening the working class in the party
which was suppo.sed to be their own!
under him,

contradiction since

consumer

goods production could not be assured
without the means to produce them from
the heavy industrial sector, which included

engineering. But the new orientation was
pushed even further after Malenkov’s own
downfall. This strategy it.self reflected the
balance of social-class forces which had

emerged during the war within the party
and country as a whole.
The idea of

“inevitability of war” between socialism and imperialism
(capitalism) was also dropped and new attempts were made to find a basis for reconciliation with the US. Opportunist elements
in the party increa.sed their influence and
with it privilege was extended to them.
Stalin had tried to castigate these “right
elements” in the party, but with his death
they grew stronger, particularly in the

♦

had been built up over the pa.st thirty years
and whose consequences are .still being felt
now.

His main attention

was

focused

on

He decreed the full
production,
which threw into chaos the supply lines between agriculture and industry. At the same

agriculture.

decentralisation of agricultural

time he dismantled the socialist relations of

production in agriculture by encouraging
profits.
Whereas

Stalin

in

his

Economic

Problems

of the USSR had argued for the
unifying of all branches of production into higher forms of socialist planning,
Kruschev ordered its dismantling to replace
it with decentralised regional units. His approach created chaos in the economy,
further

which

some

of his henchmen such

as

Leonid Brezhnev and Alexi

difficult to swallow.

Kosygin found
They engineered his

overthrow but at the

same

most

time continued

of his reforms in all branches of the

economy,

the party and the .state.

The

Brezhnev-Kosygin Reform and
Stagnation

The

two went even

further in introduc-

ing the profit motive in production. Efforts
were made to decentralise indu.stry and
trade

—

all of which intensified the chaos.

new reforms were put in hand to
the earlier reforms, becau.se it was

By 1979
reverse

Great debates

were

feared that the

advanced

between those who wanted the

continuation ofsocialist plan-

ning and those who wanted
reintroduced

the profit motive

An offensive

was

also launched

on

the

ideological front. One of the leading planners, Voznesnsky, argued that socialism
cannot operate without the law of value and
its relation.ship to retail trading, or to profit
and loss accounting. Kru.schev called for a
conference of economists
value. Great debates
tween

were

on

the law of

advanced be-

those who wanted the continuation

of socialist

planning and those who wanted
profit motive reintroduced.
Further steps were taken by Kruschev to
di.sorient the socialist planning system that
the

changes were too destabilising to the social and political order.
The go-stop strategies added to the confusion in the economy and political system.
Matters

were

not made better

when

Andropov appeared on the scene in 1983.
He, in turn, embarked on reactivating the
decentralisation process of Kru.schev! But

Andropov’s mle
he had

was

.short-lived and what

begun to carry out was put in cold

storage by

the equally short-lived rule of

Chernenko.
Thus what Gorbachev later called the
“Brezhnev

Stagnation’’ period was
prolonged by short periods of destabilisation in the economy, which produced most
of the tensions that led to the coming to
power of Mikhail Gorbachev, with a team
of young committed technocrats who
wanted the system turned upside down if
21
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necessary in order to
and Soviet power.
But before

rejuvenate the USSR

Soviet decline and its main

political
“leap forward”,
were, first, the entrenched position of the
party officials and bureaucrats and other
members of the elite who enjoy a large
array of privileges and who monopolise
power and influence, and secondly, the sigobstacle

look into Gorbachev’s ef-

we

forts, it is necessary to explore the USSR’s
relations with the US and the West in

general in this period. Kruschev had
declared “peaceful competition’’ with the
US. He had predicted that the USSR would
“overtake” the US by the year 2000. He
even

dreamt of “communism”

was

The

detente between

Nixon

Brezhnev of the
lated

early 1970s was in fact reto this domestic policy. This
policy in

fact enabled the Soviet Union

to

embark

on

its

expansion in the “Third World” using
“peaceful competition” as the slogan. A
certain level of “peaceful existence”
seemed to prevail between the two superpowers, which was also characterised by
the economic cooperation between US and
Western corporations and the new Soviet
economic amalgamation or monopolies.
But while this

Doctrine, which

went on,

the Brezhnev

imposed by the USSR
on the “peoples’ democracies” of Eastern
Europe, clearly brought out in the open the
imperialist character of the USSR in its new
was

offensive. The doctrine decreed that
of the countries of Eastern

none

Europe should

abandon “socialism” and that, should any
of them ever try to do so, the USSR had a

right to intervene in order to maintain the
unity of the “sociali.st camp”, which in fact
was

Thus

a

while

talking

“peaceful

co-

in fact

pursuing
policy of imperialist expansion and
was

domination. “Socialist internationalism”
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Gorbachev, the glasnost and perestroika
man

in fact stood for this

Soviet

aggressive posture in
Power. Using Western technology

availed
a

to

it under detente, it embarked

on

great expansion in its armaments into a “new Cold War” with

dustries. This led
the US,

particularly with the coming into
of Reagan after 1979.
A clear confrontation began to emerge
again between the two superpowers over
Soviet expansion and “empire”. In the
power

Horn of Africa and Southern Africa in par-

ticular, the confrontation took the form of
actual interventions. This confrontation be-

global because of the global spread of
the Soviet navy and its nuclear arsenal.
Soviet expansion throughout the world
under the cover of “peaceful competition”

came

factors

living conditions
people were to a great extent
caused by the dismption in the socialist systern that had been built up over time. The
abandonment of this system had led to the
increasing reliance on the West for technology. But the bulk of this technology, instead
of going to civilian industries, was used instead to strengthen the military-industrial
complex which constituted the new ruling
class.

The combined effect of the

undermining

of the socialist economy and the reduction
of the standard of living of the Soviet work-

ing class and their influence in the party and
led to the need to increase the
power of the party bureaucrats and the
military. The technocratic culture that
emerged, and which Kenneth Galbraith
analysed so well, became the basis of
Soviet society which was increasingly
detached from the working class.
These are the conditions that gave birth
economy,

to

the Gorbachev revolution, which

resulted in the

dismantling of what had
Soviet power. In fact, this
based on the dictatorship of the

been built up as

power,

An outstanding western historian, Paul
Kennedy, in his recent major work: The
Rise and Fall of Great Powers, has noted

proletariat, never existed by this time. The
origins of this decline were spelt out clearly by Gorbachev in his report to the 27th
Communist Party Congress in 1986, in
which he revealed that the problems had
begun to build up in the economy in the
1970s. with the rates of economic growth
declining visibly. As a result, the targets for
economic development set in the Communist Party programme, could not be attained. According to him, the party did not
manage to carry out even the social
programme charted for this period.
The.se factors were compounded by yet
more fundamental demographic problems,

that

which

also created

rift within the socialist camp.
China, under Mao Zedong, denounced
Kruschev

a

as a

revisionist, and its expan-

sionist

policy as social imperialism. This
split in the socialist camp never healed,
clearly showing that the USSR no longer
commanded the international respect it had
achieved under the earlier revolutionary
approach in economy and politics.
Decline and Reform

—

the Gorbachev

Era

non-existent.

existence”, the USSR

two

of the Soviet

began

and

to

budget.

The decline in the

arose.

continued under the

Brezhnev and Kosygin period. The emphasis on consumer goods meant the USSR
needed to import technology from the West
since the de-emphasis of machine tool and
heavy engineering industries meant that the
USSR could not develop its own high
quality technology. The reorientation of
economic policy also conditioned Soviet
diplomacy with the West.

a

We have shown how these

being

that
it was no longer necessary to bring about
communism by violence and advocated the
“peaceful road”.
The collaboration with the US

achieving

nificant share of the GNP that is devoted
the defence

achieved in his lifetime! He had argued

under him and

to

two

factors that have accounted for

were

the result of earlier anti-work-
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ing class socioeconomic policies and the
cause

of them. Several studies revealed that

Soviet
There
rate

population dynamics were negative.
reduction in the country’s birth
incredible increase in the death

was a

and

rates. In

an

addition, there

was an

increase in

the

ageing of the population. Consequently, there was a decline in the supply of new
the labour market and this fac-

tion of

why soviet power had been eroded
from inside. The opposition groups
emerged as environmental, peace, civil
rights, cultural heritage and national movements. This diversity in fact reflected the
“success” of socialism, because all these
forces

were

children of the

who had been

brought

up

working class,
in the socialist

revealed that the non-Russian Asiatic

acculturation. They represented
society and
the sophistication with which they
presented their demands showed a high

republics had population growth rates three

level of education.

entrants to

compounded by the unequal
regional demographic distribution, which

tor was

times that of Russia.
came to

in 1985, representing as he did the
generation of technocrats who had
over a period of time began to get worried
about this stagnation and decline of the
Soviet economy, he saw no alternative but
power
new

had

The older “hard-line” technocrats

played all their cards with their

“reforms”.
Gorbachev embarked

on a dismantling
while he called for “an acceleration of the country’s socio-economic
development” as a “key” to all Soviet
problems. However such an acceleration
could not take place on a weak foundation
which existed. He therefore opted as an immediate solution, to create a political atmosphere which could generate internal
debate. He thought this would rejuvenate
the spirit of the people.
This is what was implied by his glasnost
approach. Side by side he pursued a policy
of perestroika, which meant economic
restmcturing. The two-pronged approach
began to work against one another. For one
thing the glasnost approach strengthened
the political forces which had emerged in
underground opposition to the Brezhnev
regime and these forces opposed half-

process,

hearted

measures

for economic reform

which Gorbachev introduced. Anew “Gorbachev

stagnation” emerged and it is this
was in turn capitalised on by
the “radicals” of the Yeltsin type who
called for rapid reform to “market
economy”.
malaise which

These forces manifested them.selves in
various ways

and an understanding of their
.sociological basis gives us a clear concep¬
Sapem June. 1992

the contradiction of socialist

Glasnost thus

Thus when Mikhail Gorbachev

to act.

system of

presented a problem for
perestroika. That is why Gorbachev's
proposals for economic and political
reform

these

always a step behind the mood
people and the opposition. Some of
nationalist opposition groups had

gone

ahead and declared their inde-

of the

were

pendence on national and ethnic basis, thus
undercutting Gorbachev’s efforts. Unlike
with

the Chinese, who had started
economic refomi in order to create

a

sup-

the
responsibility system), Gorbachev found

port base among the peasantry (under
himself overtaken

by the forces he had

un-

leashed.
Two other factors stood in the way

Gorbachev’s attempts

of reform

domestic front. The first

was

on

that his

of
the

new

of
foreign relations, with the objective of
reducing the Soviet arms industry. He
hoped this would relea.se the resources for

political thinking

was

applied to the

the economic reform. Instead of

positive
from the

area

being

a

it detracted his attention
domestic scene and this political

move,

space was

exploited by his opponents.

Secondly, the “hardliners” within the
party and state bureaucrats who

feared

change, obstructed whatever he proposed
by way of reform. In this way he generated
two arms within the Communist Party
which worked to destroy the other, and this
gave room to the refomiist forces whose
own programmes for change were not c lean
TTiis is why former bureaucrats such as
Yeltsin, in adopting a “radicalist” stance,
appeared immediate favourites for the

Western world when in fact there

was

♦

noth-

ing to this radicalism.
Implications of the Collapse
Events in the Soviet Unioii moved very

fast since the end of

Augu.st 1991 after the
collapse of the ‘hardliners” coup. The 15
republics of the former Soviet Union have
also broken away and formed their own independent republics. The Baltic republics
have broken off all links with the fonner
union. Russia has become an independent
republic, inheriting th*e diplomatic position
of the former Soviet Union and in so doing
it has been “granted” the status of a minor
superpower by the US because of her control of nuclear weapons.

The

collapse of the USSR has
spread
of nuclear weapons

also set in motion the

The future of the

fledgling CommonStates is still unclear
and the possibility of conflict between Russia and the Ukraine still looms large as well
as with the three other nuclear powers that
have replaced the former Soviet nuclear armoury, and the only element maintaining
stability between them is the US threat not
to give economic aid, if the security of the
nuclear arsenals is not guaranteed.
Apart from these developments, the collapse of the Soviet union has had a major
impact on the world situation. This impact
is perceived negatively in some quarters
while in others it is welcomed as being
positive.
Let us first look at what are perceived to
be the negative effects. There is no doubt
that the disappearance of the USSR and of
“socialism” which it was supposed to folwealth of Independent

number of countries.

low, has weakened

a

These countries

mainly in what u.sed to

are

be called the “Third World” which had

strong links with it. In the same way many

non-aligned countries have also lost the
manoeuvrability in world affairs which
they used to enjoy.
The collapse of the USSR has also set in
motion the spread of nuclear weapons and
this opens an era of possible conflict by
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“middle

powers” using some of these
which they are buying on the

weapons
“free markets”. The US

as

the sole super-

finds that it has to cope with a
unstable world unlike the one it was

power now

very
accustomed

with the Moscow hot line.

to

It is also said that the
USSR has
.sociali.sm

collapse of the

weakened, the

movement for

throughout the world, while in

quarters it is being argued that

some

socialism will

now

be looked upon

with

is

approach
shortsighted and US power in this respect

is limited
same

the positive side, the col-

on

lapse has clearly created

an

atmosphere for
com-

prehensively because the existing international economic
conflicts

atmosphere is generating

on

wider scale and these

a

“micro-conflicts” could
into

regional

a

Gulf War is not

or even a

easily build
world

war.

up

The

entirely ended, even with a

lot of talk about the “The New World
Order” that
The

emerged after this

war.

from those dictatorial

were

regarded

regimes which

“countries of socialist

as

orientation”, which arrogantly disregarded
other democratic movements. The

situation allows

a

even

countries
democratic

new

management.
In my

in fact

cau-

using this

vacuum to

creating

new

conditions

new

situation undermine socialist

forces? TTiere is

no

which depended on
and

doubt that countries

the USSR for economic

military support

and that the US is

forms of organisations to

seriously affected
using this to deal a blow
are

emerge a

democratic culture.

All these

developments are possible now
struggles are necessary to bring
about. Although there are still strong

and further
them

forces
new

standing in the

in continued

of realising

way

political culture which

imperialist

maneouvres

chauvinistic tendencies, the

tradictions

we

to

a

manifested

are

new

and

situation

face all the

con-

have inherited from the past

squarely and surely,
These contradictions will

only be

resolved, if all individuals adopt the

have to learn

to

live in the

it allows them

contradictions of US

new

new

world, be-

greatest possible tolerance in matters con-

space

which the

cerning differences between cultures,

imperialism will

soon

generate and which the collapse

of

moribund socialism has released.

religions, nations and
are

brought on the surface

more

openly the

contradictions of

capitalism and liberal
democracy. Liberalism as we know it today
is clearly associated with privilege for a

races.

The economic

basis of class dictatorship and domination
daily being undermined. This

means

situations that are arising we

Moreover, the collapse of Soviet power
has

join the masses of the people in creating the
new

social relations and value systems

can ensure

the survival of humanity.

that

This is

what progressive humanity has fought for

misery for the majority. The collapse of the Soviet power will not cure this

throughout the centuries.

malady and any sensational euphoria by the

impending new historical phase for
humanity. The collapse of moribund
socialism was essential in this respect in

West

on

this

score

will be short-lived. In-

deed the failure of economic reform in the
former “socialist” world which has

opted

further

we are

in

a new era

in which all

societal contradictions of the present
have been

Thus for

us

epoch

exposed. The most important of

these contradictions is that of power.

Power

for

been rekindled

The

masses

by these developments.

everywhere are restless and are

seeking new

ways

collapse of Soviet

power

a new

world which will

bury the “new world order” as surely

as

it

has buried the old Soviet power.

There is

no

way we can recreate a

genuine socialist order, because there

were

P“''® conditions under

longer has the anractions it used to have.

Why? Because the energies of the masses
of people for change the world over has

the

order to hasten the collapse of moribund
capitalism and in this way it has opened
new avenues

fallacy.

Thus

no

What about the future of socialism?

flowering and out of this will

new

working class and the revolutionary forces

the US and other

for conflict.

Does the

new

broader basis than before. The

emerge on a

are

forces all individuals

opinion the new atmosphere in the

this

be

for their ill-fated economic policies,
are

try out new forms of

organisation and economic

here there has

to

ways

populations in their

for market economies will expose

Western powers are

which

to

change their

greater space for recon-

tion because of the way

press

have to

few and

collapse has positively removed

cover

ciliation, but

ones

and release the

cause

also has to be looked at

have noted above. At the

time, all countries including the small

heroic

peaceful resolution of conflicts. However

new

as we

world allows

the old order.

this aspect

of these small countries in the

some

“Third World”. However such an

without totalitarianism of

new asse.ssment

Secondly,

at

which it could have
deed told

us.

emerged, as Lenin inToday we have the same

“impure” conditions, but these conditions
present us an opportunity to create a new
world. The moment is

ours. ♦

in which they can realise

their freedom. New forms of

organisations
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THE IMPACT OF THE DEMISE OF THE USSR ON THE THIRD
WORLD
Yash Tandon
AFTER SIFTING

through evidence and

cat’s smile

least not

the abbreviation TW occurs, it should

ment

necessarily

for the

negative) developbulk of the people of the Third
a

substance of

clarify
One

our

case,

or,

name

“Third World” it-

extinct

phenomenon, almost by
definition. There is now only the “North”
and the “South”. The world is

now

divided,

sharply than ever before, between the
relatively rich. White, industrial “North”
and the relatively poor, a generalisation, for
more

are

variations

deed there

are

on

the “South”, as in-

variations in the “North”.

We would argue,

nonetheless, that in spite
phenomenon of
“the North” and “the South” as geopolitical expressions of a certain economic, cultural and political reality is a generally correct rendering of that reality. In other
words, the world is indeed partitioned,
of these variations, the

before, into two geo-political divisions of the North and the South,
more

than

more or

ever

less characterised

This still calls for
term

a

as

above.

“Third World”. Should not the “Third
era now

the “Second World” of the

the North

as

become

new era,

with

the “First World”? There is, in

good case to be made for such
a terminological revolution. Unfortunately,
linguistic adjustments to reality take a
longer time than changes in the reality itself. People’s mental concept of the South

our

as

view,

a

the “Third World” will continue to

Sapem June. 1992

“TW”

is,

of

course,

not

homogeneous. We cannot put in the same
bag both Hong Kong and Chad, for example. One is a “tiger” (a newly industrialised country) and the other is a
strife-torn poor African nation. Nor can we
put in the same bag China and Nicaragua,
for although both have been trying to follow

tions.

What Kind of

Changes in the TW Can

Be Attributed to the Demise of the

World” of

but “Two-thirds of the World
in human terms, two-thirds of

humanity.
The

ing for common themes that bind the T
together) must, therefore, be qualified
within regional and specific national situa-

from

form of internal

USSR?
There is another

problem — an analyticlarify before
proceeding further. It is evident,of course,
cal

one

that

we are

new

we

at a

wish to

historical watershed. It is

a

experience for the generation that has

grown up in the era of the bi-polar Cold
War. Things have changed and are fast con-

tinuing to change in this new post-Cold War
epoch. But analytically we have an obligation to distinguish changes that are attributable

to

the end of the Cold War rival-

equalitarian
policies, China, because of its size and distance, is more able to resist US manipulation than Nicaragua. The crisis of
“development” has also hit different TW
countries in diverse ways. In the Horn of
Africa (presently), the question of
“development” has reduced itself to its
most basic level
that of sheer physical

ry, and changes that are more long term and
would probably have gone on taking place

survival.

it. The

some

—

Jn some more “developed”

countries such
sure,

as

Zimbabwe, there is, to be

the problem of hunger, but the situaas bad as in, for example,

tion is not

Somalia

the Sudan, although

there are
problems of unemployment and the
erosion of institutional capacity for
development. At the other extreme are
or

serious

clarification of the

World” of the Cold War

appropriate, but wherever

suggest not the “Third

(TW)”

therefore, the end of the “tw o worlds” (the
“East” and the “West”) as we knew them,
the “Third World”, .some people argue, has

there

now on

it is important to

self. Since the end of the Cold War and.

an

deemed more

age,

few preliminary issues.
linguistic clarification that needs to

become

are

“North” and “South”, where these

yonder

a

be addressed is the

terms

the

World. However, before we come to

■

linger, just like the proverbial Cheshire
lingers longer after its physical
extinction. We would prefer to use the

although the
collapse of the Soviet Union is going to hurt
a few Third World (TW) countries quite
seriously, on balance, it is a positive (or at
argument, we conclude that

countries such
which

are

as

South Korea and Taiwan

facing problems associated

generally with the “developed” countries,
such as those of industrial pollution and
urban traffic.

therefore, looking at an extremely heterogeneous economic, social and
political landscape. Any generalisation we
shall be making (in the interest of search¬
We are,

with

or

without the Cold War.

One clear

example is the democratisain the TW. It is becoming commonplace these days to attribute practically every change as being an outcome of
tion process

“the end of the Cold War” and the process
of “democratisation” is often attributed to

logic behind this is peculiarly
.something like this: the

Eurocentric. It goes

Cold War in the Soviet Union and Eastern

Europe (SUEE) was sustained through
centralisation of power maintained by
authoritarian regimes. An internal process
of democratisation within these

countries,

others, was the main factor that
brought an end to these authoritarian
regimes and, therefore, an end also to the
among

Cold War. In the TW, as a result, the West
can

now

afford not to back

authoritarian
Mobutu in

pro-Western

regimes (such

that of
longer
against com-

Zaire) because it

needs them

as

bastions

munism. The West

can

relax

as

no

a

bit. The

threat of Soviet

hegemony exercised
through “communist” regimes in the TW
25
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is

no

longer there. It is

possible to get

now

rid of the Mobutus of this world. Indeed, it
is

now

possible even to get rid of apartheid

in South

Africa, since there is

danger that

now no

“free” South Africa can ever
become an outpost for Soviet imperialism.
This has, therefore, opened the door to the
process of democratisation in these
a

countries.
There is

perverse (upside down)
validity in this argument. When the United
States and Western Europe (USWE) were
backing the Mobutus of the TW and such
inhuman systems as apartheid in South
a

We

spend too much time arguing about this point, except to say that fundamental changes in history begin long
before they become fully manifest in all
must not

their forms. At least

as

far

as

the TW is

con-

cerned, the Soviet Union “began to
demise”

as soon as

the USWE had decided

offensive

against the TW
(during the time of the heyday of Thatcher
in the United Kingdom and Reagan in the

to

mount

an

United States) and the Soviet Union had

decided, for

one reason or

another, that it

think) that communism meant ..uaring
wives and

equalising poverty.
Among the “Left” there is a division. On
the' one hand there are those, mostly of
Trot.skyist and Maoist persuasions, who
argue that Soviet “bureaucratic socialism”
was not .socialism in
any ca.se and, therefore, its demise is a blessing, opening the
door to “genuine socialism”.
On the other hand, those who have all

along supported the Soviet model of
.socialism, fall in two sub-groups. Those,

was

such

fensive. So

built their

as

Fidel Castro of Cuba, who have

withdrawal of USWE support -to

powerless to do anything about this ofwe are looking already at the
start of the 80s as the "early" beginnings
of the demise of the USSR as far as the TW

regimes (though not yet

is concerned. It is in this context that Samir

socialist damnation.

Amin

to

Africa, the task of democratic forces in the
TW

was

that much

more

difficult. With the

a

these
complete

withdrawal), the democratisation forces
have (or should have) an easier time han-

dling their authoritarian regimes.
Democratic opposition against dictatorships and authoritariiui regimes in the TW
was not set
cause

in motion

by the West

or

be-

of the end of the Cold War. The

phenomenon existed as a long-term movement of the people of the South to gain their
liberation from imperialism. The fall of
Marcos in the Philippines, of the Somoza
family in Nicaragua, of “Field-Marshal”
Iddi Amin in Uganda, and of many other
dictators in the TW

came

about not

result of either Western inducement
cause

as a

or

be-

of the end of the Cold War. On the

contrary, they were products of the strug-

gles of the peoples themselves. The
democratic dynamism in the TW is part of
the long movement of history. Whether the
end of the Cold War helps or hinders this
process is an issue that we shall analyse
later, but nobody with a proper historical
perspective should argue that the
democratisation process in the TW was
triggered by the end of the Cold War as a
result of the collapse of the Soviet state.
When Did the Demise of the Soviet

Union

Begin?

talks

about the

“recompradorisation” of the TW
a phenomenon
where the ruling elites of the TW were
forced by the West to retreat from their earher “nationalist” project of trying to build
independent industrialised economies.
—

Having clarified these terminological
analytical issues, we shall now attempt
to assess the impact of the demise of the
USSR (and Eastern Europe) on the TW at
three levels: the ideological level, the
political/security level and the economic
and

level. There

are

also other dimensions

(such as cultural, scientific and sports, for
example), but, given the limitation of
space, we cannot handle all these issues.

on

the TW

At the ideological level, those in the
“right” have always equated “socialism”
with the Soviet Union and. therefore, they
greeted its demise (and thus, in their mind,
the demise of socialism too) with triumph
and

a sense

of vindication. The threat of

“communism” has

always been anathema
to a section of the TW: people in the churches (excepting those who believed in the
"liberation theology” which had more

There is yet another analytical problem
we must settle before moving on. This is the

devotees in Latin America than in Asia

problem of timing the demise of the USSR.
Did it end with the breaking down of the

the

Berlin Wall,

did it end with the dismem-

“modernisation” and modes of life and

bennent of the Soviet Union itself? Or did

thought; and a mass of people who believed
in private property and thought (or made to

or

it end earlier than these two events?
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or

Africa); the business community generally;

bureaucracy and intelligentsia that had

imbibed

Western

values

parties with support

Gorbachev’s reformism

was a sure

road to

Naturally, they refu.sed
ideological drift “to the
right” of the Soviet Union. Then there are
those who decided, by and large, to go
along with Gorbachev in his drive towards
“perestroika” and “glasnost”, and to
endorse the

“blame it all

on

Stalin”. In the latter

category fall the leadership of, for example
and

most

prominently, the Socialist Party

of South Africa

(CPSA, whose erstwhile

Secretary-General, Joe Slovo, in

a con-

troversial article entitled “Has Socialism
Failed?” made
and

a

scathing attack

on

Stalin

certain Leninist dogmas,

such as the
theory of the 'Vanguard and internal party
organisation. When, finally, it was Goron

bachev himself who dissolved the Communist

Ideological Impact of the “End" of
“Socialism”

states or

from the Soviet Union, decided that

of

Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU),
people such as Joe Slovo found themselves
in the uncomfortable position of having,
this time, to denounce Gorbachev, a latter-

day idol of their reformism who had been
forced by circumstances, and in spite of his
own protest, to preside over the liquidation
of socialism in his country.
For the

masses

of the TW, the debate

among the left intellectual and among party
stalwarts on the demise of the USSR and of
“socialism”

ideology is both conlargely theoretical. The socialist
theory in the TW has never been fully intemalised by the masses of the people. It
has always been, essentially, a “top-down”
ideology. Only in Mao’s China and Castro’s
as

an

trived and

Cuba

was

there

a

“democratise” the

serious effort made

to

teachings of Marx and
Sapem June. 1992'
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t

route

towards socialism, which still, in our

what different in character from the breed

opinion, remains the only valid road to their
liberation. Capitalism is inherently unju.st.
It is anti-humanist and by its nature exploitative (in the worst predatory sense of
the term) of both human labour and spirit
and of the environment. Socialism, despite
its practical failures over the last 75 years,

that ruled in the 1960s. the 70s and the 80s)

parties in the TW which modelled themsel-

in the hands of the

ves

and Castro

people. Ironically, Mao
fundamentally disagreed on

their theories

on

the transition to socialism.

Both China and Cuba nonetheless

con-

as

their

ideological

credo.
In the rest of the

Leninism”

was

mainly

academic intellectuals
dictators

(such

as

TW, “Marxismor

a

doctrine of

of authoritarian

Mengistu in Ethiopia)

who embellished their autocratic

or

downright militarist rules with a global
ideology which they thought legitimised
their actions. Most of them

came

to an

abrupt end once their actions did not
produce the results they had promised the
people, and the latter revolted in favour of
democratic pluralism. Other regimes in
power in Africa who had also imbibed
“Marxism-Leninism” (such as the ruling
party in Zimbabwe) decided to disown the
ideology in favour of the more pragmatic
“social democratic” route to development.
This, they argued, was more in line with the
“current” demands of the situation, both

internally and internationally. Even those,
such as the Shining Path movement in Peru,
who were in the bush organising the masses in opposition to the ruling autocracies
in their countries and who had built their

struggle on the teachings of Marx, Lenin
and Mao, have in recent months decided to
recognise the new international realities
and make strategic and tactical adjustment
to their ideology.
All this is to say that the ideological
world of

socialism, never united at any
time, is now, with the demise of the Soviet
Union, in worse disarray than ever before.
This, however, is not necessarily bad. We
would argue

that the collapse of

a

monolithic, monotheistic centre of
“socialism” such

as was

claimed

by the

Soviet Union (and the CPSU) is, on

positive development for the
TW. The good thing about the self-coUapse
of the USSR (that is, through primarily its
own internal forces) is that nobody else can
balance,

a

be blamed for it. The bureaucratic socialist

in the

same

autocratic fashion. In this

lies the removal of one of the major historic
obstacles to the
the

tinue, at least at the official level, to espouse
Marxism-Leninism

the

peoples of the TW, their sponsorship of
democracy is a sham. You cannot be
democratic on an empty stomach. Soon, as
these empty stomachs crawl to the streets
of TW capitals, the West will support
another series of dictatorial regimes (some-

Lenin, and to make the ideology a weapon

genuine empowerment of
working classes.

The TW

still has

a

must

find their

own

vision of the future which is

is

an

sense

poverty.

Impact of the Demise of the USSR on
the International Security Front
For the TW, five
ments

•

for it will

now

fully expose the true character of imperialism, which would now find it difficult
to wear the ideological mantle of
“democracy” to camouflage its essentially
predatory character. For various reasons,
not least because of Western ideological
propaganda, important and influential sections in the TW (especially the churches)
were seeing the West as defenders of
democracy and human liberties against the
“evils of communism” that the SUEE

characterise the

were

supposed to represent. With the collapse of
bogey, it is gradually becoming clear that the West are no defenders
of democracy either.
For a while, however, and as long as dietatorial and corrupt leaders are in power in
the communist

the TW, the West will continue to pose as
defenders of the democratic ideology. The

Resolution of

ear-

The “enrolment” of the USSR to

join

lier frozen
•

Western forces of domination
•

force”
•

global “countervailing
against the West and its conse-

quences.
The increasing

irrelevance of the NonAligned Movement, as presently structured.

•

The “resurrection” of the United Nations and its abuse

by USWE.
generally been disastrous for the TW. Taking Africa, for example, the Cold War was one of the principal reasons behind not only the delayed
independence and liberation of the people
of Zimbabwe, Angola, Mozambique and
The Cold War has

South Africa, but also the human carnage
that it brought in its trails. We shall not give

figures of the dead and the maimed, for
numbers tend to dehumani.se real human

Just

had become

their interests.

Having
installed and actively supported dictators in
the TW for decades against the will of
democratic forces, the contemporary
Western defence of democracy is

the

The end of

decades (such as Mobutu in Zaire, Marcos
in the Philippines and Pinochet in Chile)
to serve

over

TW.

language of multi-partyism, good governance and parliamentary democracy adorn
the speeches of Western leaders. They are
even prepared to use aid as a weapon of
“democratising” the TW. But this they are
doing for their own reasons and because the
dictators they have been supporting for

have ceased

significant developnew era of emerging

regional conflicts
by the Cold War.

then the end of the Cold War

added bonus to the TW,

crush rebellions born out of

to

international relations:

human-centred, just and equalitarian.
In this

for them

suffering. In short, the people in TW suffered long years of internecine carnage because

the SUEE and USWE tended to sup-

port opposite factions in these countries,
arm them and get them to kill one another
so that the countries in question did not
fall in the opposite camp. TW life and limb

dispensable in the interest of

the Cold War contenders. In other words,

the Cold War had
limb. The

cheapened TW life and
Europeans (for that is what Rus-

sians and Americans are, at the end of the

model is dead forever, and with it also the

fraudulent and suspect.

day) fought their power struggles not on
their own soil using their own bodies, but

death of those

Western

on

ruling regimes

Sapem June. 1992

or

political

For as long as
capital continues to impoverish

TW soil

using TW bodies.
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To be sure, TW leaders
less. It

was

are not

blame-

disunity amongst them that

provided the material for Cold War to feed
on. People like Nyerere, to take
Angola as
an example, were
right when, in 1975, they
argued that the MPLA, UNITA and FNLA
should maintain their unity in the face of
the common enemy, rather than split and
make room for the Cold War. The Angolan
leaders failed

to

listen

to

this sound advice,

into

opposite camps, fought a bitter
long years, and paid an extremely heavy price in life and property which it
would take generations to make good.
went

war

for 15

Some radicals in the TW have tended

to

blame the LiSWE for all this carnage, but in
this they are one-sided. Both the SUEE and
the USWE

equally to blame (as well as
misguided TW leaders). Because the Soviet
Union was considered an ally of the struggling TW peoples, we should, in our
analysis, be harsher in our critique of the
are

USSR than of the West. But instead of

counselling unity, the Soviet Union had further divided the democratic forces. In

Southern Africa, for

example, the USSR
adopted a futile and self-serving policy of
exclusive recognition of the so-called
"authentic movements” of Southern .Africa

(namely ANC, ZAPU, FRELIMO and
MPLA). This policy saw its denouement
when it was ZANU (and not ZAPU) which
won

electoral

victory in Zimbabwe.

is

a new

time
TW

world order where the USWE (this

decisions

joined by SUEE as well) will see the
as the majn source of threats to inter-

national order. As the TW became codec-

tively conscious of the
continued

reasons behind their
impoverishment (ie an ini-

quitous economic world order based on
.severe exploitation by the
USWE/Japan,
supported by dictatorial regimes in their
own countries), they are likely to
try to
challenge the system. Alternatively, a

•

either sanctions

tions

withdrawal (ora threat of withdrawal)

“development aid” be used as
against countries which do
not conform to Structural Adju.stment
Programmes of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF); have a poor
human rights record; have a high portion of “unjustified” expenditure on
armaments; refuse to privatise public
utilities; have one-party rules or an
undemocratic system of elections;

in various parts of the TW riding
on the crest of populist or fundamentalist
waves demanding, legitimately and in the
name of the people, that
they should con-

.sanctions

trol their

own resources (oil in Iran and
Venezuela, land in Zimbabwe and South
Africa, forests in Brazil and Indonesia,

would be the

etc

etc). This

truly nightmare scenario for

USWE/Japan.
Already preparations

refuse to enact and implement environment-friendly laws, and, who

being made at
the ideological, political and institutional
levels to prepare for that scenario when
quick decisive military actions might have
to be taken against TW upstarts. Some of
the elements of the

new

are

world order

ready being put on the agenda
tional discussions in order to

are

knows in time
•

undertake

•

Ideas of “common

refuse

to

limit

of the

to

monitoring and
of
these

“containment” tasks.
One of the most dramatic reversals of
modem

are:

some

implementation

the

necessary ideological, legal and institutional structures for a “containment strategy”.

Some of these elements

to come,

ptopulation growth in their countries.
Non-gov'ernmental Organisations
(NGOs) are being prepared both in
the West and in the TW countries

al-

of internacreate

direct interven-

are

of

up

minerals in Chile and Zaire,

or

being crafted by USWE. Already, it has ben suggested that the

dozen “mad Saddam Husseins” could

spring

be presented as those of
community" (as indeed
happened in the case of the Gulf War),
and the Third World peoples can be
roped in through their "diplomatic”
representation in the world body.
New ground rules that would justify
can

the “world

history is the

manner

in which the

USSR, from being an ally of the TW, turned

security” are
being floated around seeking acceptance and legitimacy in the eyes of
even “eminent” personalities from

forces of domination over the TW was fully

the Third World.

demonstrated in the Gulf War (1991) when.

step by step, over trans-transatlantic calls,

turely and wait for the outcome of present
negotiations that are taking place under the
commanding surveillance of the United

Against this backdrop there are discussions going on in various fora on
how to create global law enforcement
arrangements, with special focus on

Bush was able to manipulate Gorbachev to
pull Western chestnuts out of the fire. One
does not have to agree with the policies of

States.

the role of sanctions. As the TW be-

Saddam

With the end of the Cold War, we are now
least

beginning to see some kind of peace
setting in motion in Angola,
Mozambique, South Africa, Kampuchea,
Afghanistan and, hopefully, even Palestine.
Of course, we should not rejoice premaat

process

•

comes more

The

monopolarisation of power in the
disappearance of
the USSR as a global “countervailing
force” against it has generally dismayed the
TW. In an earlier article which appeared in

dependent

on

will increase and thus it would be

easier

to

threats to

the Southern

28

more

Western technology and Western
capital, its vulnerability to sanctions

hands of the US and the

Africa Political eft Economic
Monthly (SAPEM) entitled “Militarism
and International Amts Trade: A Perspective from the Third World”, we argued that
what appears to be emerging on the horizon

and

•

manage and
the new order.

contain TW

^

complete U-turn against them. The

“enrolment” of the USSR to

to see

the

new

join Western

alliance between the

US and the SU that was being forged under
the very nose of Saddam,
How does the TW view this

new

situa-

tion where ostensive

global countervailing
force now exists against USWE? Some
people have argued that Japan might offer

A number of these arrangements are

such

being crafted through the United
Nations. The UN provides the added
advantage (to the West) in that its

ter hostility that exists between it and the

now

a

countervailing force, given the bit-

West in the economic sphere. In our
opinion, this is not likely, at least not in the
Sapem June. 1992
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short

run.

and at least not in the

area

of in-

ternational

security. For two reasons; one,
Japan is not a significant military power.
And two, when it comes to the TW. Japan
has the

same

intere.sts

as

USWE —-.name-

,ly the protection of its access to the

resour-

of the TW. The Gulf War,

again,

ces

once

showed this. However, once the Pacific
Asian countries,
become

a

especially with China in it,

strong regional power (a prospect

that the US has been

ing), Japan

may

actively discourag-

have to revi.se its alliances.

In the meantime, the TW will have to
contend with the

powert'ul arraignment of
military forces against it in the North.
Clearly, whenever the North's vital interests are not immediately threatened (as in
the pre.sent civil war in Liberia or Somalia),
they are likely to stay aloof and limit their
interventions to providing relief assistance
through international agencies, such as
UNICEF and the Red Cross, or through
their
are

own

NGOs. But where their interests

likely to be threatened, or an internal

TW situation threatens

to

get out of hand,

the North is

likely to react quite violently,
as the
“Operation Desert Storm”
demonstrated. American strategists are already working on not only “low intensity
conflict management” .scenarios (where a
lot of arms could be shipped to pliant TW
governments protecting the North's oil,
mineral and forest

reserves

in the Southern

hemisphere), but also “total strategy”
scenarios of the kind that the spectacle in
the Gulf exemplified.
In this kind of

emerging situation, the
TW is increasingly going to question the
legitimacy of the United Nations (as
presently structured), as also the relevance
of the Non-Aligned Movement (as presently structured). Already, the TW is demanding a radical reform of the UN, including
changing the composition and voting structure of the Security Council to reflect the
new power equation in the world and to
give the TW a measure of effective voice in
the Council. However, it is our opinion,
judging by the realpolitik past of the
USWE, that such refonn of the UN is

un-

likely to be supported by the West. As John
Major, the British Prime Minister recently
Sapem June, 1992

(January 1992) said in relation to the
Security Council; there is no sense in

“changing the

w

inning team".

Increasingly, then, as the TW w'ill get
disillusioned about reforming the UN, they
will see it as an organisation which will do
for the West at the political/security level
what the IMF and the World Bank are doing
at the economic level. They will then have
to move to either modify existing institutions they have (such as NAM, UNCTAD,
Group of 77, Group of 15 and other
regional ones) in order for these to begin to
articulate TW positions in opposition to the
new international political/security
order.or they may have to create new structures. As for NAM, it is already getting
clear that in the

new

situation, it is increas-

ingly becoming an anachronism, let alone
Yugoslavia, one of the key

the fact that

founder members of NAM who-saw if

as

of its strategy to combat isolation
forced on it by USSR, is already in dismem-

part

berment.

Impact of Collapse of the USSR

on

the

Economic Front
The

impact of the demise of SUE£ on the
must be analysed at

TW’s economic front
two

fronts;

at

the level of the direct effect

of the reduction in SUEE-TW

relations and

concentrate

with

a

few selected countries

the

principal ones, Cuba, Afghanistan. Cambodia, India, Syria, Mongolia, Laos, Vietnam, Ethiopia, Angola and
Mozambique. Relations with other TW
countries tended to be generally marginal.
Secondly, a large part of the trade was conducted as counter-trade and so the prices
did not exactly reflect market prices. Certain things were traded at below market
price, especially Soviet oil, whilst others
w'ere purchased by the Soviet Union at
above market prices, eg Cuban sugar.
Flence there was an element of subsidy involved in these transactions. Thirdly, an important part of the tran.sactions were in
terms of military hardware, especially to
African countries which were caught up in
Cold War conflicts, such as Angola and
Mozambique.
All this is to say that the collapse of
SUEE regimes means that a number of

—

to name

countries in the TW will suffer

quite subaid and technical assistance. For example, Cuba will now
have to purchase more expensive oil and in
return sell its sugar at lower prices. Nonetheless, it is hard to escape the conclusion
stantial loss of development

that since the affected countries
more

than

a

are

TW countries would be

largely unaffected
by the demise of the SUEE.

the level,

mercy

USS4,5 billion,

about 99f of total ODA.

ternational financial institutions such

supplied 18% of TW im-

World Bank, the IMF and General

or

In addition, SUEE

Western Aid and the New
Conditionalities
This leaves the TW pretty

much at the
of the USE and Japan and their in-

Trade and Tariff

ports and took in 5% of TW exports, a total,
in 1988, of US$70 billion. Furthemiore,

ment on

thousands of technicians,

there has been

development
workers, teachers, doctors, journalists and
students went to SUEE every year for technical courses and exchange programmes.

not

handful of them, the bulk of the

secondly, of the consequent dependence of the TW now almost entirely on
USWE and Japan.
In 1988. development aid from SUEE to
TW was estimated to be in the region of
at

♦

as

the

Agree-

(GATT).

Independent of the end of the Cold War
a perceptible hardening of
the USWE/Japan's position on development

aid

to

the TW. There has been

a

grow-

relations between SUEE and TW. On the

ing feeling in the West that aid has not been
properly utilised by regimes in the TW. In
a publication published in August
1991
called “In the Wake of Crisis; Changes in
Development Assistance to the Poorest
African Nations”, two development con-

other hand, some

peculiar features of the

sultants of the Swedish International

be noted. The

Development Agency (SIDA) listed the

important point is that SU^E

following factors as creating a debt
problem for African countries, apart, that is.

In
to

1988,

some

60 000 TW students

came

SUEE and about 30 000 SUEE tech-

nicians went to

We

are

thus

.serve

looking at not insubstantial

SUEE-TW relations
first

in TW' countries.

must

economic relations with the TW tended to
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from the

increasing cost of petroleum and

interest payments:
•

Weapons purchases — borrowing for
strengthening armed forces and for
purchases of military hardware account

for about 20% of Third World

debt.
•

Capital flight

democratisation, governance and ac-

countability and human rights.
To give an example: The Dutch Government white paper on Development Aid
Framework for

Development Cooperation
The policy document” sets

the doctrinal foundation of Dutch aid

out

TW in the 1980s in the

to

language of Marx.

It says:
.

.

order and

access to

to ensure

TW’s

Jions in the economic sphere.
TW to EE, in

our

view,

internal economies without too

own

USWE/Japan. Unfortunately, this is not going to happen. The
TW remains
der (at the
North

to

important source of disorpolitical level) and of vital
an

(at the economic level) for the

resources

leave TW

their

on

from USWE (rather, it is
from

As a result of this reassessment of the im-

In other words, the central

pact of Western aid on development in the

TW, rather than directly on account of the
end of the Cold War, the USWE and Japan
have hardened their

position on developmajor features
of which we simply list below since there
is no space to elaborate on them here;
•
Increasing emphasis on the Growth
Objective.
ment

•

•

aid to TW, some of the

^Tying of aid to support for structural

adjustment programmes (SAPs) led
by the World Bank and the IMF.
Reduction in poverty-orientation of

aid. Direct assistance in this

area

is

usually small-scale and channelled
through Western NGOs operating in
the TW and its overall objective
generally is to give SAPs a “human

•

Increasing emphasis on private capital (as against official development
aid) as the motive force to trigger
development in the TW. The term
“enabling environment” that one increasingly finds in Western official
development literature refers essen-

to

international “so-

East-West to North-South. What difference
would it make to the

practice and direction
development aid is still a
speculative question for the processes set in
motion by the collapse of SUEE have not
fully worked themselves out. Once again,
of USWE

we

shall here list (rather than, for lack of

space, discuss) a few pertinent issues:
•
There is much speculation
USWE aid will
new
•

EE

the cost of TW.

used to

discipline TW countries and
conditionalities referred

new

above

are

Threats

to

international order are like-

ly to now come from the TW rather
than from the East. These may take
the form, for example,

Inclusion of “new conditionalities”

who would be inclined to

development aid, such

as

to

part of that strategy.

tially to measures that can be taken to
facilitate the operation of private
capital in TW.
on

that

be diverted to the

Aid would now, more than before, be
the

•

at

now

vital

re.sources

(such

of threats to the
as

oil. metals,

forests) needed by USWE and Japan
weapon

use

aid

if there is

a

own.

reduction of aid

to

Hence,
the TW

likely to be a shift
development aid to private capital

flows), the link between TW and

...

guiding principle is realpolitik. Aid is the “human face”
that helps to mitigate the social effects of
power politics. With minor differences in
content, form and style this .sense of realpolitik tempered by a “Christian concern
for the poor” basically characterises all
development philosophy of USWE.
We would argue that the end of the Cold
War only changes the focus away from

face”.
•

even

ofEreedom. Here all energies
.

should regcU'd

much interference from

the other hand, is situated in the

be devoted

we

this, if it happens at all, as a positive shift.
It gives an opportunity to TW to organise

Realm

cial work”

kept

open.
The ineffectiveness of the United Na-

ward-looking economies and the enrichment of a small elite to the detriment of everyone else, the political
consequences are continuing hunger,
disease and poverty for the majority'.

can

that channels

resources are

As for the feared shift of USWE aid from

their

real foreign

policy is located in
the Realm ofNecessity. The goal here
is fi-eedom and security in the continent of Europe in the context of the
East-West conflict, the watchwords
being politics and loyalty to one's allies. Development cooperation, on
.

lishments, prestige projects, out-
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•

called “A World of Difference, A New
in the 1990s”.

rich Africans exported at least US$22 billion in flight
capital between 1979 and 1986.
•
“Pharaonic” projects.
•
Current consumption.
The experts conclude;
When “development” is based on excessive military and police estah—

new

of

as a

both to contain threats to the

USE/Japan is going to develop into an
stranglehold rather than its opposite. The present discussions on the
Uruguay round of tariffs, which we have no
space to discuss here, is a pointer in this
economic

direction.
Once

again, as in the political/security
sphere, the TW will find that the strong normative position taken by the UN in the area
of economics is not likely to be translated
into the reality of "development” practice.
For example, the Declaration of Social
Progress and Development proclaimed by
the General Assembly in 1969 stated;
The general easing of the terms of
lending to the developing countries
through low interest rates on loans
and long grace periodsfor the repayment of loans, and the assurance that
the allocation of such loans will be
based strictly on .socioeconomic
criteria

free of

any

political

con-

siderations.
This declaration is

already openly being
by USWE who use “political
considerations” (including, increasingly,
political conditionalities) to provide
development aid.
flaunted

The Universal declaration

on

the

Eradication of

Hunger and Malnutrition,
adopted by the World Food Conference in
1974 and endorsed by the General Assembly the same year — operative paragraph 7,
Sapem June. 1992
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the declaration

stipulates that urgent and ef-

the absence of

Conclusion

fective international action should be

taken, by the developed countries and
others in

position to do so, to provide the
developing countries “with sustained addia

tional technical and financial assistance
favourable terms and in
to

their needs

on

a

on

volume sufficient

the basis of bilateral and

multilateral arrangements. This assistance
must he free ofconditions inconsistent with
the

sovereignty of receiving states. (Em-

phasis added) This, too, is being openly
flaunted by USWE in their development
aid policies.
There are many other such declarations
and resolutions passed by the UN and its
family of organisations. Since considerations of realpolitik, rather than of
“liberalism”, are going to dictate the
policies of USE/Japan, we can safely surmise that the UN will begin to lose
credibility in the eyes of the TW and as with
issues of politics and security, it will have
to

look for alternative stmctural arrange-

ments.

As

always in situations of such momenchanges in world history as the demise
of the Soviet Union signifies, our assessments have to be carefully nuanced, espedally as the drama is still unfolding on the
global stage of power politics. We have
tous

dared, nonetheless, to make

some

strokes with

pen

our

speculative

belief that it will better

serve

wild

in the

the interest of

countervailing force at the
global level to contain the monopolarising
power of the United States will, undoubtedly, create hardships for the TW generally.
But the

people of TW. It is not a tale
of triumph to be sure, but neither is it a story
of .sorrow. The “socialist” ideology has not
come to its end, as its detractors gleefully
announce. Only one model is dead — the
but

bureaucratic, centralised model
there

are

others,

some not even

yet born.

The demise of the Soviet Union is, as we
said earlier, not

necessarily a negative
development. In fact, there are many very
positive effects for the bulk of the TW. Admittedly, some countries in the TW do stand
to

lose

a

lot

—

at

in the wake of the

least in the short

run

a

new

trinities just as

situation has its oppor-

it has its hazards. May be in

this historic moment, it is not the time to

challenge the

power

of

one

Goliath with

that of another. The Cold War has not been

exactly
our

the bulk of the

♦

a

blessing for the TW. The TW, in

view, lost more than it gained during the

period of the Cold War. It is time, historically, to challenge the power of Goliath
with thousands of rebellions all

over

its

global body politic. With increasing misery
all over the TW (barring a few sterling exceptions) and with increasing collective
con.sciousnessofthe stmggling people, that
time is slowly maturing when a thousand
spears might be more lethal than a single
nuclear bomb. Sadly, in the Western idiom
of realpolitik, wisdom does not come
before the fall.^

—

collapse of SUEE. Also,
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The

Disintegration of the USSR: Implications for Africa
Hasu H. Patel

THE DISINTEGRATION of the USSR,
which has occurred because of a combina-

of freedom,

tion of internal factors

military, bureaucracy
and .security services became a privileged
class; and especially since the mid-1980s,
there were growing problems in terms of
availability of consumer goods and even

people!
Internationally, Mikhail Gorbachev
vigorously articulated and put into practice
his New Political Thinking (NPT) with its
emphasis on an interdependent, interconnected and integral world community

basic food.

which

(eg political, ethnic,
military, personal) and external factors (ie
the reluctance of the West,

including Japan,
exception of Germany, to
financially underpin Mikhail Gorbachev’s
reforms), has both positive and pegative
consequences for the Third World in
general and Africa in particular.
Historically, ever since the mid-15th
and with the

century the world has witnessed the gradual

of law and

democracy, human rights, rule

even

used terror; elements of the

party, government,

with the formal establishment of the Non-

Aligned Movement (NAM) in Yugoslavia.
The NAM was/is a movement of the poor,
the weak, the dispossessed, the downtrod-

den, the colonised, the newly independent

peoples, who wanted to be free, to
safeguard their sovereign independence, to
be economically and socially viable and to
maintain their autonomy of action. The
NAM rejected an automatic identification
with or membership in the military blocs
which arose during the post-Second World
War period’s Cold War and thus tried to
avoid the threat of nuclear

war

and

an-

nihilation.

The communist system
been discredited

had

evolving USSR, the world’s first
socialist state, was ruled by a monopolistic
Communist Party, had a centrally planned
economy, was a superpower, exhibited
great achievements in employment, housing, health, education and science and technology, both on earth and in space, and according to proletarian internationalism,
supported National Liberation Movements
and socialist

or

socialist-oriented

However, the USSR also exhibited
32

Former President Mikhail Gorbachev,
who
ner

rose to power in 1985 and was the winof the 1990 Nobel Peace Prize, is one

of the great

figures of the 20th century. He
truly changed the USSR and the world. He
was popular abroad but, alas, was quite unpopular in the USSR. In part, his very suecess at home was part of his failure to
keep
his popularity at home.
Domestically, Mikhail Gorbachev introduced/pursued the policies of glasnost
(openness), perestroika (economic restructuring) and democratisation which resulted
in more debate, more organised groups, a
strengthened civil society, multi-party eleclions, elimination of the hegemonic role of
the Communist Party and market-oriented
economic reforms. Further, he became the

states.

a

lack

not even

miserable and the USSR

feed its

threatened with nuclear

was

war

and

regional/intemational conflicts
peacefully through
dialogue, compromise and acknowledgement of vital mutual interests, especially through the use of the United Nations
and through the democratisation of the international system. Mikhail Gorbachev,
through his NPT, ended the Cold War,
should be solved

saved the world from
war

and

an

East/West nuclear

annihilation, speedily agreed to

massive troop reductions in Europe and the
USSR and massive arms reduction/control
measures

(in terms of conventional and

nuclear weapons and
and even argued for a

delivery systems),
nuclear-free world.
Mikhail Gorbachev’s NPT helped in the
resolution of “regional” disputes in
countries such as El Salvador, Nicaragua,
Angola. Namibia, Mozambique, Afghanistan, Cambodia and may help in Pale,stine
and South Africa; overthrew the Brezhnev
Doctrine under which socialist
tervention for the

military inprotection of socialism

first exe-cutive

was

Soviet

honoured Soviet/Leninist class war

president elected by the
legislature. However, his economic

reforms

elected
elected

were

half-hearted, he

was

never

by the people (as Boris Yeltsin was
president of the Russian Federa-

tion), and

The

could

in which all

but determined rise of liberalism/

capitalism, which, arising out of Europe,
gradually globalised itself into a
hegemonic capitalism/imperialism
phenomenon. This first world pole’s
globalisation was challenged in/after 1917
by the rise of the USSR’s second, socialist,
pole with an alternative model of values,
society, economy, politics and the state. A
third pole in world affairs arose in 1961

came even more

even

after the unsuccessful

August, 1991 coup, he continued to publicly profess a reformed communism even
though the communist system had been discredited (especially by the unsuccessful
1991 coup attempt) and power was already
passing to Boris Yeltsin, his one-time
protege, later his adversary and later the
democratic hero who foiled the coup but
who thereafter grabbed many elements of
power of the failing USSR. Most importantly, the Soviet people’s economic life be¬

deemed correct; made ob.solete time-

analysis of international relations and
proletarian internationalism under which
the USSR had given support to National
Liberation Movements, to .socialist states
and

to

what

were

described

as

.socialist-

oriented states.
a

at

Common
the

core

Additionally, the notion of
European Home, which is also

of the NPT, was a resurrection

of Peter the Great’s attempt at

the
Europeanisation of Russia and added to the
North/ South division of the World.
Bush’s New World Order
The above evolution/demise of the

USSR has both

positive and negative imSapemJune, 1992
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plications for the Third World in general
and Africa in particular. For example:
During the last few years, especially
since 1989, the collapsing USSR, because
of

a

combination of domestic reforms and

problems and the articulation and pursuit of
the NPT, had become subsidiary to the
other superpower, ie the US. The evolving
status of the US as the only de facto superpower was added to by the disintegration of
the USSR in 1991. Recently there has been
much articulation of President George
Bush’s New World Order (NWO), which,

though hazy, includes ideas about
democracy, freedom, rule of law, humap
rights, greater use of the UN in intemational

affairs and free market-oriented

economies. While these elements

are ex-

tremely impttrtant and relevant in the current global climate of emphasis on a better,
more humane
society, nevertheless, the
NWO also is predicated on an American
leadership and totally free market-oriented
economies are an illusion. Additionally, the
NWO carries with it the danger of
hegemonism, particularly over the Third
World and especially over the politically/economically/militarily marginalised
continent of Africa, ie
ptxir,

over

the weak, the

the dispossessed.

Kuropeanisation of USSR
As .stated earlier,

especially in terms of possession of
numbers of nuclear weapons), the

terms,
vast

Europeanisation of Russia and other Slav
republics of the former USSR, and the increasingly evident North-South division of
the world means that, as regards South
Africa, while the North will support Black
majority rule, nevertheless, the North will
be concerned to ensure White rights. Any
historic constitutional compromise in
South Africa is likely to involve a federal
rather than a unitary state, and Black
majority rule with White rights (although
there continues to be a danger of Black-

weaker

intensified for the
peoples/states, particularly in

even more

Africa, in the world system.

Impact

on

South Africa

A combination of a

single de facto super-

(although it must be remembered
that Russia is still a superpower in military
power

SapemJune. 1992

The fact that the

new

Commonwealth of

Independent States (CIS) was first agreed
upon at Brest on December 8, 1991 by the
three Slav republics of Russia, Belorus and
Ukraine and that Central Asian republics
were merely asked to come on board if
they
wished, illuminated the Slav/non-Slav,

White/non-White Christian/Muslim
divide.

and Tanzania.

even

right-wing attempt at partition of

likely to receive guarantees
greater than those given to Whites in Zimbabwe under the latter’s independence conare

stitution.

Ethnic Nationalism
The

resurfacing of ethnic nationalism
(really European tribalism) in Eastern
Europe, the collapsing USSR and in the
new republics of the former USSR,
(eg
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Russia, Georgia. Azerbaijan, Armenia, etc) is likely to
emlxtlden, and provide a further justification for a separate identity and even an existence, for not only some South African
Whites but also

.some

South African Blacks

(eg in KwaZulu and Bophuthatswana) and
many

Communism and Socialism
The defeat of the communist system

in
Europe and the USSR and the banning of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Eastern

societies and states,

quality

Africa and in Mauritania.

Whites

White

for financial/technical/food assistance
from the West, makes more evident the

political/economic /military/.science and
technology/financial/expertise/racial ine-

any case the.se pressures
have been felt for many years, for example,
in East African countries, in the Horn of

South Africa), in which the South African

Black and Black-White violence and
a

tribal groupings all across
resurfacing of ethnic/tribal nationalism is the question of borders, which has animated many countries in
Africa. Border disputes in Eastern Europe
and the former USSR are likely to exacerbate problems about the legitimacy of

North-South division of the world, with its

religion etc. In

Particularly the religious divide is
likely to exacerbate tensions in African
countries such as Algeria, Egypt,
Mauritania, Nigeria, Sudan, South Africa

during the dying
years of the USSR, Mikhail Gorbachev’s
NPT, especially becau.se of its component
of the Common European Home, had already meant the Europeanisation of the
USSR and thus had added to the increasingly North-South, in place of the East-We.st,
division of the world. The disintegration of
the USSR and the resulting continuity of
the Europeanisation of Russia, and Russia’s
(and other new post-USSR republics’) need
even

♦

ethnic

or

Africa. Tied to this

Africa’s colonial

state

borders. African

already buffeted by

domestic and external pressures for
democratisation and economic structural

adjustment/trade liberalisation, are likely
to be further buffeted by questions about
their societal composition and the
legitimacy of their present borders. These
pressures are likely to be felt more keenly
in countries such as Nigeria and South
Africa, with their size and kaleidoscopic
mixture of ethnicity, region, language.

Union,

that communism in par-

means

ticular and socialism in

defensive.

general is on the
Nevertheless, communist par-

ties still rule in parts of India and in
countries such as Cuba, North Vietnam,
North Korea,

Peoples’ Republic of China,
Yugoslavia (minus Slovenia and Croatia).
Even in some countries in Eastern Eurojte
and the former USSR communist

have resurfaced, and
new

labels. In

are even

parties

ruling, under

Africa, while countries such

Ethiopia, Angola, Mozambique and
Zimbabwe have recently moved away from
as

Marxism-Leninism, nevertheless, for

ex-

ample, there is a reasonably strong socialist
party in Algeria and the South African
Communist Party is showing new vigour
and is actually strengthening its position.
Further, while the communist system in
particular and the socialist system in
general is on the defensive, socialist values
still retain their relevance and potency in
many African and non-African countries,
including in the We.st. Indeed all that is
capitalism is not all good and all that is
socialism is

not

all bad. Even in the West

many major economies are exhibiting a
serious downturn and even the British

Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) recently
carried

news

items about the crisis of

capitalism!
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Nuclear
The West’s

Nightmare

nightmare, and under Miknightmare,

hail Gorbachev also the East’s

of a nuclear war between East and West has
way to a new nuclear nightmare, ie,
the threat of nuclear proliferation after the

given

collapse of the USSR. The post-USSR
republics of Russia, Belorus, Ukraine and
Kazakhstan

are

the

new

nuclear powers,

with Russia the

largest nuclear power
among them and indeed a nuclear superpower. While the CIS has agreed on central
control of strategic nuclear weapons,
problems remain. For instance, there are
many non-strategic nuclear weapons and
delivery systems (and conventional
weapons and delivery systems) which
some of the republics may be tempted to
sell

to

woes.

alleviate their serious economic

Additionally, there are reported to be

between 100 000 to 200 000 nuclear scientists and technicians in the former USSR;
many of these may find themselves unemployed and may be available for hire to
other countries. In Africa, while South

Africa is

already reported to be a nuclear
it and other countries such as Algeria, Libya, Egypt and Nigeria may find
nuclear solace in the above possible
availability of nuclear knowledge,
weapons and delivery systems.
power,

Communism in
and socialism in
the

particular
general is on

defensive

Market-oriented reforms in Eastern

Europe and the former USSR, which historically have become necessary, are not
painless. Maybe, optimistically, the pain
will be short-lived but the pain has included
high prices of goods (even basic food), high
inflation high unemployment, the disappearance of a basic social security network
,

and serious social and

political tension/conflict. Particularly in Russia, if the

harsh economic reforms do not

produce
quick results Boris Yeltsin could, ironically, suffer the same fate as that of Mikhail
Gorbachev. The above could galvanise an
already noticeable “White immigration”
from Eastern Europe and the former USSR
34

to

South Africa. While this “White

immigration” will be welcomed by the
ruling National Party and right-wing parties and Whites in South Africa, it will be
most

unwelcome

by the National Libera-

tion Movement and most of the Black

people in South Africa. The potential for
adding to the existing serious political/economic/racial/ethnic tensions in
South Africa should

UN

Angola Verification Mission; in
Mozambique the USSR was a member of

the Joint Verification Commission estab-

lished under the December, 1990 Partial
Cease-fire

Agreement. In the

Russia will take

over

new situation
the USSR’s functions

and will continue to contribute to the peace

process

in Southern Africa.
Whither Africa?

be underestimated

Generally, Africa is a politically/economically/militarily marginalised
continent. In the post-USSR situation its
Mikhail Gorbachev was immensely
weaknesses, vulnerability and loneliness
popular internationally because of the will be more glaringly exposed, eg the posbreathtaking vision and speed with which •sibility of playing off the East against the
he helped change the world, in many inWest for political/diplomatic/economic/
stances for the better. However, domestimilitary etc gains is gone; a model of
cally he failed to improve the economic
values, society, economy and state, altemacondition of his people. The lesson here is
tive to the West, is under severe stress, to
that high popularity abroad but low
popularity at home erodes political say the least; new vistas for Western
legitimacy at home and may result in a hegemony have arisen; Africa wilt lose out
leader/party losing power at home. Of to Eastern Europe and the former USSR in
terms of aid/investment/loans/expertise.
course in Africa, recently Zambia provided
etc.
such an example. Increasingly in many
Nevertheless, there are also new opporcountries, populations may be more contunities for Africa, providing the right lescemed with economic betterment irrespecsons are learnt, eg that democratisation is a
tive of the ideological framework.
Mikhail Gorbachev’s NPT meant that
good thing in itself, even though ruling
the USSR’s earlier support for National
leaders/parties, even when they initiate the
Liberation Movements and socialistprocess, may lose power, a vigorous civil
oriented states was waning and in fact
society is a good thing in itself even though
drawing to a close. Boris Yeltsin’s Russia, sometimes it may become crude populi.sm
preoccupied with domestic problems and or descend into anarchy; some African
dependence on/movement towards the ruling leaders/parties and states can no
West, will continue and intensify this
longer use earlier “left” or “right”
evolving policy. In Southern Africa, espe- ideological internal rigidities and external
cially the African National Congress, alliances to suppress their populations; the
which historically had support from,
complexity of political/social/economic
matrices of most African countries require
among others, the USSR, has lost an important source of support. Angola, reportedly,
peaceful resolution of internal and interstate conflicts; overstaying in political
owed the USSR US$2 billion which no
doubt Russia will want repaid. Mozambipower may result in humiliating exits for
ruling leaders/parties and great suffering
que cannot rely, as before, on beneficial
for the people; while “left” or “right”
relations with Eastern Europe and the postUSSR republics.
ideological identity may be important and
the political and the economic are intimateMikhail Gorbachev’s NPT, with its emphasis on peaceful resolution of conflicts, ly intertwined, nevertheless, economic betterment of the population is a crucial eledid meaningfully contribute to the independence of Namibia, check to some extent ment in political/social legitimacy and
South Africa’s destabilisation of Angola
stability; in an increasingly North-South
world serious efforts in South-South interand usefully contribute to the unfolding
change are even more necessary and will
peace process in Angola and Mozambique.
Indeed the USSR was an observer at the
bring important dividends to Africa. ♦
Lisbon talks, which resulted in the May
Hasu Patel is a professor in the Depart1991 Peace Accords for Angola and it was
ment of Political Science, University of
a member of the Joint Verification and
Zimbabwe
Monitoring Commission in Angola and the
Gorbachev

on

not

the International Scene
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UNCERTAIN ROAD AHEAD
Jose Goncalves
THE LEADERSHIP of the National Elec-

Angola’s political life is evolving at a
frenetic pace, with the two major forces dis-

toral Council has
time when

at a

broaden its

own

finally been nominated,
the MPLA is seeking to
leadership by re-integrat-

playing a distinct and perilous lack of con“emergent”
forces accusing both of trying to bi-polarise
fidence in each other and the

ing ex-militants who had become distanced
making up what is known
as the “historical
family”. UNITA
from the party,

the situation.

On the other hand, analysis of the way
existing leaders and political formations
are going reveals that, in reality, there is no
party in Angola which is entirely
democratic, although there are democrats
scattered amongst almost all the parties.

meanwhile has launched Jonas Savimbi off
series of

on a

as

meetings in the north

as

well

the south. The first elections in the his-

tory of this country, which has recently
emerged from 16 years of guerilla war,
have been set for September 29 and 30, but
the electoral campaign has virtually already
begun and many observers believe that no
one will win an absolute
majority, a factor
which lends great weight to the grouping of
new formations
generally known as
“third” or “emergent” forces.

In these conditions, the balance of forces
will be the

Pic: Globalfoto

Jonas Savimbi: struggling to present
VNtTA as a democratic party

determining factor in maintaining the development of the democratic
process. This is to say that democracy in
Angola is, at its inception, a result not of
conviction

or

generalised democratic

science, but rather
of forces. This is

a

a

con-

result of this balance

factor which has

already

ANGOLA: OS CAMINHOS DA INCERTEZA
José
A

DIREC^O do Conselho Nacional

Eleitoral foi finalmente nomeada,

num

MPLA procura alargar
propria direc^o reintegrando antigos
militantes que se afastaram dele, constituindo o que designa como familia historica. A
UNITA por seu lado lan9a Jonas Savimbi
momento em que o
a sua

numa

serie de comfcios tanto

no

Norte

Sul. As

primeiras ele9oes da
Histöria deste pals, recém saido de uma
guerra civil de 16 anos, estao prometidas
para 29 e 30 de Setembro, mas a campanha
eleitoral virtualmente jä come9ou e muitos
observadores acreditam que ninguem fara
maioria ab.soluta, o que atribui grande valor
ao conjunto das novas fonTia9oes
designadas em geral por terceiras formas ou
como

no

emergentes.
A vida polftica
num

angolana desenrola-se
as duas grandes

ritmo frenético, com

for9as revelarem uma acentuada e perigosa
falta de confian9a miitua e os emergentes a
SapemJunE. 1992

GongalveS

ambos de tentativa para

acusarem

bipolarizar a situa9ao.
Por

outro

dos lideres

e

lado,

a

analise da trajectoria

forma9oes poh'ticas existentes

mas

hä democratas dispersos

todos os partidos.
condi9oes, o equilibrio de for9as
sera determinante para^ustentar a evolu9ao
do processo democratico. Quer dizer que a
democracia em Angola é, no seu come90,
resultado desse mesmo equilibrio e nao de
convic9oes ou consciencia democrdtica
generalizada. Um factor que jä se revelou,
em

quase

Nestas

em

fases histöricas semelhantes

noutros

pai'ses — tanto do Sul como do Norte. Seja
como for, em Angola,
registam-.se värios
atrazos no calendärio previsto pelos Acordos de Paz.

O
entre

registo dos eleitores (potencialmente
5,5

e

terminar

a

15 de Agosto.

Qualquer

revela que, na realidade, no hä em Angola
nenhum
partido
integralmente

democratico,

de Maio para

6 milhoes) deve iniciar-se

a

15

o

novo atrazo tornara muito diflcil
im'cio da campanha eleitoral em 1 de

Setembro, embora

meios

diplomaticos
afirme que "pode
haver escrutmio mesmo sem registo".
Igual afirma9ao é feita sobre o projectado exército nacional unico, que até ao
momento conta apenas com algumas cenda

os

capital Angolana

tenas

se

de efectivos. Neste aspecto parece

impossi'vel efectuar

a

fusao dos dois

exércitos da guerra civil antes das elei9oes,
que abre as portas as possi'veis intimida9oes.
A possibilidade de adiamento das
elei9oes é uma hipotese que ainda pode surgir, o que sem diivida agravaria as rela9oes
entre os dois ex-beligerentes e poderia criar
uma situa9ao muito sensi'vel, na qual cada
o

um se
com

fecharia

nas suas zonas

de controlo,

consequencias imprisiveis.
35
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MfeÉiÉSfia^4i

been observed in similar hi.storical
in other countries

-

in the north

as

periods
well

as

Notwithstanding, in Angola
various delays in the timetable for the
Peace Accords have already been noted.

the south.

certainly aggravate relations between the
two ex-foes and could give ris^ to an extremely ten.se situation, in which each element became locked in its own territory,

May 15 in order to be completed by
August 15. Any further delay will make it
very difficult to begin the electoral campaign on September 1, although diplomatic
observers in the Angolan capital affirm that
“the poll may be counted even if registration does not take place”.
Similar affirmation is made concerning

proposed unified national army, which
to date can only count upon a few hundred
cadres. In this regard it would seem to be
impossible to carry out the fusion of the two
armies of the guerilla war before the electi jns, which leaves the way open for posthe

sible acts of intimidation.

be mentioned is the possibility
of postponing the elections, and this would
As yet to

Ambos

os

lados

declarado todos

se acusam
os

de

e

confimar-.se .seria grave
até porque nenhum dos dois ex-beligerentes esta psicologicamente preparado para
perder as elei9oes.
Alias, tém-se verificado alguns conflitos
material,

o que

a

localizados. Mas

pior
nos

o

vem da criminalidade cujo aumento
ultimos meses cria um forte sentimen-

de

to

de violéncia

em termos

inseguran9a, nas cidades e varias

estradas.

Centenas, .senao milhares, de antigos soldados regressam a casa e com frequencia
levam as armas. Em casa defrontam-se com

consequencias de uma situa9ao
socioeconomica insuportavel. No total
as

.serao cerca

de duzentos mil homens

mobilizar
muito

e cuja inser9ao
problematica.

na

a

des-

vida civil sera

no

.sector

informal

e

sumidores abastecem-se

78% dos
nos

con-

mercados

paralelos. O dolar, cotado oficialmente a
550 Kwanzas, atinge 1,800 no cambio de
rua e a penuria de bens de primeiro necessidade faz subir

36

os

pre90s em

flecha.

the other of not

having

'extremely seri'''us matter
since it may well signify that neither of the
two ex-rivals are psychologically prepared
for the eventuality that they may lose the
elections. Incidentally, some localised conflicts have already occurred, but in terms of
ry,

which is

an

violence, the worst cases have been per-

petrated by criminal elements whose increase in number have created a strong feel-

ing of in.security in the cities and various
highways.
Hundreds, if not thousands, of ex-combatants have returned home and

frequently

bring their weapons with them. At home
they are faced with an often unbearable

Ao

tempo,

mesmo

mais de 80% ^da

popula9ao vive em mueeques ou edifi'cios
degiadados e a liberaliza9ao decretada .sera
sem efeito se o aparelho produtivo Angolano continuar paralizado ou funcionando a 10% da sua antiga capacidade.
A infla9ao é calculado nos liltimos dois
meses em 150%, varias cidades — incluindo Luanda — tém

um

abastecimento muito

electricidade e a corrup9ao passou a existir de forma endémica,
irregular de

tal

como

agua e

acontece em

todos

os

paises

onde

interven9ao estatal excessiva, que originou uma camada
burocratica privilegiada.
Jonas Savimbi procura tirar dividendos
se

ac9oes

mas

é

um

facto que as suas

de guerra contribuiram para agravar

mä gestao

governamental, destruindo

markets” of this .sector. The dollar, official-

ly quoted at 550 kwanzas, fetches 1 800 on
scarcity of basic
goods has caused prices to shoot upwards.

the black market and the

At the

Humanos

na

time,

more

than 80% of the

population lives in shanty dwellings or
buildings which have deteriorated, and the
liberalisation which has been impo.sed will
not be effective if the productive capacity
of Angola continues .stagnant or operating
at 10% of its previous capacity.
Inflation has been calculated in recent
months at

a rate

of 150%, most cities

-

in-

eluding Luanda - have an extremely irregular water and electricity supply and
corruption has become endemic, as is always the ca.se where excessive state inter-

antiga repressao do MPLA, quando este
partido unico.
Com ironia, um alto dignitdrio da influente Igreja Catolica disse-nos que "Angola estd como Cristo, crucificado entre
a

era

dois ladroes." Parte dos Catolicos an-

golanos — cerca de 40% da popula^ao —
constitui elcitorado potencial dos emergentes. caso estes

apresentem uma

unidade

pelo menos parcial e uma direc9ao
credfvel. O que nao

acontece até ao

momento.
os grupos mais importantes, refira-/
FNLA de Holden Roberto, que foi

Entre
se

a

ini'cio da guerra
civil; o PRD de Luis dos Passos, que esteve
militarmente derrotado
envolvido
de 1977
um

na

e a

no

tentativa de

golpte de Estado
Lopes,

FPDde Filomeno Vieira

ex-Maoista que se

afirma democrata e

popular

confirma9ao recente de

PRD, tendo o seu antigo presidente, Joaquim Pinto de Andrade, catolico conhecido, abandonado o partido que acusou

quotidiana.
sangrentes

same

que agrupa um bloco razoavel de quadros.
Recentemente produziu-se uma cisao no

infra-estruturas essenciais ä vida

Além disso, a

in the infomial sector and 78% of
obtain supplies in the “parallel

consumers

processou uma

deste contexto

a

Em Luanda 35% da mao-de-obra trabalha

accuse

be demobilised, whose

Luanda 35% of the workforce

operates

declared all of its combatants and weapon-

nao terem

soldados

seus

Both sides

men are to

integration into civil society will be very
problematic.
In

Plight of Ex-combatants

5,5 and 6 million) must commence

on

200 000

with unforeseeable con.sequences.

Registration of voters (potentially between

socioeconomic situation. A total of around

viola9oes dos Direitos
Jamba toma diftcil ä UNITA

apresentar-se como democratica e

de

nao se

conduzir democraticamente e de

explorar
SapemJune. 1992
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WHKi

vention has

given rise to

a

privileged class

of bureaucrats.
Jonas Savimbi
dividends from this
that his

more important groupings
be found the FNLA of Holden Rober-

Among the
can

is

seeking to gain

context

but it is

fact

a

military actions have helped to

ag-

which suffered military defeat at the

to,

beginning of the civil
dos Passos, who

the PRD of Luis

involved in the at-

coup d’etat of 1977 and the FPD
of Filomeno Vieira Lopes, a fomier Maoi.st

gravate poor government

administration,
destroying infrastructure essential to

tempted

people’s daily lives. Besides this, recent
bloody violations of
human rights in Jamba makes it difficult for
UNITA to present itself as a democratic
party and exploit the repression of the
MPLA which took place when it was the
only party.
A dignitary of the influential Catholic
Church said to us with some irony that
“Angola is like Christ; cmcified between
two thieves.” A section of the Angolan
Catholic population - about 40% of the total
make up a potential constituency for the
“emerging” forces, if the latter can begin
to demonstrate at the least a partial unity
and credible leadership. This has not yet

who

confirmation of

war;

was

now

calls himself

democrat and

a

which has

gathered together a reasonable
group of cadres.
Recently a split has formed within the
PRD, which led to the resignation of its
fomier chief, Joaquim Pinto de Andrade, a
well-.known Catholic, who was accused by
his party of providing an undemocratic
leadership and of adhering to the extremist
ideas of the 1977 coup.'
Andrade is now an

“independent
personality”, but his impact has diminished
-

least in the short term

at

-

now

that his

-

been the

ca.se.

Andrade esta agora situado na posi^ao de
"personalidade independente", mas o seu
impacto social diminui'u — pelo menos a
curto prazo —jä que a sua safda do PRD
confirma as criticas que meios

democraticos fizeram
entrada:

a

dentro do

momento

no

da

sua

inviabilidade de coexistencia

partido de dois projectos
politicos tao distintos.
Por outro lado trés personalidades dissidentes de UNITA podem tambem desempenhar um papel importante: Nzau Puna,
Tony Fernandes e, talvez sobretudo, José
Ndele. De sublinhar que os trés sao oriunmesmo

dos de Cabinda.
Daniel

que embora apresente
diversas caracteristicas de cultura crioiila é
nascido

em

futuro

funi^ao dos resultados e das
que venham a produzir-.se, os
nomes de Jeremias Chitunda, que negociou
os Acordos de Paz e Jorge Valentim,
responsavel da lnforma9ao, sao por vezes
referidos como representando duas sensibilidades opostas (sendo Valentim cone, em

situafoes

siderado mais extremista). O secretario-

geral Alicerces Mango, seria, nestas
condifoes uma figura de compromisso.
No interior do MPLA, o peso de Eduardo dos Santos

ten'sticas
o

nao

tern as mesmas carac-

partido no poder apresenta
monolitismo. Ao contrario da

nem o

me.smo

U NITA que v i veu ao

Chipenda

territorio de

descendente de

departure from the PRD confirms the
criticisms of .some democratic groups at the
time of his entry: the coexistence of two
such distinct political ideologies within the
same party is impossible.

uma

li'ngua Umbundu

conhecida

e

e
influente

familia desta comunidade, é um elemento

cuja evolu5ao deve ser acompanhada
interesse, principalmente o
relacionamento efectivo

com o

com

seu

MPLA, de

foi dirigente, depois dissidente e do
qual se reaproximou a partir de 1990.
Dentro de UNITA, a personalidade de
que

Savimbi "abafa" todas
Sapem June, 1992

as

demais,

mas no

longo destes dezasseis
da evolu^ao social angolana, o MPLA esteve dentro dela e foi
submetido as suas pressoes. Dai' um certo
pluralismo interne que abrange quase todas
anos

as

ä margem

sensibilidades. desde

por
mo

as

marcadas ainda

principios Marxistas até ao nacionalisafricano tradicional passando por

liberais

ou

Neste

"sociais-liberais".
estaria

Lopo do Nascimento,
delega^ao governamental as
negocia9oes de paz.

que

caso

dirigiu

a

Inside Unita
On the other hand, three dissident
UNITA members may play an imnortant
role: Nzau Puna, Tony Fernandes and, per-

haps above all, Jose Ndele. All of the three
originate from Cabinda.
Daniel Chipenda who, although he
demonstrates various Creole characteris-

tics,

was

is

descendant of

a

born in the Umbundu region and
well known and in-

a

fluential

family of the Umbundu-speaking
community, and is a figure who.se progress
should be watched with interest, principally in the context of his relations with the
MPLA, of which he was a leader, then a dissident, and to which he has again been

moving closer since 1990.
Within UNITA Jonas Savimbi’s per-

sonality has “smothered” all others, but in
future and due
events

to

the

recent

situations and

which have caused them to be

known, the

names

of Jeremias Chitunda,

who

negotiated the Peace Accords and
Jorge Valentim, in charge of infomiation.

Circulos intelectuais

angolanos, numa
de Maio, admitem
que 30% dos eleitores podem abster-se —
ntimero que dependeria da exi.stencia ou
nao de intimida9oes. Dos
que pretendem
estimativa do comedo

votar, um total elevado ainda nao sabe em

fontes atribuem a
possibilidade de 35 a 40% tanto para o
MPLAcomoparaaUNITAeentre7e 15%

quern, mas as mesmas

para

os

eniergcntes,

consoante

as

condi9oes em que se apresentem.
A perspectiva de auséncia de maioria absoluta leva os dois principais adversaries a
preparar alian9as e, na recente cri.se do
PRD, a UNITA procurou aproximar-se do
actual presidente Luis dos Passos enquanto o MPLA teceu elogios a Joaquim P de
Andrade. No entanto, muito vai depender
do peso das solidariedades étnicas e parece
assente que a comunidade de lingua Umbundu
cerca de 35% da
popula9ao — é
—

maioritariamente favoravel

a

Savimbi. Mas

MPLA

pode equilibrar (e até ultrapassar)
uma certa margem de votes neste
grupo, o que refor9aria a influencia que tern
ao longo da linha Luanda-Malange, onde
o

se

obtiver

se

situa 30% do eleitorado.
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occasionally referred to as representing
two opposing poles of opinion (Valentim
being considered the more extreme). The
figure of the Secretary-General, Alicerces
Mango, would in these conditions, form a
compromise.
Within MPLA the figure of Eduardo dos
Santos carries less weight, nor does the
party present such a monolithic appearance. Contrary to UNITA, which for
the last 16 years has existed on the margins
of Angolan social evolution, the MPLA has
are

that 30% of the electorate could abstain

from

a figure which would depend
the existence or not of intimidation. Of

on

voting

-

those who say that they will vote, a substantial number still do not know for which

party, but the same sources give a possible
35% to 40% either for the MPLA or UNITA
and between

7% and

15%

for the

“emergent" forces, depending on what
they are in at the time of elec-

condition
tions.

The prospect

lived in the centre, and has thus been sub-

.solute

jected to its pressures. It has. therefore, a
kind of internal pluralism which covers the

rivals
recent

of now attaining an abmajority has led the two principal
to prepare alliances and. during the
crisis within the PRD. UNITA

at-

outweigh it) if it obtains a certain margin of votes from this group, which will
r- nforce its influence along the LuandaMalange line, where 30% of the electorate
are situated. In this respect the minority
groups will play an important role, particularly the Tchokwe. Ganguela and the
community known as “Creole" (those of
even

mixed

and Blacks who have been

race,

generations and the thin
layer of White Angolans) whose position is

strategic t)ecause this

them and

a

feeling is spreading in its midst

tempted to get closer to the current president. Luis dos Passos, and the MPLA

discrimination",

traditional African nationalism. In this case

praise about the figure of Joaquim Pinto de

it would be

Andrade.

the government

Meanwhile much will depend on the
weight of ethnic sympathies and it seems to
be firmly agreed that the Umbundu Ianguage grouping - about 35% of the population is mostly favourable towards Savim-

I he Electorate

Angolan intellectual circles, in an esbeginning of May, admit

timate made at the

Neste aspecto

tambem, os grupos
importante papel,
sobretudo os Tchokwé, Ganguela e a comunidade que alguns designam por crioula
(mesti90s, negros com varias gera9oes ur-

minoritarios

banizadas

vao

e a

ter um

minuscula camada dos bran-

angolanos) cuja posi9ao é estratégica
pois possue a maior parte dos quadros

cos

técnicos.
Este facto, porém. cria-lhe alguns
problemas e esta a generalizar-se no seu

seio

o

sentimento de

serem

vt'timas de "dis-

crimina9ao racial," sentimento suscitado
pelas teses de "genuinidade e autenticidade" racial e cultural, por vezes levantadas por sectores de UNITA e do MPLA.
Outro pormenor grave

reside na
provt'ncia de Cabinda, rica em petroleo e
separada geogrdficamente do resto de Angola por 50 km de territorio Zairense. Um
forte sentimento separatistaé notorio registando-se frequentes actos de violencia armada.
realizado
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em

em

Luanda

simposio
no come90 deste més

muitos economistas

a

impressao

can

balance this (and

a

feeling which is stirred

by the notions of racial and cultural
"authenticity and genuineness" sometimes

up

propounded by sectors of UNITA and the
MPLA.
A further

problem exists in the province
in petroleum and
geographical!) separated from the rest of
Angola by 5()km of Zairean territory. A
of Cabinda, rich

economicas dos vdrios
partidos sao muito semelhantes e que as
diferen^as so serao estabelecidas na pratica,
em fungao da sensibilidade e capacidade
das respectivas equipas técnicas. A
clarifica^äo deste pormenor esta ligada ä
emergéncia (muito lenta) da sociedade
civil, a qual podemos acrescentar a ac^ao
das Igrejas.
Até aqui estas — com grande destaque
para os Catolicos — tém tornado posi^oes
e iniciativas de mais impacto que os novos
partidos, mas se os empresdrios se estao a

dica^oes imediatas, mais de cem greves
tiveram lugar no periodo de um ano.
Mas a crise atingiu m'veis muito profundos o que impede solufoes imediatas e, se
a espiral do custo de vida prossegue no

organizar e certas camadas de técnicos pensam fazé-lo, nada permite prever o surgimento de um movimento sindical independente a curto prazo. Apesar disso, hd
uma componente, que tern estado presente

dramätica crise alimentar, recuperar

que as propostas

em

diversos mementos da Historia recente

de

Angola, que é o espontaneismo, produto
conjuga^ao de ac^oes individuals voltadas para objectives precises. Assim diverde

sas

A nt'vel dos programas, um

deixou

-

bi. But the MPLA

contains the

they are “victims of racial

whole spectrum of political opinion from
Marxism via liberal or “social-liberal" to

Lopo do Nascimento, who led
delegation in the peace
negotiations.

group

greatest number of qualified personnel.
However, this fact has created problems for
that

wove

ur-

banised for several

actividades

em

defesa dos Direitos

Humanos foram feitas, um clima de debate
instala-se

no

pat's

e, com

base de

ritmo actual

sao

de

recear

sérios tumultos.

Um govemo

estdvel e representative,
reduzir as desigualdades
sociais e capaz de introduzir transferma9oes e confian^a, é condi^ao prévia. A
partir de entao as grandes prioridades
poderao ser atacadas: refazer a agricultura
e o agro-industrial para por termo å
preocupado

em

equiinfra-estruturas, aplicar uma
poli'tica monetaria realista.
Unico produtor de petroleo do sul do

pamento e

continente, detentor de
que Ihe dao grande
fazem dele o linico
que escapou
encontrar as

dezas.seis

ä seca.

recursos

hfdricos

potencial energético e
pat's da Africa Austral
Angola tern meios para

bases alternativas. Porém,

anos

vai manté-la, durante

lapse de tempo imprevist'vel,

em zona

as

um

de

turbuléncia.*

reven-

SapemJune, 1992
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strong separatist sentiment is notorious in
expressed in frequent acts

this area, and is

of armed violence.
At the level of party programmes, a sym-

posium held in Luanda at the beginning of
economists with the
impression that the economic proposals of
the various parties are extremely similar
and that any differences will only become
established in practice, depending upon the
opinion and capacity of their respective
this month, left many

technical teams. Clarification of this detail
is linked to the

(slow)

society, to which

of civil
add the activities

emergence

we may

coming organised and certain levels of the
working class decide to do this, then nothing will prevent the emergence of an independent union movement within a short
space of time. De.spite this, a factor exists
which has been present at various times in
the recent history of Angola, and this is
“spontaneity”, a product of a combination
of individual actions around precise objectives. Thus several actions in defence of
human rights have taken place, a climate of
debate has established itself and, based

upon actual grievances, more than
strikes have taken place within a year.

of the churches.

But the crisis has reached

The Church
To date the churches

-

the Catholic

Church

outstanding example of
positions and initiatives
which have had more impact than the new
political parties, but if enterprises are be¬
this

-

being an
have taken

100

unprecedented

levels, preventing any immediate solutions
and, if the cost of living continues to spiral
at the current rate, serious disturbances are
to

be feared.
A stable and

representative government,
inequalities and

♦

capable of introducing change and instilling confidence, is a precondition. Thenceforward the most important priorities can
be dealt with: reorganisation of the agricultural and agro-industrial sector in order to
end the devastating food crisis, recuperation of

equipment and infrastructure, and
application of a realistic monetary policy.
The .sole oil-producing country in the
south of the continent and possessor of
hydrological resources, which give the
country great potential in terms of energy
and make it the only country in southern
Africa which has escaped the drought. Angola has the means to find alternative
economic bases. However, the political,
economic and .social consequences of the
past 16 years will ensure that for the
foreseeable future, Angola remains a
country in tumioil.»

concerned to reduce social

Jose Goncalves is an Angolan
and

a

member

economist

of Codesria's executive

committee.

MOZAMBIQUE

THE WINDING ROAD TO PEACE
Fernando Goncalves
THE OPTIMISTS believe that Mozambique could, even this year, be living in peace.
From the other end of the Mozambican

political spectrum, the less optimistic consider that peace will come very much later
than this. The realists would say that peace
will eventually be achieved, but are wary
of advancing any firm predictions as to
when the negotiation process, begun in July
1990, will finally lead to a lasting peace.
The predictions and the impatience of
the Mozambicans are justifiable, given the
slow pace at which the Rome negotiations
are developing and the immense obstacles
they are confronting.
The main

problem emerging from the
peace negotiations in Rome arises from the
fact that the Mozambican government, in
Sapem June, 1992

agreeing to negotiate the end of the conflict
with Mozambique National Resistance

In the tenth round of negotiations,

Movement (Renamo), was aware tnat

which
partial resolution of
political questions, Renamo was insisting

Afonso Dhlakama’s

no

that a clause be inserted in the accord which

political structure capable of discussing objectively and on the basis of a political plat-

obliged the parliament arising from the first
multi-party elections, to revise the present
constitution. This clause was not accepted
by the government, since in its view, parliament is the supreme ml ing body, and it is
its duty to define its own agenda.
The monopoly of power within Renamo,
in the person of Afonso Dhlakama, has also
contributed to a great degree in that rapid
decisions on the part of the movement are

form, the end of a

war

movement

had

which in the last 16

years

has been responsible for the death of

more

than

a

million Mozambicans.

On the other hand, the

unexpected readiJoaquim Chissano to
agree to negotiations will have caught
Renamo off balance, leading the movement
to express serious reservations about the
sincerity of the government in initiating
such talks, which in practice has translated
itself into delaying tactics whose aim is to
slow down the process as much as possible.
ness

of President

culminated in the

not

taken in Rome, because almost every-

thing must be decided by Dhlakama from
his central base in the Gorongosa range, in
the interior of

Mozambique.
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The few

.

i

people who have managed to

gain access to Dhlakama, in order to contact him regarding various issues, including
humanitarian aid to the civilian population
under Renamo occupation, describe him as
being a fearful man, difficult to approach.
The

problems which have occurred

during the negotiation process are also due
to the existence of multiple interests on the
part of external
Renamo for their

forces which all
objectives.

use

own

These outside forces continue to pursue

their

objectives, and while Renamo cannot
interests,
which would only be possible with the
complete assumption of power by military
guarantee the satisfaction of these

means

and the installation of

a

dictatorial

regime in Mozambique, Renamo will connegotia-

Pic: Glob^foto

tinue to “chew” at the line of the

tions.

More than

a

million Mozambicans have died

as a

result of the l6-year-old year

Kenya’s Role
In
arap

a

letter addressed to President Daniel

Moi of Kenya, dated December 20,

1991, Afonso Dhlakama thanks the Kenyan

observe the second congress of the move-

President for

ment, which took place

having sent

a

delegation to

in December 1991.

MOQAMBIQUE: OS CAMINHOS SINUOSOS PARA A PAZ
Fernando Gons alves
OS OPTIMISTAS acreditam que

Mo^ambique podera, ainda este ano, viverem paz.
Do outro extremo do quadrante politico
Mozambicano, os menos optimistas pen,sam que a paz chegara mais tarde do que
isso. Mas

os

realistas dirao que a paz

acabara por

vir, mas sao cautelosos em nao
avanzar prognosticos de quando o proce.sso negocial, iniciado em Julho de 1990,
conduzira finalmente o pais a uma paz
duradoira.
Os prognosticos e a impaciencia dos
Mozambicanos justificam-se quanto maior
for a morsidade com que se desenrolam as
negociazoes em Roma, e as imensas
dificuldades que as mesmas enfrentam.
A maior dificuldade que surge nas

negociazoes de paz em Roma decorre do
facto de que o Govemo Mozambicano, ao
aceitar negociar o fim do conflito com a
Renamo estava ciente de que o

40

movimento

de Afonso Dhlakama

nao estava

dotado de

poh'tica capaz de discutir objectivamente e com base numa plataforma
politica o fim da guerra, que nos ultimos 16
anos foi responsavel pela morte de mais de
um milhao de Mozambicanos.
Por outro lado, a inesperada prontidao do
Presidente Joaquim Chissano em aceitar as
negociazoes terä apanhado a Renamo de
contra-pé, levando o movimento a colocar
serias reticencias quanto ä sinceridade do
Govemo em encetar tais negociazoes, o
uma

estrutura

que se traduz em tacticas delongatorias
visando arrastar o processo para o mais
tarde possi'vel.
Na decima ronda de
culminou

com

a

negociazoes. a qual

conclusao

parcial das

questoes politicas, a Renamo estava a exigir que fos.se inclusa no acordo uma

actual

constitui9ao. Tal clausula nao
pela parte do Governo. uma vez
que do .seu ponto de vista o parlamento é o
orgao supremo de soberania, cabendo a ele
proprio definir a sua agenda.
A monopoliza^ao do poder dentro da
Renamo na pessoa de Afonso Dhlakama,
rever a

foi aceite

também

tern

contribuido de sobremaneira

para que decisoes rapidas por parte daquele
movimento nao sejam tomadas em Roma,
uma vez que quase tudo tern que ser
decidido por Dhlakama, a partir da sua base
central na serra da Gorongosa, no interior

de

Mozambique.

Das poucas pessoas que conseguem ter
aces.so a Dhlakama, por necessidade de
contactos

sobre questoes

populazao civil sob

clausula

descrevem-no

das

dificil

obrigando o parlamento resultante
primeiras eleizoes multipartiddrias a

de varia ordem,

incluindo assisténcia humanitaria ä

ocupa^ao da Renamo,
homem temido. de

como um

acesso.

Sapem June. 1992
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and goes on to say: “I take this opportunity
to infonn you that I will be having a meet-

ing with the government of Swaziland in
order to discuss questions of weapons, the
border, and other subjects relating to the
war, because we are going to launch a
military offensive against the government
[of Mozambique] in order to overthrow it.
The meeting will take place from January
3-4, 1992, 35 kilometres from Manzini.”
The

meeting, according to Dhlakama’s

letter, was to take place in a property known
to Msisi, supposedly a member of the
Swazi government. In
Renamo leader invites the

Renamo has also insisted that the

outside
has imof the negotiations. It

presence of Zimbabwean soldiers
the Beira and Limpopo corridors,

peded the

progress

refers to the accord

signed by the two opposing forces on December 1, 1990, which
obliges the Zimbabwean army to confine itself

limit of three kilometres

to a

side of the Beira and

on

Limpopo corridors.

However, these allegations have never
been confirmed

by the Commission for the

Verification of the Accord (COMIVE),

Kenyan governdelegation to take part in this
meeting, confirming that it was also meant
to provide assurances to the Swazi govern-

which includes three Renamo repre-

send

“about

ment

a

our

activities with

The letter made

no

no

fear”.

reference to the peace

in Rome, which makes it perfectly
seeking to end the
by peaceful means, but through

process

clear that Renamo is not
war

violence.

verificam no
processo negocial prendem-se também
com a existencia de multiplos interesses
por parte de forcas externas que utilizam a
Renamo cada um para os seus proprios objectivos.
Essas forzas continuam a prosseguir os
seus objectives, e enquanto a Renamo nao
pode garantir a satisfazao desses interesses,
o que so seria possi'vel com a tomada total
do poder pela via militar e a instalazao de
um regime ditatorial em Mozambique, a
Renamo vai “mastigando” o fio das
negociazoes.
Numa

carta

enderecada

ao

Presidente

Arap Moi do Quenia, datada de 20

de Dezembro de 1991,

Afonso Dhlakama

agradece o presidente Queniano por este ter
enviado uma delegazao para assistir ao
segundo congresso do movimento,
realizado

em

Dezembro de 1991, e acres-

“Aproveito esta oportunidade para
Ihe informar que terei um encontro com o
governo da Suazilandia para discutirmos
questoes de armas, de fronteira e outros ascenta:

suntos

they have chosen.
recently published in the
London Observer, apparently commissioned by Tiny Rowland, powerful chief
an

interview

executive of Lonrho and

owner

of the

paper, which spon.sored Dhlakama’s visit to
London in May, the head of Renamo puts
the number of Zimbabweans in Mozambi¬

As dificuldades que se

Daniel

sentatives, besides those from other
countries which
In

relacionados

Sapem June, 1992

com a

guerra porque

que at 25 000, and makes any agreement
conditional upon their total withdrawal,
which

corresponds to a tacit divergence
from the 1990 agreement. In fact the Zimbabweans themselves state that their troops
in

Mozambique do not exceed 5 000

a

fact which has

a split has occurred bemilitary wing of the movement
and the small grouping of politicians sympathetic to Dhlakama. For the military, the
overwhelming majority of whom have no
formal military training whatsoever, an end
to the hostilities could signify the end of a
career which would not be ensured by the
mere amalgamation of the two forces in a
single national army, since under the supervision of international military experts and
using rigorous criteria in selecting the components of the new national army, many of
the present Renamo “Generals” — equal-

the

acordo, assinado entre

de Manzini.”

corredores da Beira

segundo a carta de Dhlakama,
lugar numa propriedade conhecida
por Msisi, supostamente pertencente ao
governo Suazi, nela o chefe da Renamo
convidava o governo queniano a enviar
uma delegazao para tomar parte no referido
encontro, afirmando que o mesmo se desiria ter

tinava também

a

dar

autoridades Suazis “sobre
tividades

garantias
as

nossas

as
ac-

qualquer receio.”
fazia qualquer referencia ao
processo de paz em Roma, tomando nitidamente clara a ideia de que a Renamo nao
esta a procurar o fim da guerra por meios
pacificos, mas através da violéncia.
A carta

sent

nao

A Renamo tern insistido também

na

presenza de militäres Zimbabweanos fora
dos corredores da Beira e do Limpopo,
como uma

das

impedem o bom
negociazoes. O referido

razoes

andamento das

que

by

Within Renamo

tween

dentro de tres

A reuniao,

mpn,

been denied

Inside Renamo

lanzar uma ofensi va militar contra o
governo [entenda^se de Mozambique] para
derrubar o governo. A reuniao terä lugar de
3 a 4 de Janeiro de 1992, ä 35 quilometros
vamos

never

COMIVE.

each

this letter the

ment to

f

Zimbabwean Soldiers

♦

a

1

os

de Dezembro de

militäres Zimbabweanos

dois beligerentes
1990, obriga os
a

confinarem-se

quilometros de cada lado dos
e do Limpopo.
Mas tais alega^oes nunca chegaram a ser
comprovadas pela comissao de verifica9ao
do acordo (COMIVE), que inclui tres representantes da Renamo, para além de outros paises por ela escolhidos.
entrevista

Nurna

recentemente

‘Observer' de Londres,
aparentemente encomendada por Tiny
Rowlands, o poderoso chefe executivo da
Lonrho, proprietaria do jornal, que
patrocinou em Maio a visita de Dhlakama
publicada

a

Londres,

no

o

chefe da Renamo coloca

o

das tropas

Zimbabweanas em
Mozambique em 25,OCX), e condiciona um
acordo de cessar-fogo å sua retirada total, o
que corresponde a uma desvincula^ao
tacita da Renamo quanto ao acordo de
1990. Na verdade os proprios Zimbabnumero

weanos

afirmam que as suas tropas em

Mozambique

nao

ultrapassam

os

5,000
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ly from the government — could simply be

would redouble their offensives

left

Renamo.

out.

This

military wing has placed serious
of the peace process,
putting forward proposals which are almost
unacceptable to the government delegation, headed by Annando Guebuza, Minister for Transport and Communications and
member of Frelimo’s political commis-

obstacles in the way

sariat.
This

split manifested itself very clearly
in April this year, when the Renajno leader
agreed, in a Malawi meeting with the
United States Assi.stant Secretary of State
for African Affairs, Herman J

of “corridors of peace,” which

concept
would

Cohen, to the

mean

that food aid could be dis-

tributed to the entire Mozambican

tion, including those

populain the Renamo-oc-

cupied areas.
Apparently, this agreement did not
please the military wing of the movement
which alleged that this initiative would
favour the government forces, who in turn

Verifica-se também
uma

cisao entre

a

no

.seio da Renamo

ala militar do movimen-

against

Without

delay, Dhlakama backed down,
stating that he would only accept “air cornot

land”. The result of this counter-

proposal being simply the abandonment of
plan, since donor organisations would
not be interested in using air transport,
given the scanty amounts of food that could
be carried by this means, and also the enormous costs of such an operation.
the

Dhlakama’s

problems with his
“Generals” are, in the opinion of some
political analysts, the reason for recent suecesses of the government forces on the
ground, which culminated in the death of
“General Gomes”, Renamo's provincial
ex-commander in Gaza, which is

seen as

the result of .some internal

betrayal facilitating entry of the government forces into the

commandante’s

area.

In

May the government forces invaded
“Military Camp”, in
Maringue District, Sofala. killing three
Renamo’s so-called

Essa cisao manifestou-se de forma tao
Clara

em

Abril deste

ano,

quando o lider da

Renamo aceitou, num encontro com o

aliaram

Secretdrio de Estado Assistente dos Es-

grupo de politicos que se
Dhlakama. Para os militäres, na

on

of^cials. The surprise at-

the camp

—

which as its name

sug-

gests, was inhabited by high-ranking
Rename leaders, self-styled “Ministers”
without any

previous warning, is for
analysts yet another symptom of the
division which reigns in the heart of Afon-

—

ridors

to e o pequeno
a

Rename senior
tack

some

so

Dhlakama’s movement.

However, this crisis does not appear to
have shaken Dhlakama, well known for his
bmtal methods of silencing

tion, methods which have

internal opposi-

never

been made

public solely because of the high level of
secrecy which envelops the Gorongosa
range.
Renamo's External Backers

With

no

hesitation it

can

be confirmed

that

logistical support for Renamo, in the
form of weapons, is still coming from
South Africa, despite the fact that the
authorities in that country deny this.
However, Renamo also has strong sup-

outside Mozambiis revealed by the fact that Renamo

port from other forces
que, as

As dificuldades que

enfrentando

Dhlakama tern

rela^ao aos seus
“Generals” sao, no ponto de vista de alguns
analistas politicos, a razao dos ultimos
sucessos das for9as govemamentais no terreno, que culminaram com a morte do
em

esmagadora raaioria sem qualquer instru9ao academica ne nivel reconheci'vel, o
fim das hostilidades podera significar o fim

tados Unidos para os Assuntos Africanos.
Herman J Cohen, no Malawi, o conceito

paz”, que significaria a

“General Gomes”, o ex-comandante

de

di.stribui9ao de alimentos a todas as
popula9oes Mo9ambicanas, incluindo as

provincial da Renamo em Gaza, naquilo
que é visto como resultado de uma trai9ao
interna, que terä facilitado a entrada das
for9as govemamentais na area onde o com-

sua

carreira que nao

pode ser garantido
pelo simples amalgamento das duas for9as
uma

num

unico exercito nacional, uma vez que

sup)ervisao de peri tos militäres intere usando criterios rigorosos na
,selec9ao dos componentes do novo exer-

com a

nacionais
cito

nacional, muitos dos actuals

“Generals” da Renamo

—

e mesmo

do

dos “corredores de

que se encontram em zonas
Renamo.

Aparentemente, esta aceita9ao nao
agradou as hostes militäres do movimento,
que alegaram que tal iniciativa iria
favorecer as for9as do Governo que por sua
vez

Governo —

poderao simplesmente ficar de

fora.

É

essa

ala militar que tern

serios obstaculos

ao

processo

adiantando propostas quase

colocado
de paz,

inaceitaveis
por parte da delega9ao govemamental,
chefiada por Armando Guebuza, Ministro
dos Transportes e Comunica9oes e membro
da Comissao Politica do partido Frelimo,
no

poder.

redobrariam

as suas

ofensivas contra

a

andante

se encontrava.

Em Maio, as

for9as do Governo inmilitar” da
Renamo, no distrito de Maringue. em
Sofala, matando tres oficiais superiores da
vadiram

o

chamado “campo

Renamo.

Renamo. O ataque surpresa ao

Nao tardou que Dhlakama recuasse, afirmando que so aceitaria “corredores aereos

campo — que como o seu nome indica era
habitado por altos dirigentes da Renamo

e nao

terrestres”. O resultado desta

con-

simplesmente a nao efectiva9ao do piano, uma vez que as organiza9oes doadoras nao estao interessadas
em utilizar meios aereos, dadas as exiguas
quantidades de alimentos que esta via
podera transportar, e ainda os elevados custraproposta seria

tos

42

ocupadas pela

de

uma

tal opera9ao.

referido

auto-intitulando-se de “Ministros”

—

sem

houvesse qualquer sinal previo, é para
alguns analistas mais um sintoma da
divisao que reina no seio do movimento de

que

Afonso Dhlakama.
Nao parece, porém, que esta
abalar Dhlakama, conhecido

crise

possa

pelos

seus
brutais metodos de silenciar oponentes inSapem June. 1992
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Renamo's behalf. Bruce Fein also received

US$25 000 for drawing up Renamo’s constitutional

proposal, which was presented
in Rome.
Bruce Fein is closely linked to conservative organisations such as the “Fleritage
Foundation” and writes for the right-wing
newspaper The Washington Times. Besides
being completely outside of the Mozamlast year

bican context. Renamo’s constitution is full
of falsehoods about the actual Mozambican

constitution, including the assertion that it

Afonso Dhlakama: a fearful man and difficult to approach
is

currently paying Bruce Fein, its lobbyist

in the US

Congress,

a

monthly

sum

of

US$40 000.
A document of Fein

registered at the
Department of Justice in Washington,
reveals that besides receiving this sum to
“lobby” the American powers that be on

Com muito pouca
que o apoio
Renamo continua

duvida. pode-se afirlogistico em annas ä

mar

embora
o

as

a

vir da Africa do Sul,

autoridades deste

pais afirmem

contrario.

Contudo,
fortes de

a

Renaoio tern tambem apoios

forgas fora de Mo§ambique, como o revela o facto de a Renamo
estar a pagar por mes 40,000 dolares ao seu
lobista junto do Congresso e da Administra^ao Americana, Bruce Fein.
Um documento de registo de Fein junto
do Departamento de Justiga, em
Washington, revela que para além de
receber aquele montante para realizar o
“lobby” da Renamo junto das poderes de
decisao

outras

na

America, Bruce Fein recebeu

também 25,000 dolares para

redigir a
proposta da constituigao da Renamo,
apresentada o ano passado nas negocia9oes
em

Roma.

Bruce Fein esta fortemente conotado

organiza^oes conservadoras tais como
a “Fleritage Foundation” e escreve para o
jornal de direita “Washington Times”, para
com

Sapem June, 1992

gives the president of the republic the
powers of a dictator.
This constitution, dated July 1991, apparently with no input from Renamo itself,
also puts forward a design for a flag, which
consists of a series of stripes and in the top
left-hand comer a rectangle full of stars. We
are seemingly
dealing with a plagiarism of
the American flag, the only difference
being that the stripes are broader and the
stars smaller, numbering ten, presumably
repre.senting the ten provinces of Mozam¬

bique,

♦

the 50 stars of the American flag
represent each state.
as

Renamo also receives substantial

politimilitary support from Malawi and
Kenya, countries whose passports Renamo

cal and

officials

use

to

travel the world.

Negotiations
The
seem

Mozambique

to have

peace negotiations
reached their final stage, with

the two

delegations and mediators presentiy meeting in Rome for the eleventh time,
and engaged in trying to work out the practical mechanisms of an eventual cease-fire.
The

complicated question will be
integrating each force in a new national army. Renamo has already made it
known that it wants a new army of 26 000
men, with half from each side, a proposal
which could well be unacceptable to the
most

that of

government.
Other

questions to be decided in this

round of talks include the definition of future

assembly points for the two forces and

além de estar

saportes os lideres da Renamo circulam

texto

pelo mundo.
As negocia9oes de

completamente fora do conMogambicano, a constituigao da
Renamo esta repleta de muitas falsedades
sobre a actual constitui^ao Mogambicana,
incluindo a asser^ao de que ela atribui ao
Presidente da Republica poderes
ditatoriais.
Tal

constitui^ao, datada de Julho de

1991, aparentemente sem qualquer “ input”
da Renamo, apresenta uma proposta de
bandeira, cujo desenho é uma série de

faixas contendo
do

superior esquerrectangulo cheio de estrelas. Trataaparentemente, de um plagiato da banno

canto

um

se,

deira Americana, e a unica diferencia é que
as faixas sao mais largas e as estrelas mais

de dez, presumivelmente em representa9ao das dez provmcias
de Mo9ambique, tal como as 50 estrelas da
bandeira Americana repre.sentam cada espiequenas e em numero

tado.

,

A Renamo goza

também de apoios
militäres substanciais no
e no Quénia, paises com cujos pas-

politicos
Malawi

e

Mo9ambiatingido a sua
derradeira fase, com as duas delega9oes e
os mediadores reunidos
agora pela decima
primeira vez em Roma, e empenhadas em
encontrar os mecanismos praticos para um
eventual cessar-fogo.
A questao mais complicada sera definir
quantos efectivos de cada lado irao integrar
o novo exército nacional. A Renamo
jä fez
saber que pretende um novo exercito de 26
paz para

que parecem agora terem

mil

homens, com metade de cada lado, uma

proposta susceptivel de nao ser aceite pela
parte do Govemo.
Outras questoes a

abordar nesta ronda indefini9ao de areas para futuro
acantonamento das for9as dos dois lados e
a cria9ao de uma comissao de
fiscaliza9ao
do cessar-fogo.
cluem

a

A comissao de

fiscaliza9ao devera in-

tegrar representantes das Na9oes Unidas e
dos paises

observadores das negocia9oes
43
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the creation of

commission to

a

One may thus conclude that the end of
war in Mozambique depends most of all

supervise

the

the cease-fire.

This

how far Renamo can polish the rough
edges within it, eliminating all internal contradictions and placing vital national inter-

supervisory commission should inrepresentatives of the UN and of the
countries observing the peace talks: Italy,
the United States, Portugal, Great Britain

on

and France.

wellbeing of the people and the economic
development of Mozambique.
With 1,5 million refugees situated in
neighbouring countries — which are themselves facing enormous economic
problems due to the present world situation

elude

But Renamo’s

proposal faces an enorchallenge in that, although the movement may have some trained personnel in
its territorial army, it is not so with its airforce and navy where, naturally, the
government is at an advantage.
mous

above all other

ests

and natural disasters

lion

Mas

a

proposta da Renamo enfrenta um

grande desafio, uma vez que enquanto o
movimento pode possuir gente treinada nas
forzas terrestres, o mesmo nao acontecera
em relazao ä forza aerea e ä marinha, onde
naturalmente

o

Governo estai^a em

Pode-se, portanto, concluir que o fim da
guerra em Mozambique dependera mais do
limardas arestas que a Renamo podera con-

seguir no seu seio, eliminando todas as con-

—

that is the

of

development will only be realised with
ending of the war.
Mozambique is almost completely dependent on external food aid, and donor
fatigue has already made itself felt, as many
the

Western countries and international

ganisations

and with 3,1 mil-

people who have fled their places of

economica

tudo

volvimento

o

os

e colocando acima de
interesses vitais nacionais, que sao

bem-estar do povo e o prospero

vimento de
Com

desenvol-

Mozambique.

1.5 milhoes de

refugiados em
paises vizinhos — eles pröprios enfrentanenormes

dificuldades economicas

devido ä actual
as

or-

making this aid condithe signing of an immediate

are now

tional upon
cease-fire. ♦

tradi^oes internas

do

vantagem.

concerns:

now experiencing
its worst ever economic crisis and any hope

origin, Mozambique is

conjuntura internacional

calamidades naturais

—

hoes de deslocados dav

e com

e
3.1 mil-

regioes de
orfgem, Mozambique atravessa a pior crise
suas

e as suas
so se

expectativas de desen-

tomarao

realidade

com o

fim da guerra.

Mozambique depende quase totalmente
ajuda alimentar externa, e o desgaste das
doadores ja come^ou a fazer-se sentir, com
muitas nayoes ocidentais e institui^oes intemacionais a condicionarem tal ajuda å assinatura de um acordo de cessar-fogo urde

gente. ♦

ORIGINATION
“BEAT THIS”
DTP

LINOTRONIC
ORIGINATION

—

—

—

Typesetting magazines, books, newspapers, periodicals, brochures, etc.
Imagesetting to film or bromide negative or positive. Your own diisks welcome.
Camera work, film/bromide

processing, plate-making

All under

Call

one

roof.

Zephania Benson on 726060
Prompt Efficient Service
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PEASANTS, POLITICS AND STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT
Lloyd M. Sachikonye
AMIDST THE

“winds of

Namibia and Zimbabwe, the peasantry

demobili.sation be

change” blowing across southern Africa,
one significant social force seems almost
unaffected. The peasantry, is hardly heard
in the current spirited struggles for
democratic transformation in the region.
The power struggles, demonstrations,
strikes and food riots are largely confined

provided the political base, food, logistics
and personnel to deepen and extend the
frontiers of the independence struggles.
Political parties may have been formed in
the towns by the elites but the battles were
fought out in the countryside. The significant participation of peasants in struggles which eventually overthrew White settier regimes does not obscure the exclusive
leadership of the national liberation movement by the petit and emergent bourgeoisie

tion cites its low class-consciousness. The

to

momentous

the towns and cities. The voice of the

peasantry which constitutes between 60
and 80 per cent of the
countries in the region, is

population of
.scarcely heard.
The political and economic interests of this
social force are hardly projected in the
media

nor

in national debates

on

structural

adjustment. In the heated discussions on
multi-party democracy, on economic
liberalisation and

even

on

based in the
How then

towns.
can

the

marginalisation of the

peasantry from the leadership of the national liberation movement and their eventual

explained? One explana-

segmentation of peasants into families,
local communities, clans and the differentiation of interest within the communities
created difficulties in the

crystallising of
symbols and developing national leadership and organisations

nationwide aims and

(Shanin, 1987). This contributed to what
has also been termed low “classness”. His-

torically, peasants have tended to rely on
guided political action:
an external organiser of the
peasantry may hefound inmillennial
societies, Russian
Cossacks, French Bonapartism or

movements, secret

socialism,

peasants scarcely featured at all. In

spite of
predominance in numbers, peasants
have witnessed a dwindling of their political and economic power in the post-independence period. Of course, their diminishing strength varies from country to country.
Yet peasants have not always been a marginalised social force. Southern African
history is replete with peasant revolts
against White settler land expropriation,
unfair prices, extortionate taxes and exploitative contract labour regimes. Their altheir

liance with other anti-colonial forces

—

the

petit-bourgeoisie steeped in the professions
and commerce, workers, students

—

proved critical in those national liberation
struggles which relied extensively on
guerilla warfare waged from the
countryside. In Angola, Mozambique,

Sapem June. 1992
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The

preponderant casualties of droughts

are peasants
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Mao’s people's army,

which provided
with the missing element of unity on a wider inter-village
and inter-regional scale. The common element found in all these
groups is the existence of a closely
knit group of activists, with its own
impetus, specific organisational
structure, aims and leadership — a
group for which the peasantry is an
object of leadership or rmnipidation
the peasantry

®

(Ibid.)
Should

therefore

cynically conclude
that in the independence struggles, the
peasantry were the object of‘manipulation’
by movements and leadership rooted elsewhere in society? The answer to this query
depends a great deal on an analysis of the
fortunes of the peasantry in the post-independence phase.
we

The vivid

image of the peasants that we
have is that of passive actors whether in
conditions of civil war (in Angola until
1992, Zimbabwe until 1987 and in Mozam-

bique where

a peace agreement

remains

elusive) or those of drought and famine
(which currently grip the entire southern
Africa

region). Thus in the majority of incivil wars are declared by
manipulative politicians or fomented
through external destabilisation but are
fought out in the countryside rather than in
towns and cities. The latter are only engulfed, if at all, in the last battle of the civil
war: otherwise it is mainly peasant civilians
who sustain casualties. The overwhelming
majority of refugees in towns or neighbouring countries are displaced peasants. The
leadership of the warring factions engaged
in civil war are most likely politicians from
stances,

and

ber 1992 will be

worsening of their commodities terms
They become subject to the whims
of politicians who thrive on patron-client
networks sustained by an ideology of clientilism and regionalism and to the manipulations of “middlemen” who charge high
rents for crop inputs and marketed crops. In
drought situations, the vulnerability of
peasants is further exposed: it becomes difficult to separate political favours from the
food relief distribution system. In most in-

significant in demonstrating the relative weight of the MPLA and
UNITA in terms of the peasant vote. When
elections are eventually held in Mozambique, it would be interesting to see whether
in spite of the devastation of the civil war,
Frelimo still has a significant base within

stances, the towns and cities receive the

ZANU-PF’s electoral fortunes. Con-

of trade.

food first, not

simply because of better
transportation facilities but because of the
fear of food riots by the ruling elite. Vocal
interest groups and media in the towns
clamour for prompt food distribution to dissuade queues. The more difficult terrain to
negotiate in rural areas to reach the scattered homesteads of the peasant is lost from
view (Sachikonye, 1992). No major
peasant interest organisations exist to
project the need for a better deal in agriculture and to monitor closely drought relief
distribution. Peasants are spoken on behalf
of, their voices are scarcely heard. Of
course, the conditions would vary between
countries but the general picture is not one
of discernible peasant assertiveness.
How then is this marginalisation of the
peasantry reflected in the political developments in Southern Africa? Do peasants feature in the struggles for democratisation
and against structural adjustment? Most of
the political struggles have been centred in

the peasantry.

In Zimbabwe, the electoral

significance

of the peasant vote cannot be exaggerated.
In the 1990 elections it proved decisive in

siderable

opposition to the incumbent
mostly isolated to the towns
and cities where 25 percent of total opposition votes were cast. An opposition party
regime

was

which seeks

to enter

office will

not

do

so

the sole basis of the urban vote where

on

much of the

political discontent and

mobilisation is confined. The battle will be
lost

the peasant vote.

In the
apathy was
registered amongst peasant voters. Considerable constraints have been placed by
central and local state organs on opposition
parties to mobilise in rural areas: the possibilities of deeper peasant apathy will be
much higher in the 1995 elections. The
scenario regarding the peasant vote is less
clear in Namibia and (when post-apartheid
democratic elections take place) in South
won or

over

1990 elections, considerable

Africa.

However, the impact of structural adjust-

Mobilising for industrial action and student

being implemented across
region may have the eventual effect of
kindling the political awareness of the
peasantry. Initially, peasants were not as
directly affected by SAP as workers were
through the substantial erosion of incomes,

demonstrations, and for food riots has been

removal of subsidies

easier. The

including food, through retrenchment and
hefty price increases in the cost of accommodation, transport fares and social services. However, as the implementation of

into

political parties draw
heavily for their membership on urban residents. There exists little evidence of political penetration of rural areas by the emergent parties. Political structures built by incumbent ruling parties in rural areas are
decaying. The electoral victory of the
Movement for Multi-Party Democracy
(MMD) did not only underscore the significance of the relatively high level of ur-

and

banisation in Zambia but also the cmmbled

of

political base of UNIP amongst the
peasantry. Elections in Angola in Septem¬

cities have shot

other classes, not

from the peasantry.

Similarly, the preponderant casualties of
droughts are the peasantry. Subsistent on
rain-fed agriculture or on livestock production, peasants are particularly vulnerable.
Lacking the political and economic power
to direct requisite resources such as infrastructure, credit and extension services

agriculture and livestock production
capacity to extract reasonable prices
for their commodities peasants have witnessed a dwindling of their resource base
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towns

and cities which

are

also the locale

of most state institutions, economic activities and the

ruling elites themselves.

new

ment measures

the

SAP

was

on

basic commodities

extended, the removal of sub-

sidies on

inputs on crop production, the cut-

backs

credit and extension services and

on

the reduction in crop marketing depots
have begun to undermine petty commodity

production and therefore incomes. Prices
consumption goods from towns and
out

of reach. Remittances

from members of the immediate and

ex-
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tended

family engaged in wage-labour in

their isolation and

political passivity? Is

towns, mines and farms have dwindled.

some

The low standard of

ginaliseed social force* now a political imperative for the peasants? Will the new
political movements put peasants at the
centre of their strategies to wrest power
from the current ruling elites? We cannot
answer these questions with
any certainty.

living plummets furdrought has decimated
and livestock: peoples’ lives hang in

then The

current

610.The

crops
the balance.
Can

combination of these shocks — in-

a

ternal and external-shake peasants

mar-

What
rent

.say though is that in the curpolitical struggles, those movements
we can

which relate

to peasants, and work with
them, stand a better chance in fashioning an

alliance that has

brighter prospects for winning in electoral contests and in creating the
basis of national unity. ♦

SAFES BOOKS
FORTHCOMING BOOK ON MALAWI

The Political

This

from

form of alliance with other

♦

Economy of Malawi at the Crossroads — Edited by Guy Mhone

thought-provoking account of Malawi focuses

on macroeconomic and social issues, industry and agrarian problems from a
key perspectives. It was written by Malawian scholars primarily from Chancellor College and Bunda College of the
University of Malawi. The issues covered in this book are:

number of

PART I: The Political

Economy Strategy

Chapter
1.

The Political

2.

Political

3.

Development Policy Legacy and Planning

4.

Economic

5.

Foreign Trade Policies and Performance in Malawi, 1965-1990

PART II:

Economy of Malawi

—

An Overview

Process, Civil Society and The State

Policy Framework

—

—

—

—

Guy Mhone.

Mapopa Chipeta.

Jonathan Kaunda.

Chinyamata Chipeta.
—

Exiey Silumbu.

Agrarian and Industrial Issues

Chapter

Land Question and

Agrarian Change in Malawi

1.

Land Tenure Relations, The Law and

8.

Population Growth and Agrarian Change

9.

Malawian

—

Richard Mkandawire.

Development in Malawi
—

—

Garton Kamchedzera.

Dailes Nothale.

Industry: Policies, Performance and Problems

—

Impact of Small Scale Rural Non-Farm Agro-Industries

Ben Kaluwa.
on

Employment and Household Income

—

Austin Ngwira.

PART III: Select Social Issues

Chapter
11.

Education

12.

The Non-Governmental Sector in Malawi’s Socio-Economic

13.

The

Policy and Development Strategy in Malawi

—

Christen Moyo.
Development — Pacharo Simukonda.

Legal Regime for the Protection of Refugees in Malawi—Tiyanjana Maluwa

ALL ENQUIRIES TO:

SAPPHO
Fax:

(Pvt) Ltd, Tel.: 726060
or SAPES Trust, P.O. Box MP111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe, Tel.: 727875,
732735, Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW
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ARTS AND CULTURE
SADCC CULTURE DESK RECEIVES PROJECTS
Stephen !f. Chifunyise
A NUMBER of

organisations in the
have submitted projects for

SADCC states

coastline of Tanzania. Another project
mined

by Tanzania is on the preservation of

by the SADCC. The projects

historical

which have been submitted to the SADCC

Tanzania.

consideration

Culture and Information Sector, which is

wide
range of activities which are expected to
promote cultural cooperation among

manned

by Mozambique,

cover a

SADCC states.

sub-

Other

buildings in different parts of

and Information Desk stressed that all

projects received by the SADCC

Culture and Information Desk include
that aims at

one

increasing interaction within

the SADCC countries in the field of culture,

communication and information. The

Among the projects submitted is one on
the establishment of a centre to train and ex-

project aims at publishing
formation

a

culture and in-

directory for the region. Another

project aims at improving the music in-

data bank for use by all mem-

dustry in the SADCC through recording of

develop

ber states

a

on

project proposals must be "in conformity
with the Indicative Programme of the Sector

of Information and Culture of SADCC"

and that

they should form part of a nation-

regional strategy. It was
project proposals must be
submitted by March 15 of each year and
that after being analysed by the sector, the
project proposals will be submitted to the
al, sub-regional or
indicated that

change journalists. The centre is expected
to

During the Arusha Conference on CulCooperation in the SADCC, held in
November last year, the SADCC Culture
tural

information vital to national

Committee of Ministers of Information and
Culture for

development. Another project is the hold-

approval.

The Conference

on

Cultural Coopera-

Southern African Film Festival in
Harare as a follow-up to the 1990 First Film

tion in the SADCC

Festival. The festival is expected to

of cultural activities which would enhance

ing of

a

much

video production in the
influence the establishment

more

promote films and

cultural

region and to

activities include

of

a

sub-region film distribution system

that will put top

priority

on

project

propose a

cooperation in the SADCC. The.se
a

biennial exhibition of

the SADCC visual arts which would be

African films.

Mozambique submitted

agreed to

comprehensive list of the types

held every two years

in each of the capital

on

cities, beginning with Maputo in Mozam-

regional music festivals and seminars,

bique. An annual festival for the SADCC

a

also

objective is to promote the ex-

magnetic tapes, and exchange of video

School of Arts

change of musicians in the SADCC. The

clips and records between countries in the

towards the end of November, 1992 in

project is expected to chart new methods of

region.

Windhoek, Namibia. The conference

whose main

promoting commercial musical shows in
the region as well as concerts jointly

From Botswana

project

propos-

ing the construction of a communication
support research on indigenous

promoted by musicians in the region.

centre to

Another project

cultural

submitted by Mozambique
deals with the publication, in Portuguese,
of the Economist Magazine, which discusses the political, social and economic
aspects of the SADCC.

came a

practices in small-scale agriculture

and how traditional wisdom and technology can

be enhanced by new ideas and inon new production technologies.

formation

Another

project proposal from Mozam-

number of

bique aims at improving the distribution of

projects. One of the projects is on the con-

audio-visual materials within SADCC. It is

Tanzania has submitted

struction of

a

Chuo Sanaa in

a

documentation centre in

Bagamoyo, whose main ob-

jective is to promote culture and music that
characterise the northern part of the eastern

48

also the intention of the

infrastructure to
ment

project to establish

bring about the improve-

in the distribution of these cultural

products.

was

proposed to start

proposed a dance festival once every three
years beginning in 1994 with Dar-esSalaam
It

the host.

as

was

agreed that there should be regular

seminars and

workshops for SADCC

writers, and that funds should be made
available for the formation of
tion for the

an

organisa-

protection of actors’ rights in the

region. The conference also agreed on the
need for
tional

periodic meetings for organisa-

development of the sub-regional

museums

projects

and for the coordination of

on

the conservation of cultural

patrimony. ♦
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Sustainable

Development: An Imperative for Environmental Protection

,

Commonwealth Secretariat, London
Reviewed by Bhekumusa
SINCE THE dawn of the Industrial

countries, that

Revolution,

missioned

man

has been

on a resource use

spree. Undoubtedly the Industrial Revolution brought with it prosperity for the
various countries which participated in the
process.

Empires

tions found, and

were

built,

new

innova-

generally the .standard of

life of the average person

improved sub-

sues

a

group

of experts was com-

examine the environmental is-

emphasis was placed on identifying
ways of making these states participate in
global agreements and in action to protect
the environment.

Attention

focused on issues of concern

to

was

also

small states,

and the nature and

participation of women

natural

in the management

of the environment.

took off at

a

frenetic pace.

only until recently that man began to realise
that such a pace of resource use was unsustainable. The benefits of economic
could be
this

clearly
the

were

which

too

growth

but weighed against
externalities of such growth
seen,

could be

seen

in the form of at-

mospheric pollution, acid rain, ozone
depletion, defore.station, and general environmental destruction. The problem becomes compounded when
looking at
developing countries, in that they are faced
with a desperate need for economic growth
yet needing to keep in mind the environmental consequences of such growth. Furthermore, developing countries also posses
some unique problems which
impact on the
development process.
It
on

was

with the realisation of the threat

the environment and

to

attach this

to

the

complexities that face developing
Sapem June, 1992

The issue of sustainable
the

development is

underlying theme of the

report by the

experts. They examine the meaning of the
term to

give the issues under discussion

a

• proper perspective.

According to the report,
sustainable development consists of six
major principles which are as follows:
a)

In the process

vironmental

of development

assets

taken into

Renewable

implemented. The authors identify
among other things, the complicity of the
developed countries in the current environmental crisis. Current industrial processes
also

should be used

their sustainable

yield levels;
National accounting should reflect
depreciation of environmental as-

The

under the

spotlight as being a
contributory factor. This is particularly significant to developing countries in that
many are still using technologies that have
come

long been abandoned in the developed
world. Poverty is also identified as a po.ssible

cause

for environmental

implies degradation.

assessments

be conducted before any
of resources;

e)

be

to

should be left in-

resources

Environmental

recognise that while the con-

This, however, does

sets;

d)

account.

cept is generally accepted„it still remains

The report
cuss

to

c)

The authors

en-

tact;

b)

process;

Considerations of equity should be

of concern to the Commonwealth. Par-

stantially. The exploitation of the earth’s
resources

development
f)

ticular

This has been the trend since then and it is

'

to

Mahoyi Khumalo

should

exploitation

relationship between a community and the environment should
be taken as part of the sustainable

a

these is
tor.

degradation.

not mean that

poverty

proceeds to identify and dis-

number of critical

areas.

Among

examination of the energy .secIt is stated that this sector is responsible
an

for almost 50% of the

green-house

gas

emissions. While this is true, the

truly disturbing feature is that energy demand is in-

creasing in the developing world but these
countries are not in a position to finance this
demand. It is clear that such
fairs is unsustainable.

a

state

of af-

Developed countries
49
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The

urged to start reducing their own con-

are

sumption,
develop

conservation,
efficient technologies and

encourage energy

energy

the

needed to address the environmental and

topic of the moment is undoubtedly

disappearing

general warming

other issues related to sustainable

layer and the
of the earth. Human

ozone
up

and

develop-

Formal and non-formal institutions

ment.

consumption. One very
practical idea forcountries is to look at enduse efficiency. Studies show that this has
the potential of reducing energy consumption by up to 60%. Some ideas raised such
as the call for governments to facilitate the
adoption of new technologies, while good,
fail to recognise the foreign currency con-

between two and five

required for effective
of environmental management. The establishment of
major ministries of government with an en-

the end

vironmental mandate is also

straints that most countries operate

under the Montreal Protocol. Countries

facilitate transfer of such

activities have been identified

examination is made

ing the greenhouse effect. There are predic-

technologies. An
of the ways in which

countries could be made to have

more sus-

tainable energy

and the

under

competition that exists with other

much space to

arising in this. Among the
suggestions for action to redress

the situation is

a

countries to

the notable achievements

No

Degradation

then

goes on to

discuss the

subject of land degradation.

significant new suggestions on improv-

ing the situation
also

seen as an

given. Biodiversity is

are

important component of sus-

tainable

development. The importance of

this

is

area

the more affluent

one

of the

more

important

areas

development raised in the

It has beapparent that the supply and u.se of

report is that of water resources.
come

water

will become

a

dominant issue in

development in the 1990s. Water has enorpolitical, social, and economic under-

mous

tones to an extent

that

bringing reforms

prove very

difficult. The develop-

ment

of long-term

plans for water manage-

ment

and conservation is noted

might

On the whole, the report

area,

and

as

being im-

tainable

tions

some

The

lands, are singled out
tible to any

are

fragile each element is to environmental
upheavals. The authors are to be commended for focussing on these states as

they do not often have the voice to command attention, as bigger countries would.
Women, environment and development
also features prominently in the report. The
women

in environmental manage-

recognised and

acknowledged. A call is made for devising

unquestionable; we see how often countries
in the developing world are caught out
when rain shortage years are experienced.

and

implementing National Strategies for
Development out of which will

Sustainable
emerge

with this in mind, that

form of prioritisation or an
areas

that

are

identifica-

particularly

more

focussed actions to be

national institutional arrangements

overwhelming those
implementing the strategies.
report also tends to centre on the tech-

tasked with
The

nical elements of sustainable

suscep-

global environmental shifts and
offers a broad dis-

and conservation is

is rich in strategies and suggesproblem at hand.

would enable

for special mention as

cussion of states’ economic base and how

ment

sus-

pressing for the majority of the countries

is-

local shifts. The report

role of

concerning

initiated without

of which
more

a very

how to tackle the

tion of those

Plight of Small States

The small states, most

on

offers

development and the environment.

The report

strategies to combat this phenomenon.

perative by the repiort. The need for this is

50

mental management.

It would appear,

to

for sustainable

new

ticipate fully in climate monitoring. This
area has always been deficient in developing countries, thus hampering efforts to
develop suitable policies and legislation,

their situation makes them

nations.

pertaining to the environment. Some

Special Fund for Climate and Atmospheric Environmental Studies recently
opened to provide equipment and training,
so as to enable developing countries to par-

maintaining biodiversity to

shift from poor farmers to

Perhaps

far in this

global level, to deal with

good suggestions come out of this analysis
of institutional requirements in environ-

are

Observing System. One of
so

on a

broad look at the issues

recognised and a call is made for

the costs of

issues

is the

the desired effects.

The report

countries and

developing

participate in the

whether

well-trodden

institutions that have been formed in other

implement their obligations

also called upon to

important. The

report goes on to give a discussion on some

call for the establishment

of a multi-lateral fund to enable

are

private sector and NGOs are also considered major players in this regard. The

identifying and discussing

the issues
numerous

networking

management of all the areas

global temperatures will rise by
degrees Celsius by
of the century. The report devotes

Global Climate

Land

aggravat-

tions that

economic activities. It is also doubtful

price and tax incentives will have

as

.

development

and fails to look at the participation and

political commitment of civil society. The
report appears to talk only about how to
achieve sustainable development but does
not

say

anything about social distribution,

which is

a

crucial issue in attempts to

reduce/eliminate poverty. Respect for

local

diversity, including knowledge, comes out
well in the section

on women,

environment

development. It is worth noting that although the report recognises the complexity and extent of the problem, it
remains optimistic that something will
come out of a concerted action by the
and

developing countries to address the

problems at hand. ♦
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CONFERENCE ON DEMOCRACY
AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN AFRICA
CODESRIA, in conjunction with SAFES Trust, held a four-day
international conference on Democracy and Human Rights in
Africa, The Internal and External Context, in Harare from May
11-14, 1992. More than 70 people participated in the conference
where at least 20 papers were

circulated.

The official

opening of the conference was done by
Legal and Parliamentary Affairs, Mr Emmerson Munangagwa, who reminded African
governments of their obligations under the African Charter on
Human Rights. He also pointed out that the Zimbabwean
Government supported endeavours of this type and hoped that
the deliberations should assist in shedding more light on ways in
which the life and wellbeing of the citizens in Africa could be
protected in the future.
Zimbabwe’s Minister of Justice,

TTie conference

was

held

at a

time when Africa has

increasing-

ly faced the closure of virtually all avenues for dissent in either
military or civilian regimes. Human rights violations have become
commonplace as repressive regimes attempt to silence all
voices of opposition. Demands for democratisation and the reactivation of civil society can be heard in almo.st all countries in
contemporary Africa, as students, workers, trade unionists, journalists, teachers and church leaders take

to

regimes have responded to such pressure by allowing, for
first time in decades, the formation of political parties. The

various contradictions in the.se

movements was

debated exten-

sively at this conference to show the state of the democratic struggles in the countries concerned.
.

Addressing the delegates, Thandika Mkandawire, executive
secretary of CODESRIA, pointed out that participants were from
all areas of this vast continent and this included academics, political and human

rights activists, government officials, journalists
religious leaders. However, the list of absentees is
symptomatic of two conflict signals of the interesting times we
live in. He cited examples of people like Chihana of Malawi
Rene Degni Segui and Marcel Akipean from
Ivory Coast, who
could not come because they were in dentention;
colleagues from
and

,

Zaire, could

not come because of their involvement in the nation-

al convention and

finally, a colleague from Mali could
president.

not come

at

the end

the conference, it

was

clear that

structed vision of those who seek to

from

their

pound of flesh

Africa.
From the group discussion, on Democratic Transition, the Extemal Context, four topics were established as
priorities

a)

The need

to

clarify the concept of and issues on democratic

transition;
b)

the need to examine the prevailing international order and
political, military, economic etc, implications for
democracy and human rights in Africa;

c)

the need

to

movements

d)

examine the fundamentalist strains in social
and their external

connections; and

external solidarity movements,

impact

on

(including NGOs) and their

internal democratic and social

movements.

The role of social movements

occupied a central position
emphasised that they should
exist to work towards positive changes in the
society and help
create democratic space and tradition in the African
society. Once
change is effected, social movements are expected to continue
their role as a watchdog monitoring the activities of political actors and ensuring that these activities are channelled towards a
positive development of society. In addition to more demands for
domestic space, the emergence of a free and virile press must be
encouraged. To show their commitment to the freedom of the
press, the discussion group passed a resolution condemning the
Monday 11, 1992, closure of ROTOPRINT, the printers of the
Independent Press in Duala as a flagrant violation of freedom of
during the conference and it

cer-

The debates

For

example, democratisation should

groups.»
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extract

impoverished continent by unilaterally imposing
economic policies that only deepen misery and undennine the
legitimacy of the democratic processes unfolding everywhere in

key conceptual and practical relations should be underlined.
to

including

an

the

confined

context,

the Cold War,

"political conditionality" by donors, the
solidarity concerns of human rights movements in Africa and the
particular styles of adjustment imposed on the poor countries.
Finally, democracy in Africa must contend against the con-

tain

not be

to

was

the press.

because he has become

Erom the deliberations

political, economic and social reasons."
Special attention was given to the external

the streets in protest.

Some
the

of free elections and majority mle and, as highlighted by Mkandawire in his opening speech, "Africa has had
experiences where these normative procedural principles of representative democracy have been established while
pteople’s
human rights are violated or not exercised for a whole
range of

the pro¬

following

were

papers

further enriched

through the circulation of
and subsequent discussions in the working
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1.
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Failures.

Anyang’ Nyong’o: Discourses on Democracy in

Peter

Kwame Arhin; Observations

27.

Africa

Provisions

Francis Wodie:

3.

que en Afrique
Mahmood Mamdani: Democratic

on

the 1992 Constitutional

Fundamental Human

Rights for Ghana
Mahgoun El-Tigani Mahmoud: African Transition to
Democracy: The Case of Sudan.

Problematique de la Transition Démocrati-

2.

28.

on

Dr

Theory and Democratic

Struggles
4.

Mahmoud Ben Romdane: Mouvements Sociaux et Proces-

Démocratiques en Afrique
Adjustment, Political Conditionality and Democratisation in Africa.
Neo R. Simutanyi: Trade Unions and the Democratisation
sus

5.
6.

Thandika Mkandawire:

Process in Zambia

7.

Gon9alvés: Guerre, Ajustement et Démocratisation:
Politique du Passage de la Lére å la Heme
République en Angola.
E. Gymah-Boadi: Ghana: Economic Recovery in the 1980s
and Democratic Prospects in the 1990s.

José

Economic et

8.
9.

Halifa Salla & Ebrama Sail; Democratisation in the Gam-

Democracy in Africa.
Henri Ossebi; Production Démocratique et Transition
Post-Totalitaire au Congo: Portée et Limites d’une
Expérience.
Pancrace Twagiramutara: Etat Multipatisan, Pluralisme
Ethnique, Populisme et Democratic Communication ä la
bia: The Current Debate

10.

11.

Puis

Njawe: Role et Problemes dans une situation de crise

de transition

au

Cameroun

13.

Abdoulaye N. Sylla: Droit D’informer/Devoir de
Vigilance

14.

Donald Chanda: The Democratic Transition in Zambia;
Some Lessons for Africa

15.

Tiyanjana Maluwa: Some Perspectives on Recent Legislative Developments
Sergio Vieira: Mozambique: Questions on the Emergence
of Civil Society.
E. Y. Gu-Konu; Espace, Democratic, Droits de L’Homme
et Development en Afrique de L’Ouest
Abderrahmane Moussaoui: La Politique sous le Signe du
Religieux — Lecture d’un Scrutin Avorté
Ali El-Kenz: Algerie: Les Emjeux d’une Crise
P. Rutake: Democratic et Droits de L’Homme en Afrique

16.

17.
18.
19.

20.

—

21

four-day meeting, the participants passed
following communique;
We, activists and committed intellectuals meeting in Harare
from the 11th to the 14th of May 1992 for a conference organised by CODESRIA in conjunction with SAFES on
"Democracy and Human Rights in Africa: The Internal and External Context" debated and sought ways of promoting
democracy and extending the functions of human rights on the
At the end of the

the

continent.

on

Conférence de Harare.
12.

COMMUNIQUE

Le Cas du Bumndi

We note with grave concern

those that have committed themselves to transition programmes, to democracy rules and/or have signed and ratified international declarations on human rights.
In particular we remain ever conscious of the fact that South
Africa remains under the yoke of apartheid: and call on ail

progressive forces to support the liberatory process in that
country.

Having analysed and deliberated on the current situation on
Democracy and Human Rights in Africa, we have noted with
grave concern the deteriorating political situation in Africa.
All over the continent, governments are abusing human and
civil rights such as freedom of expression and of the press,
freedom of assembly and association. There are also
numerous cases of arbitrary arrests of citizens, closure of
media houses and institutions of higher learning. Detentions
without trial, use of state violence against citizens in peaceful
processions and in certain cases, disruption of the transition
process to democratic rule.
The conference notes in particular the following violations of
human rights and the democratic process, which came to our
notice during our deliberation, and make the following resolutions:
1.

23.

Religious Movements and Democracy
Religious Movements in Nigeria, in Historical Perspective.
Ibrahim Jibrin; Democratic Transitions in Africa: Expanding the Democratic Space
Sulaiman K. Chafe:

Juscelino Emanuel Vieira: Democrate
Humanos

24.
25.

em

Cabo Verde; Limites de

os

Direitos

Experiencias

Ahipeaud Martial Joseph: Les Etudiants et Les Eleves dans
la Transition Politique Ivoirienne
E.M. Kameir: Multi-Party State and Human Rights in
Sudan: The Position of the Intellectuals

26.
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Kwame A. Ninsin: Democratic

That the action of the Cameroonian authorities in

closing
premise of ROTOPRINT the printers of the Independent Press in Douala on Monday May 11,1992, be
condemned as a flagrant violation of the freedom of the
press and we call on the authorities in Cameroon to reopen
ROTOPRINT and allow them continued printing and publication of the Independent Press.
That in Malawi, the continued detention without trial and
torture of political dissenters, censorship of the press and
unbridled interference in the judiciary and the atrocities
committed by the security forces resulting in the massacre
of people at Blantyre on May 7, 1992 be condemned by
all democrats. In this regard, we call on the Malawi government to immediately, and without preconditions, release
down the

in Africa: Islamic

22.

the gross violations of human

rights and democratic processes in many countries, including

Transitions': Successes and

2.
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all

3.

4.

political prisoners, un-ban all political parties, declare a
general amnesty for all exiles and permit freedom of expression.
That in Cote d'Ivoire over 40 citizens in the political opposition have been arbitrarily detained including René DegriSegou, the president of Ivorian Human Rights League,
Martial Ahipeaud, the General Secretary of the Federation
of Ivorian Students and Laurent Gagbo, General Secretary
of the Ivorian Popular Front. We condemn these arbitrary
arrests and the disruption of the democratisation process.
That in Cape Verde there is torture of both political and
common-law prisoners as reported by the country’s National Commission on Human Rights. The conference con-

VISITORS TO SAFES
During the month of May, SAFES Tru.st was honoured by the
to its premises by the following people:
6/5/92
Helmi Sharawy, Director of the Arab Research Centre,
visits

Cairo;
Ernest Wamba dia Wamba,

7/5/92

13/5/92

demns this inhuman treatment and calls for the release of
human rights prisoners such as Antonio Pedro de Priss
and Major Carlos Andrade and the restoration of the right
of visit for common-law prisoners.
5.

That in Zambia, where a democratic election has just been

held, the government is already showing intolerance of opposition views and autonomous activities; threatens to ban
and arrest members of the CAUCUS for National Unity and
the National Women's Lobby Group, and has arrested the
editor of the Weekly Post, Joey Mwiinga. We condemn the
actions of the Zambian government and suppression of
the rights of individuals and associations. We call for the
respect of the rule of law and the protection of the rights

14/5/92
15/5/92

Halimeh, Ambassador of Palestine

18/5/92

Kwame

to

Zimbabwe;

Arhin, Director, Institute of African Studies,

Lagos; Kwameh Ninsin, Department of Political
Science University of Lagon; Molatlhegi Tlhale,
AZAPO, Education Commissar; Banny Shutz,
Professor of Third World African Studies, Defence In-

of existence of all democratic associations.
6.

Department of History,
University of Dar es Salaam, Jossé M. Gonsalves,
Luanda Angola;
Helge Kjekshus, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Oslo,
Norway; Arne Tostensten, Chr. MicheLsen Institute,
Bergen; Hans Blomkvist, SAREC, Stockholm,
Sweden; Abdoulaye Bathily, AAPS; Sergio Vieira,
Maputo;
P. Anyang’ Nyong’o, Secretary General for AAPS;
Lupenga Mphande, Ohio State University, Columbus;
Mary Low Ingram, "World Bank, Washington DC; Ali

telligence College, USA and ISRl Maputo, MozambiHamr Ikonen from Embassy of Finland.

That

we have observed with consternation the numerous
conflicts between the State and Students in Institutions of

que;

Higher Learning all over the continent, and the tendency
of governments to resort to violent police action rather than
dialogue in seeking solution to the problems confronting
the educational sector. We condemn such arbitrary acts
and the frequent closures of these institutions as has been
the case recently in the universities of Lagos, of Zim-

babwe, of Malawi, etc.
7.

That the African

people have demonstrated a strong will
and determination to democratise their societies but that
their efforts are being eroded by the constraints emanat-

ing from the Structural Adjustment Programmes imposed
by Western powers and their local powers. The conference was concerned in particular by the transformation
of the world into an unpopular system in which the interests of Pax Americana could become a major stumbling
block to democratisation. While we welcome solidarity, we
reject imposed conditionalities which threaten the
sovereignty of African countries. Parties condemn the arrests and the repression to which democrats in Cote d’Ivoire are subjected to.
We demand the immediate and unconditional release of
all the detained democrats.

Finally, we express our solidarity to all detained democrats
and our support for the revival of the democratic process
in Cote d’Ivoire in particular and in Africa, in general.
Harare 14th May 1992
Signatories:
Ibbo Mandaza
Executive Director (SAFES Trust)
Thandika Mkandawire
Excutive Secretary (CODESRIA)
Sapem June 1992
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Maldevelopment: Autonomy of a Global Failure by Samir
Amin, ZED, London (1990).

Guy Mhone: Economic Structures and Development Agendas
and the Quest for Regional Cooperation in Southern Africa:
Problems and Issues;

PLANNING WORKSHOP ON

SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE YEAR
2000

Dan Dhlela: The African Economic Community and Southern
Africa: Some Observations:
Mafa Sejanamane: The Security of Inner Periphery States;
Andreas Guibeb: The Problems of Small States and Regional
Security: Namibia and Her Neighbours (Paper presented by Pius

Dunaiski)

Lloyd Ching’ambo: Economic Destabilisation in Southern
Africa;

organised a two-day planning workshop at the
HarareHoliday Inn from June 17-18,1992 where the participants
focused on the theme Southern Africa in the Year 2000: Problems
and Prospects of Regional Cooperation and Economic Integration. Afull report of the proceedings will be published in our July

Africa;

issue.

Haroub Othman: Southern

SAPES Trust

that were discussed in preparation for
the work plan and research agenda:
Ibbo Mandaza: Southern Africa in the Year 2000: An Overview;
Here is

a

list of papers

Severine

Rugumamu:7a/;ra7!;a, the Indian Ocean and Southern

Balefi Tsie: South

African Economic Hegemony: Some Securin'

Considerations:

Agenda for Research

on

Africa in the Post-Cold War Era: An
Peace and Security in the Global Con-

text:

Sipho Buthelezi: South Africa in Post-Apartheid Southern
Africa.
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by Ruth Meena

In this

book, Jonathan N. Moyo shows that, although the African crisis has
by many observers as characteristically unique in its nature
and extent, the actual problems of political order and administrative stability
in Africa are not at all unique. In this context, the common arguments that
ethnic diversities, trib°alism, personal rule, etc, have hampered development
of the modern state in Africa, miss the point. The existence of different value
systems within society, be they on the basis of tribe, culture, or any other social
reason, is not specifically an African problem. Rather, it is a human issue which
is characteristic of virtually all socieities as are known today. Therefore, the
real question about the African crisis is: How to organise and sustain the
interests of otherwise divergent individuals and groups in society in such a
manner as to give them material comfort and a sense of common values and
been described
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this book.
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